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POTENTIAL EXPANSION OF FRESH MARKET SALES AS AN OUTLET
FOR OREGON-GROWN VEGETABLES

CHAPTER

I NTRODUCTI ON

Vegetable production in Oregon has grown from almost

nothing to a fifty million dollar commercial industry during the

past 100 years. During the days of the gold rush, pioneers

(who settled from the Tualatin Plains to the Luciamute River of

the Willamette Valley) engaged in vegetable production to supply

their own needs. Presently vegetables are produced not only for

local consumption, but are also shipped to large southern, mid-

western, and eastern consuming centers.

Some of the early pioneer writings described the extent to

which vegetables were used in the daily diet (7a, p. 115):

"They were without flour or milk, butter, or eggs, and
their only meat was game. Boiled wheat, potatoes and
dried peas were their chief dependence. Coffee was made
made from dried peas"

The early settlers were lavish in their praises of the

productive soils of the Willamette Valley. "Wild strawberries grew

to the very doors and the virgin soil in many places was abloom with

beautiful flowers'(7a, p. 115). ''The land in its natural state is

usually ready for the plow, and is exceedingly productive'1(7a, p. 115).



n 1855, surveyors for the Union Pacific Railroad reported

that the Flathead indians were so fond of carrots they would

steal them from the fields, although they were strictly honest

as to other articles (7a, p. 116).

During the early years of the Twentieth Century, Oregon

farmers were learning how to match production techniques with

other sections of the country and how to make unusual economies

in production that made it possible to compete in markets out-

side the state despite great distances and ruinous freight

rates. The Oregon farmers displayed a growing awareness of the

opportuni ties avai lable in producing horticultural crops

Technological advances and local population increases

played major roles in the growth and development of the

vegetable industry in Oregon.

The first substantial increase in local demand for vege-

tables came during the First World War with increases in pop-

ulation and government spending, t was not until the period

from l9LO to 1960 that Oregon experienced similar increases in

population and local demand,

Developments in irrigation, manufactured nitrogen fertilizer,

and pesticides vastly increased production capabilities and

helped to stabilize production by reducing the risks of insect

damage and drought.

Product ioh in Ore

n 1961, approximately 17,500 acres of Oregon land were used
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to produce fresh market vegetables having an estimated frm value of

$10,225,000 (Table I). Approximately 108,900 acres were planted to

processed vegetables having an estimated farm value of $22,21-f7,000.

Fresh market vegetable acreage averaged about 17,000 from

1959-61, This was about the same level of production which prevailed

from 19149-514, However, the number of acres of fresh vegetables de-

creased during 1955 to 1957, averaging slightly fewer than 114,000

acres.

Processed vegetable production in Oregon increased steadily

during the past 10 years although fluctuating from year to year.

Acres planted to processed vegetables increased from an average

of 75,000 acres during 19149-52 to 97,000 acres during l959-6l

Location of Vegetable Production in Oregon

The production of vegetables for the fresh market was

scattered throughout most of the counties in western Oregon except

for Columbia and the coastal counties. Morrow, Umatilla, and

Malheur were the only counties in eastern Oregon with a sizeable

acreage of fresh market vegetables. Figure 1 shows concentration

of fresh vegetablQ production in Ore9on by counties for. 1959. The

percent of crop acres devoted to the production of fresh vegetables

was greatest in the counties nearest the large population center.

From 10 to 12 percent of available crop acres was devoted to fresh

vegetable production in Multnomah County. Clackamas was the second

leading county in fresh vegetable concentration devoting from 75

percent to 10 percent of available crop acres to fresh vegetables.
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The concentration of processed vegetable production in

Oregon by counties is illustrated in Figure 2. Multnomah and

Umatilla counties devoted the greatest percent of available crop

acres to processed vegetable production. From 5 to 10 percent

of total crop acres in these counties was planted to processed

vegetables in 1959. A large percentage of the acres in pro-

cessed vegetables in Urnatilla, Union, and Wallowa was plantedrto

peasJ Whereas,a large variety of processed crops was grown in the

WI I lamette Valley. Green beans, sweet corn, and carrots were the

largest volume processed vegetable crops in the Valley.

Table I. Farm value and number of acres of principal vegetable
crops grown in Oregon for fresh market and for processed
by years, 19/49 1961,

Fresh Market Processed

Thousands Thousands
Year Acres of dollars Acres of dollars

19/49 16,130 8,133 70,380 13,098

1950 16,230 6,084 72,230 12,901

1951 18,150 10,507, 82,920 15,191

1952 17,560 11,6/46 74,290 14,580

1953 17,640 6,878 75,430 15,968

195/4 15,830 7,432 83,830 15,882

1955 13,540 6,891 85,980 16,612

1956 14,480 7,59/4 95,8'O 20,900
1957 13,950 7,820 93,050 20,503
1958 15,900 10,449 85,950 18,507

1959 16,280 6,626 88,170 19,871

1960 17,050 8,021 93,920 18,219

1961 17,450 10,225 108,900 22,247

Source: 1949-53 (/42,pp. 8-22; 43, pp. 10-18).
l954-59 (29, pp. 7-10; 30, pp. 9-12).
1960-61 (/49, pp. 6-7; 50, pp. 10-11).



Figure 1. Distribution of fresh vegetable production in Oregon by counties; acres of fresh market
vegetables per thousand crop acres in county, 1959. (Based on unpublished data from
the Oregon Crop and Livestock Reporting Service, USDP. Statistical Reporting Service and
Oregon State University Extension Service.)
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Figure 2. Distribution of processed vegetable production in Oregon by counties; acres of processed
vegetables per thousand crop acres in county, l99. (Based on unpublished data from the
Oregon Crop and Livestock Reporting Service, USDA Statistical Reporting Service and Ore-
gon State University Extension Service.)
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ndustry Problems

A. C. B. Bouquet3
the first professor of vegetable crops at

Oregon Agricultural College summed up the needs of the vegetable

industry in 1907 (7a, pp. 117)

'What the Oregon vegetable industry needs is: (1) stabilized

acreage, (2) crops grown in more favorable areas, (3) better

farming methods to increase quality and uniformity,
(Lf) better grading and packing, (5) proper inspection by

the government or otherwise,and (6) efficient marketing
organizations

The needs outlined by Professor Bouquet in 1907 are essentially

the same needs of the vegetable industry in Oregon in 1962, The

vegetable industry experienced its greatest growth within the last

35 years. Rapid adjustments to take advantage of economic and

technological opportuni ties contri buted greatly to this development.

Lettuce, fresh celery, and cauliflower, once occupied 3,300,

600, and 1,500 acres respectively. Now these acreages are very

much smaller. There were many changes in quantities of various

crops produced, but total production has increased, Whether or not

this increase will continue, will depend upon economic forces and

the attitudes of the growers.

Vegetable production in Oregon stands on another threshold of

change. Chief disadvantage, faced by Oregon vegetable growers in

the past was the high cost of transportation to distant markets.

With the rapid increase in population on the West Coast, par-

ticularly California, Oregon is no longer 2,000 miles from large
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consuming centers, Deve]opments in rapid transportation of

perishable products also helped to bring Oregon within reach of

the large consuming centers of the Midwest and East.

The vegetable industry in Oregon is presently faced with

several alternative courses of action: (1) expand production

for the fresh market, (2) decrease production for the fresh

market, (3) expand production for processing, or (Li) decrease

production for processing. The production of vegetables, both

fresh and processed, is a dynamic, specialized industry. Correct

decisions based on future economic conditions are fundamental for

a profitable industry.

Statement of the Problem

The price income problem in the fresh vegetable industry

in Oregon can be stated in the following three ways:

tin terms of epressed needs. (1) Oregon farmers con-
cerned with the production of vegetables for the fresh
market are experiencing a decline in income, weakening
of their competitive position, and loss of market out-
lets. (2) Oregon farmers concerned with the production
of vegetables for processing are experiencing increased
competition from other producing areas and decline in
income and are interested in evaluating a fresh market
alternative.

tin terms of an equilibrium concept. The returns to
the resources (land, labor, and capital) used in the
production of many vegetable crops have been less than
if these resources were put to alternative uses, Le.,
the marginal revenue product (MRP) of these resources
has been less than marginal revenue product (MRP) of
comparable resources employed in alternative uses



In terms of a value premise. The income to producers of
fresh vegetables in Oregon should be increased,

Objectives of This Study

No previous research has been conducted concerning the

evaluation of the fresh market as a potential outlet for in-

creasing thesales of Oregon-produced vegetables. There have been

research projects which evaluated the fresh market potential of

various vegetable crops produced in other regions. All of the

research 'previously conducted concerned with increasing fresh

market sales concentrated primarily on marketin institutions

and practices. It is believed that there is a need for pre-

senting an analytical framework for the evaluation of the

potential expansion of fresh market sales of specific vegetable

crops which encompases, on an individual commodity basis, both

crop production and marketing institutions, Such an analytical

framework is presented. In addi tion, consideration is given to

the following factors which influence the economic and institutional

environment in which fresh vegetables are produced and marketed in

Oregon: (1) recent trends in the general demand for fresh, pro-

cessed, and frozen vegetables, and (2) recent production trends in

competitive regional supply areas, (3) recent changes in the

structure of fresh vegetable markets, and (4) production and

marketing practices of Oregon fresh vegetable growers. Emphasis
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is placed on (1) determining the potential expansion of fresh

market sales of selected fresh vegetables on the basis of corn-

parative costs and returns, and (2) evaluating the influence of

economic and environmental factors on the potential expansion of

fresh market sales, Finally, criteria are suggested For improving

the producing and marketing practices of Oregon fresh market

vegetable growers.

The General Objectives are as Follows:

1, To determine whether it is feasible to sell greater
quantities of selected Oregon-grown vegetables in the
fresh market, and if so, determine adjustments which
can be made to exploit this potential market.

2. To provide an integrated framework for analysis of
potential market expansion for a commodity including
both crop production and wholesale marketing institutions.

3. To provide basis for a producer educational program
improving fresh vegetable marketing practices in
Oregon.

The Specific Objectives are as Follows:

1. To describe the characteristics of the fresh market
vegetable production unit in Oregon and to relate these
characteristics to the economies of size and to the needs
of a rapidly changing market.

2. To identify the marketing channels of Oregon-grown
fresh market vegetables and to measure volume handled
through each major type of outlet.

3. To determine and compare the returns obtained by
growers from specific marketing channels (or outlets).

t-f. To evaluate the implications which recent trends
in consumption patterns might have on future Oregon
vegetable production patterns.



5. To evaluate the impact of recent changes in the market
structure of food retailing and wholesaling upon the
competitive position and the loss of market outlets to
Oregon producers of fresh market vegetables.

6. To determine whether Oregon fresh market producers
are meeting the needs of a rapidly changing market, and

to evaluate adjustments which can be made to maintain
present market position and to exploit potential markets.

7. Todevelop a methodology that will enable evaluation
and measurement of the potential market expansion of a
given perishable commodity for a particular producing
area,

8, To provide basic data pertaining to: (1) the economic

organization of the typical fresh market produce farms,
(2) the marketing practices presently being used by Oregon

producers, (3) some alternatives available to producers
to do a better job of marketing and, (L) increase fresh

market sales,
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C HA PT ER H

THEORETI C.CONSl DERAfl ONS AND METHODOLOGY

The first part of this chapter is devoted to a discussion of

some of the theoretical considerations and problems involved in

evaluating the potential expansion of production and marketing of

a commodity or a group of commodities,

The amount of vegetables presently grown in Oregon and

marketed fresh is a function of the costs and returns involved

in growing vegetables and alternative crops. All agricultural

crops require land, labor, capital, and management to be grown

successfully, and, therefore, are competitive with one another

for these factors,

The selection of commodities grown, and the amount of each

produced in any geographic area are dependent on two sets of

relationships. One is the regional production possibility

relationship which is often referred to as the regional trans-

formation curve. This relationship establishes the physical

opportunities which are open to a particular region. The nature

of the production possibilities for a region depends on the pro

duction function for each individual commodity and for each farm,

The second important relationship is that of price ratios



of commodities, Hence, the amount of any commodity or group of

commodities grown in a region is a function of (1) the physical

production functions of all crops which can be grown, (2) the

relative prices of the factors of production and, (3) the market

price ratio: of the commodities adjusted for transportation costs;

that is, farm prices.

Determinates of the Production Function

The production function is a technical concept. The pro-

ductivity of the factors of production defines the limits of the

production function, "The physical or technological phenomena

affecting the production function are climate, soil, and bio-

logical conditions" (11, p. 6k0). "Climatic factors include

rainfall, surface evaporation, temperature, length of the growing

season, amount of sunshine, intensity and direction of prevailing

winds, and any other factors associated with these (11, p. 6k0)."

The chief characteristics of soils which condition the production

function for individual crops are topography, texture, structure,

and fertility. Disease and insect problems are examples of

biological factors affecting the production function. The

influence of biological conditions is subject to change with

advancements in technology,

Technology refers to the techniques used in production. The

following quotation from Earl Heady effectively describes the
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nature of technology (1] , p. 708)

"Technical advance is manifested in the new crop varieties
and fertilizer combinations developed by agronomists, by
the improved rations and breeds uncovered by animal
scientists and the mechanical practices developed by
engineers"

Technological improvement has the general property of developing a

new production function such that a greater output of product is

forthcoming from a given total input of resources.

Determinates of Factor Prices

All the broad groups of factors of production -- land, labor,

capital and entrepreneurship -- have prices in the forms of rent,

wages, interest and profit respectively. The prices of factors

of production are determined by the interaction of the demand for

resources and the supply of resources. Resources are not directly

useful as want satisfying goods. The demand for factors of pro-

duction depends on what they can produce --on their productivity.

The physical ability of a resource to produce a product used in

conjunction with given amounts of other resources controls the

productivity of a resource. The marginal productivity of a re-

source is the change in output resulting from the addition of one

resource unit while the amount of other resources used remains

unchanged. The value of resource productivity depends not only

on the added unit of product produced with an added unit of re-

source, but also on the price of the output. Hence, the price

paid for renting land in Oregon suitable for vegetable production
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is a function of (1) the productivity of land used for vegetable

production, (2) prices of vegetables, (3) the productivity of

the land used for other agricultural commodities, (14) the prices of

other agricultural commodities, (5) the value of the land used for

non-agricultural purposes, (6) the availability of suitable land,

and (7) the prices of other resources.

Determinates of Product Prices at the Farm Level

Prices of agricultural goods, as with all goods, are deter-

mined by the interaction of demand forces and supply forces.

Administered prices by a governmental agency are exceptions to this

statement. Since most agricultural products do not go directly to

consumers, the demand at wholesale markets for agricultural pro-

ducts depends not only on consumer demand,but also onthe level of

competition in the wholesale market, and the costs of performing

the marketing functions, including the cost of transportation.

Consumer demand for a product is determined primarily by four

principal factors: (I) the number of potential consumers in the

market; (2) total income, (3) the consumption habits and pre-

ferences of these potential consumers, (4) the number, availability,

and prices of potentially substitutable products.

The level of competition in the market is an important factor

in determining the price of a commodity. One would expect the

price of carrots to be different in a purely competitive market

situationfromthepriceinamonopsonisticmarketsituation. In
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a purely competitive situation there would be many buyers and many

sellers, Whereas in the monopsony situation, there would be many

sellers and only one buyer. The instance of a monopsonistic buyer

of agricultural products in the United States is very rare. However,

the instance of relatively few buyers of some agricultural products

is not as rare, With the increased concentration of the market

in fewer firms in the food distribution industry, the number of

buyers of many raw agricultural products has declined. This is

particularly evident in the wholesale fresh fruit and vegetable

industry (3, various pages,).

The technique of analyzing the effect of marketing margins on

the quantity and distribution of crops grown in an area is very

similar to the technique of analyzing the effect of relative pro-

duction costs, n a competitive system a significant change in the

the production functionof a commodity or group of commodities will

cause an adjustment in the production of competitive crops, Mar-

keting can be defined as the production (creation) of time, form,

place and possession utility, The production of utility requires

inputs as does the production of a crop. The change in the amount

of utility produced resulting from the addition of one resource

unit labor, capital, entrepreneurship, and land -- can be defined

as a technical marketing function. Assuming complete knowledge

concerning marginal cost and revenue functions, a firm adds units of

variable inputs until the cost of the added inputs is equal to in-

creased revenues derived from their use,
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Any significant change in the productivity of the inputs used

in the marketing process will change the quantities of products

produced and marketed in a region. If the productivity of inputs

used in the marketing of fresh vegetables increased and per unit

marketing margins were lowered, the production of fresh vegetables

would be increased, The production of substituted crops would be

reduced unless available resources were of unlimited supply. The

case of relatively unlimited resources in an area wouldbe unique.

However, an area may have unemployment and most farms probably

have excess machine and managerial capacity.

Under competitive conditions, the price to the producer would

be the central market price less the cost of transportation services

between the production location and the consuming center. Numerous

forces cause the per-ton transportation costs to differ among

products. Perishability and fragility of the product, handling;

charges enroute, length of haul, type of carrier required, volume

per-ton, and competition within theindustry are some of the more

important factors. Transportation rates per mile generally are

not proportional to the distance hauled. Carriers may lower the

rate per-ton mile for greater distances, This is possible because

of the relatively lower overhead for long hauls than for short ones.

Reduced rates are sometimes given the same product for a particular

direction in which traffic is light; costs are little greater for

a run with a load than for empty cars. Some farming areas are

located on these "haul-back" routes, while others are not.
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Any significant change in the factors that determine trans-

portation rates may cause adjustments in the crops producd.wi thin

an area. The adjustments would depend on the 3ncidence of the

change. A lowering of motor freight rates, relative to rail and

water transportation, would increase the relative returns to

highly perishable products, due to the fact that highly perishable

commodities are transported primarily by motor freight.

Regional and Farm Production Decisions

n the previous section the factors which determine the costs

of producing and marketing agricultural crops have been outlined.

The factors affecting the returns for agricultural crops have also

been discussed, The decisions as to what crops to produce and how

much within a farm and within a general region are based on the

coefficients of the cost and revenue functions in a competitive,

economic system. The type of competitive model need not be

specified unless predictions are to be made from thesecoefficients.

Production and marketing deci sions in a monopol i stic system are

based on the same factors as decisions in a purely competitive

system. The coefficients will likely be different however, and,

therefore,the decisions will also differ,

Assuming perfect knowledge on the part of all producers and

marketing men, the crop or crop mix grown within a region would be

the result of the cost and revenue functions for all crops solved



simultaneously for maximum profit. f all farms and marketing

firms possessed complete knowledge of the cost and return functions

for all commodities, the only way to increase the production and

marketing of a commodity would be through changes in the factors

affecting the cost or return functions. Changes in the quantity

of a commodity grown would come only in response to expected

changes in profit. A grower would not decide to increase his

production of fresh market vegetables unless he expected it to be

more profitable to do so,

The assumption of perfect knowledge of all cost and revenue

functionon the part of all producing and marketing firms is not

realistic, t is very unlikely, for many reasons, that vegetable

growers are producing at their maximum profit point. They may not

be aware of recent advancements in technology -- new varieties,

cultural practices, and management techniques. They may not be

aware of the returns to be derived from growing other crops or

from changing market outlets of their present crops. They may be

aware of more profitable alternatives, but they may choose to grow

their present crops for non-economic reasons. Therefore, fresh

marketing of greater quantities of Oregon-grown vegetables may be

economically feasi ble without new technological developments or

changes in consumer consumption patterns.



Methodology

A considerable quantity of the data used in this study came

from primary sources, Due to the lack of available secondary data

on fresh market vegetable prices, production practices, marketing

practices, and market outlets, it was necessary to obtain data by

means of personal interviews,

Method of Group nterview

The costs of production estimates for sweet corn and carrots

presented in chapters seven and eight were derived on the basis of

group interviews with producersL.[. The results obtained from these

group interviews are not the average production costs for all pro-

ducers, but they may be viewed as representative costs of a typical

producer under various size situations for given conditions.

The essential features of this method for estimating pro-

duction costs are for an experienced production economist to meet

with the local county agent and a small group of cooperative, well-

informed growers. A reasonable estimate of costs can be obtained

by getting the group of producers to agree on the cost of each

speci fic operation performed.

There are several advantages of this method of obtaining cost

estimates, t is much cheaper than obtaining cost dafta by survey.

There is also greater flexibility in obtaining estimates for various

l/ The term cost of production as used here refers to all
operations performed on the farm.
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size operations, f there are no large size production units in

the available population, no estimate of cost for this large unit

can be obtained by means of a producer survey. Whereas, by means

of a group interview the growers can be asked to give their views

as to how cost would change as thesize of operation increased.

The reliability of this estimate cannot be assessed statistically.

It is not likely,however,to be in large error so long as one does

not attempt to extrapolate over too large a section of the cost

curve. Another advantage of this method is thatit enables one

to estimate the typical cost of production of a given commodity

under various levels of technology through the predetermined

selection of growers.

Probably the chief disadvantage of cost estimating by group

interview is that the estimates cannot be used in conjunction with

total receipts to estimate net returns to growers of a commodity.

pjing Area

Fourteen Western Oregon counties were selected as the sampling

area.L.!_ These counties produced the majority of fresh market

vegetables grown in Oregon. Eastern Oregon counties which pro-

duced quantities of fresh market vegetables; i .., Malheur and

Umatilla were excluded from thesampling area to reduce sampling

costs.

jj Counties included in the sampling area are: Benton,
Clackamas, Clatsop, Columbia, Douglas, Jackson, Lane, Linn,
Multnomah, Marion, Polk, Yamhill, Washington and Josephine.
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Sampling Method

Information concerning the organizationof the vegetable pro-

ducing unit, marketing practices, and quantities moved and prices

received by growers through various market outlets was obtained by

means of random sample of fresh market vegetable growers.

Growers who were known to have marketed five or more different

vegetable crops in recent years were placed in Stratum Number One.

Growers having fewer than five different fresh vegetable crops were

placed in Stratum Number Two,

t was hypothesized that the variance would be greater in

Stratum One than in Stratum Two due to the larger number of crops

grown by each farmer. On the basis of this, a higher sampling

rate was used for Stratum Number One than for Stratum Number Two,

The original structure of the sample is shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Number, percentage distribution, and sampling rate of
the proposed sample of 200 Western Oregon vegetable
growers by strata.

Stratum Stratum
Number 1 Number 2 Total

Number of growers
in the frame 102 302 '402

Number to be sampled 70 130 200

Sampling rate 69% '43% 49,5%
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A major objective of this study was to measure the percent of

total volume by crops, marketed through various outlets. An

extremely large sample would have been required to estimate accurately

the percent handled by outlets for the minor vegetable crops. Cost

considerations did not justify such a large sample. From a sample

size of 200 (out of a population of O2) differences from lO-4O per-

cent in quantities through outlets can be isolated for the major

crops. On this basis a sample size of 200 was selected.

The farm interviews were made by a research consultant firm

in Portland, Oregon, -- Clark, Bardsley & Haslacher -- on a con-

tracted basis with the Oregon Agri cultural Experiment Station. The

researchfirm was provided with a list of the names and addresses

of the growers selected in the sample and with a list of pre-

determined, ordered substitutes. Substitution was allowed when the

respondents were not home after the third call, moved away, quit

farming, or were deceased,

As the interviewing progressed it became evident that the

sampling frame was poor, particularly in Multnomah County. A large

portion of the supposedly active vegetable growers was deceased, had

quit farming, moved away, and merged with other growers. The final

sample contained 22 percent substitutes. 'Not at home" accounted

for a very small percentage of substitutes, Table 3 shows a

breakdown of the sample by strata and by substitution.
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Two hundred interviews were completed of which 182 usable

schedules were obtained, Three schedules were not used due to

insufficient or obviously inaccurate data. Fifteen schedules were

omitted because the farmer no longer grew vegetables for thefresh

ma r ke t.

Possible Sources of Bias

There are two sources of bias which may have affected the

accuracy of the results of the survey. The first and probably the

more important source of bias resultedfrom the sampling frame.

A large propbrtion of the names iñthe frame was obtained from

wholesale buyers. t is difficult and costly to obtain the names

of growers who sell chiefly to small retail outlets and on their

farms. Growers using these outlets generally havesmaller oper-

ations than those using the larger wholesale outlets. Hence, the

sample may be slightly biased towards the larger grower.

Table 3. Number and percentage distribution of the sample of 182
Western Oregon fresh vegetable growers by original and
substitute respondents and by strata. January-March, 1962.

Stratum Number Number Percent

1 (original) 6k 35,2

2 (original) 78 L2,8

1 (substitute) 12 6.6

2 (substitute) 28 15.4

TOTAL 182 100.0
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Another source of bias may have been introduced in the method

of analyzing the data. The sample was a disproportionate, stratified

sample. The sampling rate was 71 percent for Stratum One, and

35 percent for Stratum Two, n the analysis, all estimates should

have been separated by strata and then weighted by strata sampling

percentages to obtain an estimate of the population. There proved

however, to be very few, if any, differencesamong the means and

among variances of the two strata. The information concerning

the number of crops grown on each farm was inaccurate, The farms

in Stratum Two appeared to have as many crops as those in Stratum

One. Hence, the number of crops reportedly grown proved to be in-

effective as a basis for stratification, Therefore, the sample was

treated as one unit and the strata were combined.

If there were not any significant differences among the means

and among variances of the two strata, the sample was not biased.

However, if there were significant differences among the means and among

variances of the two strata, some bias would have been introduced.

The sample was originally designed to include 50 percent of

the population, The original population estimate contained 4P2

fresh market vegetable growers. Of the 200 schedules taken

nearly 8 percent were strictly processed vegetable growers. Assuming

this was an unbiased sample, it is estimated that nearly 8 per-

cent of the 402 growers in the frame (or 32 growers) was pro-

cessed growers. The sample also illustrated the fact that many



of the growers listed in the original frame (about 16 percent)

were not prospective growers for various reasons previously

mentioned, Therefore, it is estimated that the final sampling

rate was from 55 to 65 percent of the population.

No error estimates were computed in the analysis for the

following reasons: (I) The usefulness of the data does not depend

upon being able to distinguish the difference between two re-

latively close means, (2) the relatively high sampling rate should

have resulted in a low error estimate, and (3) the costs of

computing the error estimates were greater than their expected

value in use.

Estimating Demand Elasticity

The estimated elasticity of demand for sweet corn in the

San Francisco market was obtained through the use of multiple

linear regression technique

An attempt was made to estimate the elasticity of demand for

carrots in the San Francisco market through the use of the same

linear regression techniques. However, the results proved to be

insignificant, Some of the probable causes for the failure to

obtain an estimate of elasticity of demand for carrots are discussed

in a later chapter.
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CHAPTERIH

RECENT TRENDS IN CONSUMPTION, MARKETING
AND PRODUCTION OF VEGETABLES

Shifts in Consumption

The American diet underwent considerable change bewteen

1936-kO and 1956-60, There were many factors responsible for

this shift in consumption patterns among food groups. The large

increase in disposable income per family during this period,

however,was probably the most important. With increases in in-

comes, consumers were able to shift their food selection toward

those products which they preferred and could more nearly afford

to purchase. Per capita consumption of all foodin pounds in-

creased 11 percent from l936-L0 to 1956-60 as measured by the

Agricultural Marketing Service price-weighted index of food

consumption (Lik, pp. 36-38).

Consumption per person of protein foods -- meat, fish,

poultry, and dairy products (except butter) -- tincreased more than

the consumption of all food (Figure 3). Per capita consumption of

vegetables (excluding potatoes and sweet potatoes) increased

slightly less than the average for all food. Fruits, beans, dry

peas, nuts, potatoes, sweet potatoes, and cereal products gave

ground to more favored foods.

On the basis of the data presented in Figure 3, the long run

demand for vegetables as a group appears favorable, although not as



favorable as the demand for high protein foods, If the consumption

of vegetables is separated into consumption in the fresh form,

canned and frozen, the long run demand expectations for fresh market

vegetables does not appear as favorable as the long run demand for

canned and frozen vegetables. From l9kO-.2 to 1958-60 per capita

consumption of selected vegetables in the fresh form decreased

26 percent, whereas consumption per person of canned vegetables

increased 8 percent, and frozen increased over 800 percent

(Figure L),LlOn the basis of these percentages alone, it appears

that fresh vegetables are rapidly losing the market in competition

with canned and frozen vegetables. The extremely large percentage

increase in per capita consumption of frozen vegetables can be

largely attributed to very little frozen consumption during l940--i'2.

The consumption of frozen vegetables increased from 1 percent of the

total vegetable market in l9+0-'+2 to 13 percent in 1958-60, During

the same period consUmption of canned vegetables increased from 35

to 39 percent of the vegetable market. The share of the total

vegetable market (for the 11 selected vegetables) consumed fresh

decreased from 63 percent in 1940142 to Li.8 percent in 1958-60,

Of the eleven vegetables included in Figure l-i.,only sweet corn

showed an increase in per capita consumption in the fresh form.LL

/1 Only major vegetables uti lized in both the fresh form and a
processed form are included in this figure.
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Figure 3. Changes in per capita consumption (civilian-United
States) for food groups, 1930-34 to 1956-60.
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During 19L0-1+2 an average of 6.2 pounds per person of fresh sweet

corn was consumed, whereas 8.3 pounds were consumed per person during

1958-60. Fresh sweet corn increased its share of the total corn

market from 61 percent in l910-L2 to 66 percentin 1958-60, Carrot

per capita consumption in the fresh form decreased slightly while

fresh per capita consumption of the other nine vegetable included

in Figure k decreased sharply from 19140-142 to 1958-60,

The increased consumption of fresh sweet corn can be largely

attributed to the year-around availability of the product. Reduced

time in transportation from southern production areas to northern

markets, enabling a higher quality product to be delivered, a1so

contributed to the increased consumption of sweet corn in the fresh

form,

Another change in the consumption pattern of fresh vegetables

was the shift from cooking-type vegetables to salad-type vegetables.

Although per capita consumption of all fresh vegetables decreased

13 percent from l90-42 to 1958-60, per capitaconsumption of major

salad vegetables decreased only 5 percent during the same period.

(Figure 5). The per tapita consumptionof cooking-type fresh vege-

tables decreased 28 percent during the same period (Figure 6). If

the consumption of fresh cabbage is excluded, the per capita con-

sumption of other salad vegetables increased 6 percent from 19140142

to 1958-60 (Figure 5), Sweet corn was the only cooking-type fresh

vegetable that showed an increase in per capita consumption from
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Figure 24, Per capita consumption of selected vegetables, total
11 crops, fresh, canned and frozen, l9h0-496QL2
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Only major vegetables utilized in both the fresh and
processed forms are Included in this figure. Vegetables
includedg beets, brussels sprouts, broccoli, asparagus, lirna
beans, snap beans, carrots, peas, spinach, cauliflower, corn.

Source ppendix , Table 1.
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19L+0-L2 to 1958-60. When sweet corn consumption is separated from

the other cooking-type vegetables, the per capita consumption of

cooking vegetables decreased by 52 percent during the period.

The large decrease in per capita consumption of cooking-type

fresh vegetables in relation to the relatively small decrease in

salad-type vegetables can be attributed largely to two factors:

(1) a shift in diet patterns from heavier foods to lighter foods

such as salad and relish dishes, and (2) the increased conipetition

from canned and frozen vegetables. Many canned and frozen cooking

vegetables are close substitutes for the fresh form. The fresh

salad-type vegetables have no corresponding type of substitute in

a processed product.

mp1ications of Changes in Consumption Patterns
on Future Production Plans

Per capita consumption of fresh vegetables decreased during the

two previous decades, but total consumption of fresh vegetables

increased. Per capita consumption decreased by 13 percent from

l9kO-k2 to 1958-60. During this period the population of the con-

tinental United States increased 36 percent (51, p. 8). Therefore,

the total production of fresh vegetables probably will not decrease

in the near future, f the current consumption trends continue,

and production areaswish to maintain their competitive positions,

there is a need to consider a shift of production from cooking-type

vegetables to salad-type vegetables. This should give a competitive
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Figure 5. Changes in per capita consumption (civilian-United States) of fresh
vegetables utilized primarily in salads, 1940-42 to 1958-60.
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advantage in the production of fresh market:vegetables to those

areas best adapted to the production of salad-type vegetables.

Processed vegetables, particularly frozen vegetables, can be

expected to make further inroads into the share of the total vege-

table market held by fresh vegetables. Future increases in the

share of total vegetable markets held by frozen vegetables are not

likely to come as rapidly as they have occurred during the period

from 1940-42 to 1958-60, Frozen and canned vegetable products have

already taken over a large share of the vegetable market previously

held by cooking-type fresh vegetables, and satisfactorily processed

substitutes have not been developed for salad-type vegetables.

Shifts in Supply Areas

Total vegetable production increased in all of the major United

States producing areas from 1940-42 to1958-60 (Table 4). United

States production of both processed vegetables and fresh vegetables

increased 47 percent during the period. The Western Region had the

largest percentage increases in both processed and fresh market vege-

tables, As can be seen from Table 4, the production of processed

vegetables increased considerably more on a percentage basis than

the production of fresh market vegetables in the Western Region.

The 1958-60 production of all vegetables in the North Atlantic

Region was approximately 3 percent greater than the average for

1940-42. This was the sma11est increase of any region andwas con

siderably below the national average increase of 47 percent.
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The North Central Region increased production of all vegetables

moderately from 1940-k2 to 1958-60, with the larger increase bming

in the production of processed vegetables. The South Central

Region also increased production of all vegetables moderately during

this period. The majority of the increased vegetable production in

the South Central Regionresulted ,howeveç from a.30 percent increase

in production for the fresh market,

The South Atlantic Region was the only region in which the pro-

duction of processed vegetables declined between. l940-42 and

1958-60. During this period, processed vegetable production de-

creased approximately 27 percent; whereas, fresh vegetable pro-

duction increased nearly 31 percent.

The estimated farm values of commercial vegetables in 1910-L+2

and 1958-60 in addition to the percentage changes in value during

this period are presented in Table 5. Value, as did production, of

commercial vegetables increased between. l9k0-42 and 1958-60. The

value oF commercial vegetables, however, increased considerably more

than production during this period. This. increase in value per unit

of production can be largely attributed to two factors: (1) Increases

in prices received (per unit) by growers for most vegetables, and

(2) shifts in production from vegetables with lower prices per pound

(potatoes and cabbage) to higher priced vegetables (lettuce and

sweet corn),
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Table Production and percentage changes in production of commercial
vegetables crops for fresh market and processed by regions,
1940-42 to 1958-60,

Producti on
Region 1940-42 1958-60 Change

Thousands of tons. Percent
North Atlantic

Fresh market 1,331 1,342 .83

Processed 896 950 6.03
Total 2,226 2,292 2.96

Ncth Central
Fresh market 921 958 4.02
Processed 2,010 2,314 15.12
Total 2,931 3,272 11.63

South Atlantic
Freshmarket 1,334 2,200 64.92
Processed 680 496 -27.06
Total 2,l4 2,696 33.86

South Central
Fresh market 1,053 1,376 30.67
Processed 228 238 4.39
Total 1,281 1,614 26.00

Western
Freshmarket 2,606 4,799 84.15
Processed 1,126 3,245 188.19
Total 3,732 8,OLj3 115.51

United States
Fresh market 7,245 10,674 47.33
Processed 4,939 7,243 46.65
Total 12,184 17,917 47.05

Source: 1940-42 (42, various pages; 43, various pages)
1958 (47, various pages; 48, various pages)
1959-60 (49, various pages; 50, various pages)
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Two major trends can be identified from the study of vegetable

productron by regions from 1940142 to 1958-60, There has been a

distinct increase in fresh vegetable production in the southern

regions and a somewhat less distinct increase in processed vege-

table production in the northern regions. This phenomenon cannot be

clearly seen from Table 4 due to the fact that the Western Region

includes both northern and southern supply areas. California and

Arizona are the two major southern supply areas in the Western

Region, In 19L1.0-42 California and Arizona produced 87 percent of

the processed vegetables and 78 percent of the fresh market vegetables

in the Western Region, In 1958-60, California and Arizona produced

80 percent of the processed vegetables and 82 percent of the fresh

vegetables in the Western Region. Between 1940-42 and 1958-60 the

percent of the total production in the Western Region supplied by

California andArizona decreased by 7 percent in processed vegetables

and increased by 4 percent in fresh market vegetables (42, pp. 8-22;

43, pp. 10-18; 29, pp. 7-10; 30, pp. 9-12; 49, pp. 6-7; 50, pp. 10-11).

Hence, the tendency for southern areas to specialize in fresh

market vegetables and northern areas to specialize in processed vege-

tables has also occurred in the Western Region.

The other major trend which occurred in vegetable production

patterns during the last twenty years was the increased importance

of the Western Region in both fresh and processed vegetable pro-

duction. The Western Region produced 31 percent of the total



Table 5. Valueand percentage changes in value of commercial
vegetables crops;for fresh market and processed by
regions, l940-4 to:1958_60,

Value of
Production

Region 1940-42 1958-60 Change

Thousands of dollars Percent
North Atlantic

Fresh market 51,613 95 ,k58 84.95
Processed 20,475 42,287 106.53
Total 72,088 137,746 91.08

North Central
Fresh market 31,632 61,121 93.08
Processed 36,312 77,148 112.46
Total 67,943 138,270 103.51

South Atlantic
Freshmarket 58,717 162,234 176,30
Processed 15,502 23,895 54,14
Total 74,219 186,129 150,78

South Central
Fresh market 30,592 68,919 125.28
Processed 5,984 12,127 102.66
Total 36,576 81,047 121.59

Western
Fresh market 136,275 398,927 192.74
Processed 27,882 119,562 328.81
Total 164,157 518,489 215.85

United States
Fresh market 308,828 786,660 154.72
Processed 106,154 275,020 159,08
Total 414,982 1,061,680 155,84

Source: 1940-42 (42, various pages; 43, various pages)
1958 (47, various pages; 48, various pages)
1959-60 (49, various pages; 50,*aouspa'ges)
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vegetables produced in theUnited States from l940-42 During

1958-60, the Western Region accounted for 145 percent of the total

production. The Western Regions share of the fresh market increased

from 36 percent of national production in]940-142 to 45 percent in

1958-60. Processed vegetable production in the Western Region in-

creased from 23 percent of the national market to 45 percent during

the same period.

Changes in Oregon, Washington,and California Vegetable
Production from 1940-42 to 1959-61.

Oregon-grown fresh and processed vegetable production increased

at nearly identical rates from 19149-51 to 1959-61 (Table 6). Although

Table 6. Production and percentage changes in productionof
commercial vegetables fat' fresh market and processed, by

West Coast producing states, 19140142 to 1959-61,

Change
Production 1940-42 1949-51

to to
State 1940-42 1949-51 1959-61 l914g5l lq5q-6l

Thousands of hundredweight Percent

Oregon
Fresh market 1,900 3,293 3,843 + 73 + 17
Processed 1,640 3,703 5,857 +126 + 16

Washi ngton

Fresh market 2,320 2,14814 2,1411 + 07 - 03

Processed 1,640 2,885 5,243 + 76 + 82

Cal i fornia

Fresh Market 34,940 54,511 70,482 + 56 + 29
Processed 15,880 31,595 49,133 +9 + 56

Source: 1949-53 (42, pp. 8-22; 43, pp. 10-18).
1954-59 (29, pp. 7-10; 30,pp. 9-12).

1960-61 (49, pp. 6-7 : 50, pp. 10-11).
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fresh vegetable production increased slightly more than processed pro-

duction during the period, the difference is not significant due to

year to year fluctuation in production.

Production of fresh vegetables in Washington declined 3 percent

from 1949-51 to 1959-61, Washington processed vegetable production

increased 82 percent during the same period.

Contrary to the trend in most southern supply areas, California

increased processed vegetable production considerably more than fresh

market vegetable production in the last decade, Processed vegetable

production increased 56 percent, whereas fresh production increased

29 percent.

The rate of increase in both fresh and processed vegetable pro-

duction in Oregon decreased considerably during the last decade

Processed vegetable production increased 126 percent from 194O-42 to

1949-5l as compared to an increase of 16 percent from 19149-51 to

1959-61. Fresh market vegetable production increased73 percent from

1940-142 to 1949-51 as compared to an increase of 17 percent from

19149-51 to 1959-61.

Similar production trends in fresh and processed vegetables

occurred in California, although the rate of increase for both fresh

and processed vegetables was considerably greater than in Oregon.

Fresh vegetable production in Washington remained almost stable from

19140-142 to 1959-61, whereas processed vegetables increased over 200

percent. This increase in processed production in Washington, with
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little change in fresh production, followed the same pattern which

occurred in most northern supply areas.

implications of Recent Trends in Vegetable Production on
Future Adjustments in Supply Areas

Two major trends occurred in vegetable production in the United

States from l9LO to 1960, There was a tendency for northern supply

areas to specialize in processed vegetable production and for southern

supply areas to specialize in fresh production. There also has been

a marked shift in vegetable production, both fresh and processed, to

the western supply areas,

There are many factors which have contributed to these two

major trends, Only a few broad relationships, particularly those of

special importance to the Western Supply Region, areconsideredin

this study.

There are two necessary conditions to be met before the pro-

duction of any commodity is feasible, There has to be a place to

grow it and a place to sell it, Changes relating to both of these

conditions occurred in the Western Region from 1940-1960. Population

in the Western Region increased from l0,47,OOO in 1940 to 23,484,000

in 1960 (51, p. 8)L.L, The number of irrigated crOp acres increased

from 11,162,000 in 1944 to 15,115,000 in 1959 (51, p. 182).

1/ States included ip this figure are Arizona, California, Nevada,
washington, Oregon, daho, and Utah,
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lmprovements in the transportation system, particularly truck express,

have in effect brought the western supply region closer to the large

mid-western and eastern markets,

Many of the factors which contribute to the tendency to specialize

in processed vegetable production in northern regions and fresh pro-

duction in southern regions, are associated with the nature of the

product. Fresh vegetables, as a rule, can be stored only for a

short period of time. Some fresh vegetables deteriorate in quality

when stored for periods longer than 2 to 3 days. Whereas, processed

vegetables -- frozen, canned, and dehydrated -- are storable com-

modities. A processed vegetable supplier can produce vegetables

during one or two months of a year and market the product orderly

during the entire year. In order fora fresh vegetable supplier to

market during the entire year, he must produce during the entire year.

There are two "economies of size" forces influencing the

specialization of fresh and processed vegetable production by geo-

graphic regions. These are economies in marketing and in production.

The economies of size appear to be more important in the marketing than

in the growing of fresh vegetables. The advantages gained from the

economies of size depend on how much the average total cost curve

decreases as output increases, This depends primarily on the ratio

of fixed costs to variable costs and on the amount of productivity

gained per variable unit of resource through job specialization.

The production of vegetables for the fresh market requires considerable
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hand labor for the harvesting and weeding operations, Hence,

fixed costs make up a higher proportion of total costin processed

production than in fresh vegetable production. As long as variable

cost per unit remains relatively stable as size increases and fixed

costs represent a small proportion of total costs, few economies

of size will be realized in the growing of fresh vegetables.

There are three sources of economies of size in vegetable

marketing: (1) ncreased productivity from job specialization,

(2) economies in the buying and selling functions, (3) economies

in transportation and financing. The increased productivity per

unit of inputis the result of job specialization and ability to

invest economically in specialized capital goods --buildings and

machi nes,

ncreasing the size of operation in order to obtain greater use

of invested capital can be accomplished in two ways. A grower can

increase the number of acres planted at one time and lower his

average fixed cost so long as he does not exceed the capacity of his

capi tal goods. f a grower owned a particular harvesting machine

with a capacity of 30 acres over a periodof 30days, he would not

lower the averaged fixed cost of operating this machine by planting

40 acres to be harvested during thesame period. The purchaseof

another machine would be required to harvest the additional 10 acres.

However, most production units and marketing firn do havesome excess

capaci ty. ndivisi bi Ii ties of capi tal goods are another factor con-

tributing to excess capacity.
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Extending the production season over a longer period of months

is another alternative available for decreasingfixed cost per unit.

The per unit fixed cost for owning a machine is muchless when

operated at near capacity for 9 months a year than the fixed cost

per unit when operated for only 3 months of the year. The use of

a vacuum cooler for lettuce in the Salinas Valley of California as

compared with the use of a vacuum cooler for lettuce in Oregon is

an example of differences in per unit fixed costs The Salinas

Valley can produce lettuce 9 months of the year,whereas lettuce

can be grown for only 3 months in the WillametteValley of Oregon.

A sales organizationis primarily a fixed or overhead cost.

This is basically trueregardless of the sizeof the organization.

A representative can negotiate the sale of ten carlots of produce in

nearly the same length of time required to sell one carlot. This is

particularly true in view of the continued concentration of wholesale

purchasing in the hands of few buyers (8, various pages). The

investment in a sales organization is similar to the investment in

a vacuum cooler. The longer theperiod of time the organization is

operating, the lower the overhead cost per unit will be. It is also

difficult to assemblea sales organization to operatefor a 3. to 6

month period each year. The cost advantages are in favor of the

firm operating on a year round basis.

Due to the length of the growing season, southern supply areas

have a distinct cost advantage over northern supply areas in the
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production and marketing of fresh vegetables. Southern regions can

afford to invest more in mass production techniques by spreading

fixed cost over a longer period of time. Northern supply areas can

increase the use efficiency of capitl goods by planting larger

acreages, However, this increased production must be sold in a

relatively short period of time. The result of this action would be

fresh market gluts and low prices.

The southern region has very little, if any, fixed cost

advantages over northern supply areas in the production of pro-

cessed vegetables. The northern supply areas can obtain economies

of size by producing large acreages. Since processed vegetables

are storable commodities, the product can be orderly marketed over

the entire year.

Machines are presently being developed which,if proved

successful,will replace much of the hand labor presentlyused in

fresh vegetable harvesting. Changes in crop varieties and cultural

practices are also contributing to the successful adoption of labor

saving machines, f these machines are developed and adopted, the

ratio of variable cost to fixed cost will change. With this increase

in fixed cost, the southern producing region will have a further com-

petitive advantage over short growing season supply areas in the pro-

duction of fresh vegetables.
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CHAPTER V

CHANGES N THE RETAL AND WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTION OF FRESH VEGETABLES

United States, 1930 to 1958.

Food retai ling experienced a revolution since the early Nineteen-

thirties. t changed from a system predominately characterized by small

corner grocery stores to one dominated by large supermarkets. The

supermarkets have been increasingly controlled by large organizations--

corporate chains, and voluntary and cooperative groups--with

centralized procurement and merchandi sing policies (8, p.

Centralized control of a large part of the retail food market,

and the large volume handled through each store brought major

repercussions throughout the food wholesaling industry. Changes in

the organization and structure of the food wholesaling industry

in turn brought the need for major changes in agriculture.

Wholesale distribution firms decreased in number and the market-

ing functions performed by them changed in response to the develop-

ment of mass retail food distribution systems. The traditional

function of wholesale distribution - purchasing large lots and break-

ing them into smaller lots for sale to retailers and secondary

wholesalers - probably will become less and less importantTM (9, p. 23).

In fact, many of the traditional wholesale distribution firms

presently buy in small lots from many small producers and sort, grade,

repack, and concentrate into lots large enough to interest volume

buyers.
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Procurement and Merchandising Policies of Retail Food Firms

Fresh vegetable procurement and merchandising policies vary among

different types of retai I organizations resulting in differences in

quality, as to the desired quality, size and style of pack, and

volume wanted. These firms can be classified according to the

following groups:

Large retai I grocery chains--corporate, voluntary and

coope ra t i ye. Li

2. Small retail grocery chain organizations,L.

3. Unaffiliated independent food stores.

-i. Restaurants, hotels, and institutions.

Growers must supply the quality and volume of produce, and

services wanted in order to find a ready market in each of these types

of outlets. This can either be done through direct sales to retail

outlets or through established wholesale channels.

Large Retail Grocery Chain Organizations. Competition among the

large chain groups is vigorous in each market. Each organization

strives to improve its own position by combining several elements of

competition calculated to win itself a larger number of regular

customers and an increased share of the business. Fresh vegetables are

an important item in merchandising policy. They are frequently used as

traffic builders'' by almost all chains, (8, p. 1) Some chains

1/ Organizations operating 26 or more stores most of which are
supermarkets with annual sales over $375,000 each (17, pp. 14-6).
Organizations operating fewer than 26 stores.
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(most likely to be a corporate chain) emphasize quality at almost any

cost for some of their stores. High quality vegetables are used as

prestige items in stores located in high income districts Others

attempt to maximize the quality of produce purchased at costs equal to

or lower than their competitors. Large chain groups corporate,

voluntary or cooperative - have procurement policies and practices

designed to supply the quality of vegetables at prices consistent

with the organizations merchandising policies.

Most large size corporate and voluntary chains moved increasingly

into direct purchasing of fresh vegetables from the shipping paint

during the l95Os (8, p. 14). The reasons for this increased buying from

shipping point were: (I) To obtain the quality of produce desired at

prices lower than on terminal markets (2) to obtain advanced

assurance of supplies and prices which enabled them to better plan their

merchandising programs and (3) to secure a more uniform quality of

vegetables by purchasing regularly from the same shippers

Large chain organizations still purchase fresh vegetables in the

terminal markets and directly from local growers. A large part of

these purchases, however, are of (I) the "fill-in' type to supplement

directly purchased supplies, and (2) of speciality items needed in less

than carlot quantities.

The degree to which large hain organizations purchase direct

shipments depends upon the quality and availability of local supplies

and the firm's merchandising policies. f sufficient, dependable local

supplies of high quality and reasonably priced vegetables were
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available, most chains would prefer to buy locally to reduce the risk

of spoilage in shipment, and to build local 'good-will " Chains

which operate their own prepackaging plants, and those which had

merchandising policies directed toward lower than top quality

produce, generally purchased a larger proportion of their vegetables

in local terminal markets and from local growers.

Some chain organizations preferred to purchase vegetables packed

in bulk crates and operate their own prepackaging plant which was

usually located at the central warehouse for the district, Firms

operating a prepackaging plant generally did so because they

believed (1) it was cheaper than buying equivalent quality vegetables

already prepacked, or (2) that adequate supplies of the quality wanted

were not avai lable in prepackaged form.

Several large chain organizations which previously prepackaged at

the warehouse level switched to buying all prepackaged vegetables

from outside firms (8, p. 17). Most firms which are presently operat-

ing prepackaging plants would probably purchase prepackaged vegetables

from outside sources if they were assured of the dependability and

quality they wanted,

Small Retail Grocery Chain Organizations. The small retail

grocery chains had merchandising policies and procurement needs

similar to those of the large chains, Most small chain organizations

purchased carlot quantities at shipping points for particular corn-

modi ties, but they found it necessary to buy somewhat larger propor-

tions of their merchandise on local markets (8, p. 19). Direct
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buying from shipping points required purchasing of carlot quantities.

The market needs of many of the smaller chains are such that less than

carlot quantities are required for many vegetable commodities.

Few small chains operated their own prepackaging plants. There-

fore, they must purchase prepackaged items from local prepackers,

or at shipping points.

Unaffiliated ndependent Food Stores. The merchandising

policies of many unaffiliated independent grocers, particularly those

of supermarket size, were similar to those of large and small chain

organizations; however, their procurement policies must of necessity

be different, Independent grocery store operators generally could not

purchase in carlot quantities. They, therefore, purchased less than

carlot quantities from either wholesalers in the terminal market, or

local growers.

The service needs of the unaffiliated independent food retailer

were different from most chain organizations. Unlike most large

chain organizations, unaffiliated independent stores did not have

their own wholesale assembly plants and distribution systems.

These activities were performed by terminal market wholesalers,

Unaffiliated independent stores could not afford to advertise and pro-

motetheir own brand names. Branded produce was obtained from local

wholesalers, or fromlocal producers who prepackaged under a brand

name,
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Restaurants, Hotels and nstitutions, Wide ranges in types of

pack, and quality of vegetables were required among restaurants,

hotels and institutions, Some restaurants required only the best

quality avai lable, while others purchased lower quality vegetables at

lower prices, Generally most restaurants, hotels, and institutions

required vegetables packed in larger and cheaper packages than those

used by retail stores. Most institutional outlets purchase non-

branded vegetables except for the purpose of obtaining quarariteed

quality.

Portland Market

Retail Market, Structure and Requirements. Retail food stores in

the Portland market numbered 1,315 in 1951; 915 of these were grocery

stores and the remainder were delicatessens, speciality fruit and

vegetable stores, and other types oF speciality food stores (3, p 15).

"Chains with 11 or more stores each, accounted for 37 percent of

the total store sales; those with L. to 10 stores each, 5 percent;

and those with 2 to 3 stores, 7 percent; and independent single unit

stores, the remaining 51 percent (3, p.

The Portland institutional food market - restaurants, hotels, and

institutions - comprised an estimated 15 to 20 percent of the total

market, This estimate was based on the 15 to 20 percent national

average (8, p. 22).

The estimated percent of total wholesale purchases of fresh

fruit and vegetables by types of retail market outlets in 1958 is
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presented in Table 7

Table 7. Estimated percentage of total wholesale purchases of
fresh fruits and vegetables in the Portland area by
types of retail market outlets, 1958,

ype of Outlet Total Purchases
percent

Grocery chains with 11 or more stores 31

Grocery chains with fewer than 11 stores 10

Other food stores /1 42

Institutiona/2 17

Total 100

1/ Unaffiliated independent operators, delicatessens, and

2
speciality stores,

/ Restaurants, hotels, and institutions.
Source:(3, pp. l+5_)47) (8, p 22),

Changes in the Wholesale Produce Industry in Portland. Portland

wholesalers numbered 149 in 1939, This total declined to 40 by 19148,

and to 32 by 1958 (3, p. 47). During this same period the population

of the Portla,d metropolitan area increased from 1406,406 in 19140

to 821,897 in 1960. In 1958, thirteen firms handling 500 or more

carlots accounted for 83 percent of the total Portland volume, while

the remaining 19 firms handled only 17 percent of the total volume

(3, p. 29),

With the smaller number of buyers for a given supply, the effect

of the actions of each buyer upon prices becomes more pronounced.

This is particularly true when the sellers consist of many farmers

selling in small lots and having little bargaining power.
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mplications to Oregon Growers

Production of vegetables is becoming a mass-production industry

requiring large acreages to produce efficiently, guarantee supplies,

and offer a wide range of services, Both the vegetable production

industry and the retail food industry are integrating marketing

functions into their operations which were previously performed by

terminal market wholesale firms, Retail firms who buy directly

from shipping points within the supply area eliminate the need of

buying, selling, and physical handling by wholesale distribution

firms in the terminal markets. Total costs of moving fresh vege-

tables from farm to retail distribution are generally decreased by

direct buying, and a better quality product is received due to

fewer physical handlings.

As the size of retail operations increase and a larger

proportion of fresh vegetables is bought directly from the shipping

point, there will be an increased demand for a more uniform product.

The size of the lot purchased by an individual organization will

increase, on the average. It will be increasingly difficult to

dispose of variable lots small lots, and lots of odd size, color, and

grade.

Small local growers, who are dependent on terminal market whole-

salers to perform the prepackaging, grading, and sorting operations,

will experience a decrease in demand, Demand for local producein the

terminal market will likely become more variable. Large volume chains

buying in the terminal market on a day to day basis as the need for
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fill-in orders arises wi 11 likely result in large fluctuations in the

demand for locally-grown produce, and thereby greater price insta-

bi ii ty,

The effects of an individual buyer upon price will become more

important as the number of buyers decreases and the volume purchased

by each increases, Small local growers with few alternative outlets

for their produce will be at a competitive disadvantage in negotiat-

ing price to the relatively few large volume buyers.
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CHAPTER V

VEGETABLE PRODUCTION IN OREGON--PRESENTATION OF GROWER SURVEY RESULTS

Producers of fresh vegetable crops in Western Oregon were

interviewed during December, 1961 and January through February, 1962

for information on their production and marketing practices.L.L The

sampling universe consisted of all producers of fresh market vegetable

crops except those growing only potatoes or dry onions. information

concerning potatoes and dry onions was obtained from producers if

they grew 1 or more other fresh vegetable crops. Growers of straw-

berries and blueberries were also included in the sampling universe.

For purposes of this study, blueberries and strawberries w.ere in-

cluded under the general description--fresh market vegetable crops.12

The Sample

The method of sampling and size of sample were discussed in the

methodology section of Chapter H.

The number and percentage distributions of 182 Western Oregon

fresh market vegetable farms by counties are presented in Table 8.

Farms in Multnomah County made up approximately 31 percent of the total

sample. Sixty-two percent of the farms sampled were in the Portland

area counties--Multnomah, Clackamas, and Washington. Farms in the two

southern Oregon counties--Douglas and Jackson--amountedto 10,14 per-

cent of the total number sampled. Farms located in the upper and

central Wi I lamette Valley counties amounted to 214 percent of the total.

Questionnaire used in the study is presented in Appendix 0.

Tomatoes were also considered as a vegetable crop.
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number sampled. Since the sample was randomly drawn and the

growers were not stratified by county, the above percentages of the

total sample by county and by groups of counties were estimates of

the approximate percentage distribution of all growers of fresh

vegetables by counties in Western Oregon during 1961,

Table 8. Number and percentage distributions of 182 Western
Oregon fresh market vegetable farms by counties, 1961,

County Number Percent

Benton 1 .6

Clackamas 3k 18.7

Clatsop 1 2.2
Columbia 2.2
Douglas 6 3.3
Jackson 13 7.1

Lane 11 6.0
Linn 7 3,9
Marion 15 8.2
Multnomah 57 31.3
Polk 3 1.7
Yamhill 6 3.3
Washington 21 11,5

Total 182 100.0
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Soci 0-Economic Characteri stics

ncome, Schooling, and Age of Growers. lnformation concerning

the age, schooling, and income was obtained from the growers to help

determine what characteristics were associated with certain produc-

tion and marketing practices.

Level of ncome, Growers were asked to indicate their

approximate income from all sources after business expenses were

deducted, They were given a printed card with the broad income

groups; presented in Table 9, numbered from 1 to 5, and were asked to

Table 9. Number and percentage distributions of 182 Western
Oregon fresh veetable growers by income groups, 1961
calendar year.L-i.

Income group Number Percent

Less than $3,000 92 50,6

$3,000-$5,999 L.9 26.9

$6,000-$9,999 20 11.0

$lO,000-$lLf,999 7 3.8

$15,000 and over 10 5.5

Don't know and
refused to answer Lf 2.2

Total 182 100.0

1/ Income was defined as--gross income from all sources
(farm and off-farm) less business expenses.
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"call-off" their approximate income by number. Two growers refused

to give their income, and 2 said that they did not know.

About 50 percent of the growers received incomes of less than

$3,000 during 1961, and over 75 percent of the growers received less

than $6,000.

Number and percentage distributions of growers by income and

by counties are presented in Appendix C, Table 1.

Amount of Schooling. The years of schooling by growers varied

considerably among counties and nationalities. As a whole, the

level of schooling was quite low compared with the nonfarm population

in the area. Almost half of the growers, 49,5 percent, had not

completed high school (Table 10). Sixty-eight growers, 37,14 percent

of all growers, had either grade schooling or no schooling. Twenty-

eight out of 56 growers in Multnomah county (50 percent), and 7

out of 13 growers in Jackson county (54 percent) had only grade or no

schooling.LL To be counted in either college classification the

grower must have attended a college or university. Business and

trade school training were not included in the college classifica-

t i on.

11 Number and percentage distributions of growers interviewed
by last year of schooling completed by county are presented
in Appendix B, Table 2.
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Table 10. Number and percentage distributions of 182 Western
Oregon fresh vegetable growers by last year of
schooling completed,

Education Number Percent

Finished college 10 5,5

Some college 17 9.3

Finished high school 614 35.2

Some high school 22 12.1

Grade or no schooling 68 37,4

Refused to answer 1 .5

Total 182 100.0

Age of Growers. The

distribution (Table II).

growers was from 40 to 149

30.8, was 60 years of age

growers was between the a

under 40 years of age.

ages of the growers followed a hi-modal

A large pertentage, 314.6, of the

years of age, Another large percentage,

or more, Only 21,5 percent of the

es of 149 and 60, and 13.1 percent was

RelationshiDs Between Income. Schoolina. and Acie of the Growers.

ncome and Schooling. Growers with incomes less than $3,000

in 1961, generally, indicated having completed fewer years of school-

ing than growers receiving $3,000 or more yearly income. Number

and percentage distributions by income groups and by amount of
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two percent of the growers who had only grade or no schooling

received incomes of less than $3,000. Of the growers who

attended school beyond the eighth grade (111 out of 178), 4O

percent received incomes of less than $3,000. Seventeen growers

received incomes of more than $10,000. Fifteen of these

growers were high school graduates.

ncome and Eighty percent of the growers 60 years of

age and over received incomes of less than $3,000, as compared

Table 11. Number and percentage distributions of 182 Western
Oregon fresh vegetable growers by age group, 1962.

Age group Number Percentage

years

Under 35 11 6.0

35-39 13 7.1

L0-i+L 29 15,9

i45L9 3L 18.7

50-54 22 12.1

55-59 17 9.4

60 and over 56 30,8

All ages 182 100.0



Table 12, Number and percentage distributions of 182 Western
Oregon fresh vegetable growers by income groups and
by last year of schooling completed, 196l.LL

Level of Income
Less $10,000

Education than $3,000- $6,000- and Total

$3,000 5,999 9,999 over

No, % No. % No. % No. % No, %

College
graduate 7 70 2 20 0 0 1 10 10 100

Some college 0 0 7 1-i.1 6 35 '4 2'4 17 100

High school
graduate 26 '42 21 3'4 5 8 10 16 62 100

Some high
school 11 50 6 27 '4 18 1 5 22 100

Grade or no
schooling '48 72 13 19 5 7 1 2 67 100

All growers 92 52 '49 27 20 II 17 10 i78L 100

1/ ncome was defined as the summation of income from farm and
nonfarm sources after all business expenses have been
deducted,

2/ '4 refusals.

with 38 percent of the growers less than 60 years of age (Table 13).

and Schooling. Number and percentage distributions of the

growers by last year of schooling completed and by age groups are

presented in Table 11-i. Seventy percent of the growers 60 years of

age or more had no schooling beyond the eighth grade. A large

portion, 45 percent, of the growers from 50 to 60 years of age

also indicated having had only grade or no schooling. For the age

group of less than 50 years, the percentage of growers having had

only grade or no schooling declined considerably,
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Low incomes to many of the growers of vegetables for the

fresh market can probably be attributed partly to (1) the Large

percentage of growers 60 years of age or more, (2) the large

percentage of growers having had very little schooling, Many of

the older growers were probably semi-retired and no longer interested

in or capable of maintaining a large vegetable farm. Growers with

very little schooling probably had relatively few opportunities

for higher paying off-farm jobs,

Table 13. Number and percentage distributions of 182 Western
Oregon fresh vegetable growers by income groups and
by age groups, 1961.LL

Level of Income
$10,000

Age Less than $3,000- $6,000- and
groups $3,000 5,999 9,999 over Total
Years No, % No, % No. % No. % No,

Less than LO 9 38 7 29 3 12 5 21 2+ 100

L0-49 21 3L 2L1. 39 7 11 10 16 62 100

50-59 17 147 13 36 5 114 1 3 36 100

60 and more 145 80 5 9 5 9 1 2 56 100

All ages 92 52 149 27 20 11 17 10 178L& 100

1/ Income was defined as the summation of income from farm
and nonfarm sources afterall business expenses have been
deducted,

2/ 14 refusals.
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Table J14, Number and percentage distributions of 182 Western
Oregon fresh vegetable growers by last year of
schooling completed and by age groups, 1961.

Schooling

Age College Some High Some Grade or Total

groups graduate college school high no

grduate school schooling
Years No, % No, % No, % No, % No. % No, %

Under LO 3 12 5 21 11 L6 L 17 1
L. 24 100

LO-149 2 3 9 14 31 48 10 16 12 19 64 100

50-59 4 10 1 3 13 34 3 8 17 45 38 100

60 and over 1 2 2 4 9 16 5 9 39 69 56 100

All ages 10 6 17 9 6L1. 35 22 12 69 38 182 100
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Combination of Crop Enterprises

Farms were grouped by number of crop acres and by crop enter-

prises to determine the relationship, if any, betweentotal crop

acres in farm and percentage distribution of crop acres by crop

enterprises. t was hypothesized that farms with a small number

of crop acres would devote a greater portion of crop acres to fresh

vegetable crops than farms with a large number of crop acres, t

was also hypothesized that farms with a large number of crop acres

would devote a greater portion of total crop acres to processed

vegetable crops than farms with a small number of crop acres. The

data presented in Table 15 indicate that both of these hypotheses

were correct,

Seventy-five percent of the total crop acres was planted to

vegetable crops for the fresh market on farms having fewer than

31 crop acres; and on farms ranging from 31 crop acres to 100 crop

acres, approximately 56 percent of total crop acres was planted to

vegetables for the fresh market. On farms with 100 crops or more,

19 percent of total crop acres was planted to vegetables for the

fresh market,

The portion of total crop acres planted to vegetable crops for

processing generally increased as the number of crops increased.

Approximately 10 percent of total crop acres was planted to vege-

tables for processed use on farms having fewer than 31 crop acres.



Table 15. Number and percentage distributions of 182 Western Oregon fresh farms by crop
acres and by crop enterprises, 1961,

Percent of Total Crop Acres Planted in:

Forage,
Seed, Grain,

Crop acres Vegetables Small Fruits Special, Hay, &
Crops Farms in of Farm Fresh Tree Fruits Nursery Silage
Acres/l Grou in Group Market Pocessed &Nut crops Crops Crops Total

Acres No.13 Acres % % % %,

5 19 2.79 75.3 12,7 5,1 2.3 4,6 100

6 - 15 27 10,07 78.8 10,3 9.9 1,0 0 100

16 30 36 22.58 72,4 9.2 8,9 .9 8.6 100

31 - 60 42 46.93 60.6 17.5 1,3 5,4 15,2 100

61 -100 18 83,39 49.8 15,1 5,6 7,6 21.9 100

More than
100 39 236.08 19.2 25,9 7.0 14,5 33,4 100

1/ Acres of land planted to trees or pmanent pasture and waste 1andweresUbtractèd
from total acres to compute crop acres,

2/ A fresh vegetable farm was defined as one having at least 1 acre planted to fresh
vegetable crops other than potatoes or dry onions,

3/ 1 refusal.

0'



The portion of total crop acres planted to vegetables for processed

use increased to approximately 17 percent on farms ranging from

31 crop acres to l00 crop acres, and to nearly 26 percent on

farms with more than 100 acres of crop land.

Small fruits, tree fruits, and nut crops were the most

common non-vegetable crop enterprises on farms having fewer than

31 acres. Forage, grain, hay, and si lage crops were the most

common non-vegetable crop enterprises on farms with 31 crop acres

or more.

Vegetable Crops Grown

A total of 44 different vegetable crops for the fresh market

was produced, in 1961, by the 182 growers interviewed (Table 16).

Sweet corn, cabbage, squash, strawberries, and tomatoes were the

most important crops in terms of total acres planted. A large

portion of the total production of green beans, bcoccoli, and

strawberries was sold to processing firms. Forty-four percent of

the total production of sweet corn was sold to processing firms.

Acres harvested expressed as a percentage of total acres

planted are presented in column 1+ in Table l6. Carrots and

cauliflower had the greatest percentage of total planted acres

not harvested, among the crops with 150 total acres or more. Weather

and too low prices were the reasons most frequently given for not
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harvesting crops. A problem of an inadequate irrigation system

resulted in the loss of approximately 8 percent of the acres planted

to carrots,L.L

Table 16. Vegetable crops produced by 182 Western Oregon gowers;
number of growers, total acres planted, percentage of
total acres harvested, average yield per acre, percent of
production marketed fresh, percent of production processed,
by crops, 1961,

Number Average Production
of Total Total yield /2 fresh Production

Crop growers planted harvested per acre market processed
cres Percent 1000 Percent ercent

pounds

Asparagus 3 330.0 99 2,6 75 25
Green

beans 33 565.7 100 13,8 3 97
Shell

beans 2 2,5 100 24 100 -

Blueberries 16 37,4 75 2,7 48 52
Broccoli 14 543,5 97 7,8 16 84
Brussel

sprouts 1 15,0 100 6,0 100 -

Cabbage 53 517,1 73 14,9 88 12

Cantaloupe 15 133,1 74 5.9 100
Carrots 23 198,5 66 14,1 72 28
Celery 2 30,3 83 35,4 100 -

Corn 54 1035,5 88 6,8 56 44
Cucumbers 28 62,5 73 15,3 79 21

Garlic 7 7.8 100 24.7 100
Melons 12 41.3 45 10,0 100 -

Dry Onions Il 79,5 99 17,6 100 -

Parsnips 17 96,0 61 14,6 100 -

Peas 4 7,5 87 3,4 100 -

Peppers 17 28.1 90 14,9 99
Potatoes 37 1040,7 92 14.3 /3 Li

Continued on next page

1/ A farmer growing carrots for the first time had an irrigation
system too small for the size of operation and thecarrots
"burned-up."



Table 16, (Continued)

Number Average Production
of Total Total yield fresh Production

Crop growers planted harvested per acreLa market processed
Acres Percent 1000 Percent Percent

pounds

Pumpkins 6 24.0 40 23.5 100 -

Rutabagas 14 100,0 69L!± 23.3 914 6

Spinach 7 18.5 64 7.2 100 -

Danish
squash 17 75.8 92 12.5 100 -

Other
squash 41 217,5 98 11,9 65 16

Straw-
berries 47 560,9 76 5,9 19 81

Tomatoes 40 88.2 72 19.9 92 8

Turnips 21 191,3 5iL!. 11.8 100 -

Rhubarb 12 67,5 77 18,3 50 50
Blackeyed

peas 3 2.1 52 .4 100 -

Eggplant 5 2.3 96 10,7 100

5 dozen
bunch
crates

Beets 11 59.2 84 14.5 45 55
Dill 5 7.2 86 74,5 100 -

Endive 4 3,3 73 70,8 100 -

Green Onions 20 63.2 95 337.5 100 -

Parsley 7 4.0 100 245,8 100
Radishes 20 152.5 88 301,9 100 -

Salad Greens 8 38.8 59 68,6 100 -

Leeks 1 .8 100 150,0 100 -

Leaf Lettuce 6 9.1 76 120.3 76L
2 dozen
head
crate

Cauliflower 29 243.5 66 148.8 87 13

Head Lettuce 26 175,1 83 292,8 100
Romaine 8 18,3 73 318,1 100 -

2/ Based on acres harvested,
3/ Not computed because of a large quantity in storage.
4/ Some still in fields at time of interview.
.5/ Remainder lost after harvest.



Crop Specialization

Only one vegetable crop was produced, 20 percent of the

farms in thesample (Table 17). At least two veget8bIe crops were

produced on kO percent of the farms, and on two farms 16 different

vegetable crops were produced. Blueberries, strawberries,ind sweet

corn were the crops most frequently found on farms producing only

one vegetable crop.

Table 17. Number and percentage distributions of 182 Western
Oregon fresh vegetable growers by number of vegel:able
crops grown by each, 1961

Number of
Vegetable Crops Number of Percent of

Grown on Farm Growers Al 1 Growers

No, No.

35 19.3

2 36 19.9

3 27 1L1.,9

23 12.7

5 13 7.2

6 17 9)4

7 15 8,3
8 k 2,2

9 L. 2.2

10 2 1.1

11 1 .6

12 1 .6

iLl. 1 .6

16 2 1.1

Total

1/ 1 refusa 1
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Marketing

Information on marketing practices and marketoutlets used for

fresh vegetables was obtained for the following reasons; (l to

estimate the adequacy of the marketing practices presently used by

Oregon growers for meeting the needs of the market, (2) to evaluate

which of the many market outlets used was most profitable, and

(3) to provide the basis for evaluating the potential for increasing

fresh market sales through improved marketing practices and fuller

use of available market outlets.

Marketin Practices

The specific marketing practices studied were grading,

packaging, cooling, price information, and brand names.

A large portion of the growers did not use any

standardized grading system. Most growers who did grade thir

produce used their own set of standards for establishing grades

(Table 18). Producers used their own system of grades on 63 per-

cent of commodities graded. Few producers had their crops graded by

federal inspectors.

A large variation occurred in the standards used in the

"own' (producer) grade. Some growers sorted only on the basis of

damaged produce. Other growers using their own grading system

sorted on the basis of quality and size of produce. Some of the

produce graded on the basis of producer grades (own) met the re-

quirements for federal grades.
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Table 18. Number and percentage distributions of 182 Western Oregon
fresh produce growers by type of grades used, by

principal crops, 1961,

Grade
No

Own FederaJ. State 4e Total

No, % No, % No. % No. % No. %

Green Beans 13 39 - 20 61 33 100

Cantaloupe 7 146 1 6 7 147 15 100

Carrots 12 52 - 11 48 23 100

Cabbage &
Cauliflower 65 80 2 3 - 14 17 81 100

Corn 31 57 3 6 - 20 37 514 100

Cucumbers 18 614 2 7 - 8 29 28 100

Lettuce 24 86 - 5 114 29 100

Green onions &
Radishes 37 93 3 7 40 100

Peppers 12 71 1 6 - 14 23 17 100

Parsnips 13 76 - 4 211 17 100

Squash 143 71 3 5 - 12 21 58 100

Strawberries &
Blueberries 20 32 - - 1 1 42 67 63 100

Tomatoes 17 142 2 5 -. - 2 53 1+0 100

Turnips 16 76 1 5 - 14 15 21 100

Minor Crops 91 64 2 1 1 1 48 31+ 142 100

Total 419 63 17 3 2 0 221 314 661 100
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The growers in the survey were asked for their opinions on the

importance of grading their produce. Approximately 50 percent of

the growers believed that grading was very important, and 6.6 per-

cent believed that grading was not important at all (Table 19).

Table 19. Number and percentage distributions of 182 Western
Oregon fresh vegetable growers by answers given to
the question, How important do you feel it is to
sell produce on a graded basis--very important, quite
important, not too important, or not important at all?hI

Answer Number Percent

Very important 93 51.1

Quite important 50 27.5

Not too important 10 5.5

Not important at all 12 6.6

Dontt know 17 9.3

Total 182 100.0

Cooling. Number and percentage distributions of the growers by

type of cooling used for principal crops are presented in Table 20.

Relatively few of the growers cooled their produce before selling it

in the market. Six out of 5)4 growers of sweet corn, and 12 out of

1+0 growers of radishes and green onions indicated having cooled

their produce.
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Packingand Packages. A total of 15)4 differenttypes of pack

was used in packing 44 different crops by the 182 growers in the

sample. Eight different types of pack were usedin marketing sweet

corn, and 6 different types were used for carrots. The types of

pack used for carrots varied from used apple boxes to new cartons

containing 48 one-pound-cello bags.

The percentage of growers packing in new cartons as opposed

to used cartons varied by crops (Table 21). None of the 26 growers

of lettuce packed all of his lettuce in new crates. Sixty per-

cent of the growers of carrots, and 68 percent of the growers of

sweet corn packed entirely in used cartons.

Table 20. Number and percentage distributions of 182 Western Oregon
fresh vegetable growers by type of cooling used by
principal crops.

Type of Cooling
Hydro- Refrig- No

Crop Cooling eration Other Cooling Total

No. % No. % No. % No. % No. %

Cabbage &
Cauliflower 1 1 2 3 79 96 82 100

Carrots 1
1 - - - - 22 96 23 100

Corn 5 9 - 1 2 48 89 514 100

Cucumbers 2 7 - 26 93 28 100

Lettuce 1 14 3 11 1 14 21 81 26 100

Green onions &
Radishes 3 8 9 22 - 28 70 40 100

Strawberries - 1 2 - 46 98 147 100

Spinach - 2 29 1 14 L,. 57 7 100
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Use of Brand Names, Relatively few of the growers prepackaged

any of their produce. About 10 percent of the growers interviewed

prepackaged some produce on their farms in packages displaying brand.

names (Table 22), A large part of the produce packed under brand

names was packed for a particular market outlet under the marketing

firm's brand name,

Table 21. Number and percentage distribution of 182 Western Oregon
fresh vegetable growers using new and used cartons by
principal crops, calendar year, 1961,

Carton
Some new

Crop New Used and used TotAL.

No. % No, % No. % No. %

Cabbage 13 31 17 140 12 29 42 100

Cantaloupe 1 9 8 73 2 18 11 100

Carrots 2 20 6 60 2 20 10 100

Cauliflower 3 13 114 61 6 26 23 100

Corn 2 5 28 68 11 27 141 100

Cucumbers 1 5 114 714 14 21 19 100

Lettuce - 21 814 1 16 25 100

Green onions 1 5 18 95 - 19 100

Parsnips 11 814 1 8 1 8 13 100

Radishes 1 6 17 94 - 18 100

Squash - 27 77 8 23 35 100

Tomatoes 3 12 15 63 6 25 24 100

Turnips 9 64 3 22 2 14 14 100

Strawberries 10 53 3 16 6 31 19 100

Blueberries 1 20 2 140 2 140 5 100

Minor crops 12 12 73 714 114 14 99 100

Totat 70 17 267 6+ 80 19 417 100
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Table 22, Number and percentage-distribution of 182 Western
Oregon fresh vegetable growers by given answers to the
question, "Do you happen to sell your fresh produce
under a brand name?" 1961.

Answer Number Percent

Brand name 19 lO.L

No brand 163 89.6

Total 182 100.0

Source of Price Information, Information on prices was used by

70 percent of the growers (Table 23). Thirty-three percent listed

wholesale buyers as their primary source of information on prices.

Only 2.8 percent of the growers interviewed listed the daily Federal

Market News Report as their primary source of information on prices.

A large portion of the grówersgavé the general impression that they

placed little emphasis on price information. Many growers who

indicated wholesale buyers as their primary source of information

on prices answered, "I take what the buyer will give."

Table 23. Number and percentage distributions of 182 Western
Oregon fresh vegetable growers by primary source of
market price information used during 1961.

Source of market
pRIce information Number Percent

No source of information 29.7
Newspaper 16 8.8
Federal market news report 5 2,8

Wholesale buyer 60 33.0
Neighbor 7 3.8

Crop report bullet'in 7 3,8
Processor 8 4.4
Miscellaneous 25 13,7

Total 182 100,0
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Quantities Marketed and Prices Received bOutlets

Oregon growers marketed their fresh vegetables through 6 major

types of outlets during 1961 (Table 24). Wholesale distributors

were the most important outlets in terms of volume for all

commodities sold by growers. Wholesale distributors purchased

about 80 percent of the total quantity marketed of the 17 largest

volume crops.L! Vegetables sold on the farm on a "you-pick' basis

amounted to a little over 1 percent of the total sales.

Table 24. Market outlets used by 182 Western Oregon fresh market
vegetable growers, and percentage distribution of total
quantities marketed for selected crops by out1etj96l./1

Outlet Quantity Marketed Value of Sales

Percent Percent

You-pick 1,4 LI

Roadside Stand 3.0 3.2

Retail Store/2 3,1 2.9

Wholesale Distributors/3 80.1 79.0

Farmers Wholesale Market/4 5.2 6,1

Miscellaneous/5 7.2 7.7

Total 100,0 100.0

1/ nc1uded only that portion of total production of vegetables
which was marketed fresh. Crops selected were strawberries, cucumbers,
tomatoes, blueberries, peppers, cantaloupes, parsnips, carrots,
cabbage, rutabagas, turnips, Danish squash, sweet corn, radishes,
lettuce, green onions, and cauliflower. 2/ included only sales from
producers directly to retail store. 3/ncluded receivers, commission
wholesalers, jobbers, wholesale grocers, surveyors, and retail distri-
bution centers. 4/ ncluded sales made through the Farmer's Wholesale
Market located Portland (10th and Belmont). / Included sales through
brokers and sales to institutions, truckers, peddlers, home delivery,
and sold on farm-picked basis.
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Sales in the Farmers Wholesale Market in Portland amounted

to 6 percent of the total value of sales. Buyers in the Portland

market estimated that at least 10 to 15 percent of the fresh rnrket

sales were made in the tortland Wholesale market during 1950.

Sweet corn, Wholesale distributors bought 68.1 percent

(143,210 five-dozen-ear-crates) of the total sweet corn sold on the

fresh market during 1961 (Table 25). Roadside stands were the second

largest volume outlet accounting for 7,8 percent of total sales.

Sales through brokers accounted for a large portion of the qJantity

through miscellaneous outlets. Twenty-five carlots of Oregon-grown

sweet corn were shipped to the Seattle, Los Angeles, and San Fran-

cisco markets during 1961. Part of these sales was made thiough

brokers,

Prices for sweet corn sold through all outlets averaged $1.76

per 5 dozen-ear-crate during 1961 (Table 26). Highest average

prices per crate were received from sales through roadside sl:ands,

and the lowest average prices were received from you-pick" sales.

Carrots. A large portion, 89.8 percent, of the carrots pro-

duced for the fresh market was sold to wholesale distributors

(Table 26). Few carrots were sold through roadside stands and

miscellaneous outlets,
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Table 25. Quantities, prices received, and percentage distributions
of fresh market sweet corn by market outlets reported by
182 Western Oregon fresh vegetable growers, 1961.

Whole- Farmers
Road- sale whoie- Misc.

U- side Retail distri- sale out
pick stand store butors nikg. lets Total

Number of
growers 3 114 9 16 5 12 68

Quanti ty

marketed 521 L1.,9145 2;973 Li.3,2lO 3,375 8,14140 63,14614

(crates)/1

Percent .8 7.8 14,7 68J 5,3 133 100

Average weighted
pri ce/acre
Mean $135 $1.90 $l.514 $L77 $l.514 $1.78 $1.76
High - 2J7 1,69 230 2.25 2.25

Low li-i.4 1,33 1,65 - 1.68 1,63

/ 5 dozen-ear-crates.

Highest average prices were received for carrots sold to retail

stores and in the Farmers' Wholesale Market. These prices averaged

nearly twice as high as prices received for carrots sold to whole-

sale distributors. The higher prices received for carrots sold to

retail stores and in the Farmers' Wholesale Market might have resulted

from differences in quality and pack. t was likely that a higher

percentage of carrots sold to retail stores was packed in 1 pound or

2 pound-cello-bags than those sold to wholesale outlets,
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Table 26. Quantities, prices received, and percentage distributions
of fresh market carrots by market outlets reported by
182 Western Oregon fresh vegetable growers, 1961,

Whole- Farmers

Road- sale whole- Misc,

U- side Retail distri- sale out-

pick stand store butors mkts, lets Total

Number of
growers 1 1 10 3 1 16

Quanti ty

ma rketed

(lOO#units) - 60 500 11,345 581 150 12,363

Precent .4 4.0 89,8 4.6 1,2 100

Average weighted
price/lb.
Mearr - $.035 $,05O $027 $.049 $,017 $.029
High - - - ,038 -

Low - - - , 020

Strawberries, Almost 20 percent of the 230 tons of strwberries

sold on fresh market was sold in the Farmers' Wholesale Market

(Table 27). Approximately half of the production of strawberries for

the fresh market was sold directly to wholesale distributors.

Prices for strawberries ranged from an average of $ .12 per

po.und sold "you-pick" customers to an average of approximately

$ .21 per pound when sold to wholesale distributors and miscellaneous

outlets.
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Table 27, Quantities, price3 received, and percentage distributions
of fresh market strawberries by market outlets reported
by 182 Western Oregon fresh vegetable growers, 1961.

Whole- Farmers
Road- sale Whole- Misc.

U- side Retail Distri- sale Out-

Pick Stand Store butors Mkts. lets Total

Number of
growers 5 4 4 8 2 4 27

Quanti ties

ma rketed

(lOO#units)304 172 252

Percent 6.6 37 54

2,380 900 623 4,631

51.4 19.4 13.5 100

Average weighted
price/lb.
Mean $.l2l $J90 $.l64 $,2O9 $:Ir8l $.214 $.195

High - - .178 - - .233 .219

Low - - .119 - - .196 .176

Tomatoes. Roadside stands and Ityou_pickl were the largest

volume outlets for tomatoes (Table 28). A large share of the

tomatoes purchased on a 'you-pick" basis and from roadside stands

was probably usedfor home processing. A large portion of the

tomatoes sold through the "miscellaneous type outlet" was bought

by peddlers and truckers.



Table 28. Quantities, prices
of fresh market toi
182 Western Oregon

Road -

U- side
pick stand

Number of
growers 7 10

Quanti ty

ma rketed

(lOO# units)2,L62 2,905

Percent 20.8 214.6

Average weighted
price/lb.
Mean $,020 $,0140

Nigh - -

Low - -

received, and p
iiatoes by market

fresh vegetable

Whole-
sa I e

Retail distri-
store butors

9 14

rcentage distributions
outlets reported by
growers, 1961.

Farmers
Whole- Misc.

sale Qut

mkts. lets Total

1 17 148

14714 1,036 250 14,699 11,826

14.0 8.8 2.1 39.7 100

$.058 $.17l $.030 $.036 $.oi+6

.092 .225 - -

.0146 .125 - - -

Prices for tomatoes averaged $ .014 per pound from sales through

roadside stands as compared with nearly $ .06 per pound for the

relatively small quantities sold to retail stores, and $ .02 per

pound sold on a "you-pick" basis on the farm.

Price Received By Types of Outlets

Prices received from vegetables sold through the various outlets

could not be accurately compared. Differences in packaging, quality,

time, services, and volume all introduced variations in prices.
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Table 29, Quantity, prices--mean, high, low--and percentage distri-
bution of selected fresh market crops by market outlets re-
ported by 182 Western Oregon fresh vegetable growers, 1961.

PARSN PS
Whole- Farmers

Road- sale whole- Misc.

U- side Retail distrft sale out-

pick stand store butors mkts. lets Total

Number of growers - - - 13 1 - 14

Fresh production
sold(lOO# units) - - - 8,508 80 - 8,588

Percent fresh
production - - - 99,1 .9 - 100

Average weighted
price/lb.

Mean - - - $,076 $.088 - $.076

High - - - .084 - - ,084

Low - - - . 066 - - . 066

CABBAGE

Number of growers 3 14 40 3 7 57

Fresh production
sold(l000# units) 11 312 14,159 156 238 14,876

Percent fresh
production .2 6.4 85.3 3,2 4.9 100

Average weighted
pri ce/crates
Mean - $2.48 $2.43 $2.33 $2.43 $2.39 $2.34

High - 2.66 2.75

Low - - - 2.04 2.00 - -

*33-36 head crate.
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Table 30. Quantity, price--mean, high, low--and percentage distri-
bution of selected fresh market crops by market outlets re-

ported by 182 Western Oregon fresh vegetable growers, 1961.

GREEN ONIONS
Whole- Farmers

Road- sale whole- Misc,
U- side Retail distri- sale out-

pick stand store butors mkts. lets Total

Number of growers - - - 20 4 - 24

Fresh production
sold (crates)* - - - 19,102 900 - 20,002

Percent fresh
production - - 95.5 45 - 100

Average weighted
pri ce/crate

Mean - - - $2.32 $2.41 - $2.32

High - - 2.51 2.52 - 2.51

Low - - 2,01 2,02 - 2.01

* 5 dozen bunch crates.

PEPPERS

Number of growers 3 1 5 3 3 15

Fresh production
sold(lOO# units) 60 14 2,311 1,325 24 3,734

Percent fresh
production - 1.6 .4 61.9 35.5 .6 100

Average weighted
pri ce/lb.

Mean - $.081 $.090 $.O40 $1039 $.084 $.041

High .048 .040 .100 .049

Low - - - .033 .025 .050 .034
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Table 31, Quantity, prices--mean, high, low--and percentage distri-
bution of selected fresh market crops by market outlets re-
ported by 182 Western Oregon fresh vegetable growers, 1961.

RADI SHES

Whole- Farmers

Road- sale whole- Misc.

U- side Retail distri- sale out-

pick stand store butors mkts. lets Total

Number of growers - - 17 k 2 23

Fresh production
sold(crates)* - - - 36,015 2,995 550 39,560

Percent fresh
production - - - 91,0 7.6 J,14 100

Average weighted
pri ce/crate

Mean - - - $2.28 $2.k8 $2.25 $2.30

High - - - 2,50 2.50 - 2,50

Low - - - 2,00 2,00 - 2.00

* 5 dozen bunch crates.

LETTUCE

Number of growers - - 21 3 2 26

Fresh production
sold(crates)* - - 37,597 2,200 3,075 2,872

Percent fresh
production - - - 87.7 5.1 7.2 100

Average weighted
pri ce/crate

Mean - - - $1.56 $1.k3 $1.73 $1.56

High - 2.23 - 2.22

Low - - - l.i0 - - 1.142

* 2 dozen head crate,



Table 32, Quantity, prices--mean, high, low--, and percentage distri-
bution of selected fresh market crops by market outlets re-
ported by 182 Western Oregon fresh vegetable growers, 1961.

TURNIPS

U-

pick

Road-
side Retail

stand store

Whole-
sale

distri-
butors

Farmers
whole-
sale

mkts.

Misc.
out-

lets Total

Number of growers - - 1. 15 3 2 21

Fresh production
sold(l000# units) - 7 9147 151 146 1,151

Percent fresh
production - - .6 82.3 13.1 14.0 100

Average weighted
price/lb.

Mean - - $060 $.O1-i4 $.OkO $.OkO $.Okk
High - - - .05] - - .051

Low - - - , 040 - - . 040

DAtUSH SQUASH

Number of growers - - 2 15 1 - 18

Fresh production
sold(1000# units) - 5 854 14 - 863

Percent fresh
production - .6 99.0 .14 - 100

Average weighted
price/lb.

Mean - $.024 $.o21 $.016 - $.021
High - - - .031 - - .031

Low - - - .019 - - .019



Table 33, Quantity, prices--mean, high, low--, and percentage
distributionof slected fresh market crops by market

outlets reported by 182 Western Ore9on fresh vegetable
growers, 1961,

CAULFL0WER
Whole- Farmers

Road- sale whole- Misc.

U- side Retail distr- sale out-

Pick stand store butors mkts. lets TotaL

Number of growers - 1+ 24 2 2 32

Fresh production
sold (crates)/1 - 2,012 38,031 886 572 41,501

Percent fresh
production - 4,8 917 2.1 1.4 100

Average weighted
price/crate

Mean $1.25 $1.46 $U50 $1.56 $1.45

High - 1.86

Low - 1,36

1/ 10-12 head crates.

RUTABAGA

Number of growers - 1 10 1 - 12

Fresh production
sold (10001/ units)- - 1,1+77 8 - 1,1+89

Percent fresh
production - .3 99,2 .5 100

Average weighted
price/lb.

Mean - $.060 ,042 $.01+0 - $.042

High - - .052 - .052

Low -- - .033 - .033
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Table 3k. Quantity, prices--mean, high, low-- and percentage distri-

bution of selected fresh market crops by market outlets re-

ported by 182 Western Oregon fresh vegetable growers, 196L

BLUEBERRI ES

Whole- Farmers
Road- sale whole- Misc.

U- side Retail distri- sale out-
pick stand store butors mkts. lets Total

Number of growers 6 - 3 - 11 20

Fresh production
sold(lOO# units) kl - - 138 - 170 3k9

Percent fresh
production 11.8 - 39,5 - 1+8.7 100

Average weighted
price/lb.
Mean $,187 - - $,199 - $.279 $.236
High - - - - - - -

Low - - - - - - -
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Frequency of Changes in Market Outlets Used.

Growers appeared to be satisfied with the market outlets they

used. Only 11 percent of them made any changes after 1959 in their

market outlets.

A large portion, 89O percent, of the growers interviewed

indicated that they had not made any changes in market outlets used

during the last three years (Table 29). Sixteen growers, 8.8 per-

cent, added new outlets after 1959, and 9 growers, k.5 percent, no

longer sold to some of their outlets used n 1959. Reasons most

frequently mentioned for adding or dropping outlets were; (1) changes

in buyers for wholesale firms, and (2) no longer producing the crop

which was marketed through a particular outlet.

Table 35. Number and percentage distributions of 182 Western
Oregon fresh vegetable growers by changes in market
outlets used from 1959 to 1961.

Number of Perentof
Action growers all growers

Added outlets 16 8.8

Dropped outlets 9 14.9

No change in outlets 162 89.0



Attitudes of Growers Toward Contracts

Three of the 182 growers indicated that at one time they had

grown vegetables for the fresh market on a contract basis. None of

the growers interviewed produced vegetables under a contractual

agreement during 1961, and only I indicated that the agreement was

satisfactory to him.

A large portion of the growers over 60 years of age answered

"no" when asked, "Can you think of any reasons why itwould be good

to grow produce for the freshmarket under a contract?". Growers

less than 60 tended to answer "yes" more frequently. "Stabilize

prices" and "make the marketing job easier" were mentioned most

frequently as the reasons why they thought it would be advantageous

to grow vegetables for the fiesh market under a contract.

The portion of processed vegetable acreage to fresh vegetable

acreage by age group also indicates that the young growers are more

interested in growing contract crops (Table 30). Many of the

Table 36, Acreage and percentage distribution
processed vegetables of 182 Western
vegetable growers by age, 1961.

Number
Age of Growers Fresh

Acres %

Under L5 years 53 1733 56.2

5 years and over 129 1652 60.3

Total 182 3385 58 1

s of fresh and
Oregon fresh

Processed Total

Acres % Acres %

1351 k3.8 3084 100

1086 39.7 2738 100

2437 41.9 5822 100



older growers expressed considerable mistrust of contracts,

indicating that they were always in favor of the buyer. This

attitude may have been related to the low level of schooling of

growers over 60 years of age.

Conclusions Regarding Adequacy of Production and Marketing
Methods Used by Oregon Growers,

Fresh vegetable procurement and merchandising policies of

large retail food chains stress; (I) uniform quality, (2) specified

size and style of package, (3) dependable supplies, and (4) ship-

ments of carlot quantities for many commodities. A large portion

of the Oregon growers did not meet these requirements. Very few

growers operated vegetable farms of sufficient size to ship in

carlot quantities on a dependable basis, High risk due to

weather and a short harvesting season made it physically difficult

and costly to supply many vegetable commodities on a dependable

basis for a period of time sufficient to interest large volume

buyers.

Fresh vegetables are purchased in either of two ways;

(1) personaL inspection by the buyer,or (2) by trust on the part

of the buyer in the reputation of the grower for shipping only a

quaranteed quality and grade of produce. Most large chain organ-

izations have buyers located in the large supply areas (8, pp. 22).

Thesebuyers inspectthe produce before shipping to retail
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distribution points, Western Oregon is not a large supply area

and most large chain organizations do not have buyers located in

Western Oregon. If Oregon growers wish to ship to out-of-state

markets, they must do so on a guaranteed quality and grade basis,

A large portion of Oregon vegetable farms produced too small

a volume to make efficient use of packing and cooling facilities

for many commodities. To obtain efficient use of packing and

cooling facilities Oregon growers must either increase their

size of farms or operate cooperative packing facilities.

Increasing Sales in Portland Market

Quantities sold and value of quantities sold in the Portland

market could probably be increased if Oregon growers; (1) graded

all produce on a uniform basis, (2) packed greater quantities of

produce in consumer type packages, (3) offered greater quantities

of branded prepackaged produce, and (Li.) marketed through a central

cooperative sales agency.
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C H A P TE R Vl

THE GENERAL APPROACH,.. evaluation of the economic feasibility
of expnding the sales of fresh market sweet corn and carrots
by Western Oregon growers.

The major objective of this part of the study was to evaluate the

profitability of expanding fresh market sales of selected vegetables

grown in Western Oregon. Sweet corn and carrots were selected as the

commodities toinvestigate,

Sweet corn was chosen as one of the commodities tostudyfor the

following reasons: (1) The market prospects appeared favorable,

(2) the risk of crop failure is low, and (3) sweet corn is adaptable to

a wide range of soil types.

Carrots were selected as the other commodity for two reasons:

(1) They have a relatively long marketing season, and (2) the prospects

for increasing freshmarket sales in Portland appeared favorable.

Generally, farmers decided which crops toproduce on the basis of

expected returns above costs. For a given farmer, all crops for which

expected returns exceed expected costs are potential crop choices.

Hence, the hypotheses tested in this part of the study are as follows:

1. The returns from thesale of sweet corn in the fresh market

by Western Oregon growers exceeded the costs incurred in pro-

ducing, packing, selling, and transporting the commodity.

2. The returns from the sale of carrots in the fresh market by

Western Oregon growers exceed the costs incurred in producing,

packing, selling, and transporting the commodity.



Procedure for Testing Hypotheses

The general procedure used for testingthehypotheses was to

compare expected returns with expected costs for each commodity. For

purposes of analysis, each commodity was considered separately and

dividedinto five steps: (1) Selection of themarkets to study,

(2) estimation of expectedprices in each market, (3) estimation of

the effect of increases in quantities marketed on prices (elasticity

of demand estimation), (Li) estimation of producing, harvesting,

packing, and transportation costs for growers in Western Oregon, and

(5) estimation of returns above costs by selected markets for

Western Oregon growers.

Selection of Markets

The Portland, Seattle, San Francisco, and Los Angeles markets

were selected for study. Monthly carlot equivalent unloads (rail

and truck) of sweet corn and carrots in 1960-61 were analyzed for each

of the four selected markets to determine; (1) the percent of total

market receipts supplied by Oregon producers during the harvesting

seasonin the Willamette Valley (sweet corn--Au9ust through October;

carrots--August through January),and (2) the total volume handled

in each market. Largevolume markets, i.e. Los Angeles, are not

likely to be dominated by any one supply area. With several supply

areas serving a large market, it is unlikely that increased marketings

from one supply area would severely depress prices.
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Estimation of Expected Prices

Expected prices in each of the four markets were based on average

wholesale prices paid from 1959-61, This methodof predicting prices

assumes that the supply anddemand conditions in the markets will be

the same in the future as they were from 1959-61, This assumption

was made for the following reasons: (1) The year to year market

price changes from 1959-61 were moderate in both sweet corn and

carrots, and (2) informationon average prices paid for sweet corn and

carrots in the various markets contains considerableerror and does

not justify the use of specialized forecasting techniques.LJ

Estimation of the Effect on Prices of ncreases in Quantities Marketed

The assumption, that the demand and supply conditions will be the

same in the future as they were from 1959-61, made in the second step

is questionable in viewof the fact that the objective of this study

is to increase fresh market sales by Oregon producers. If Oregon pro-

ducers supply increased quantities on the market, tDther supply areas

must decrease quantities suppliedor total quantitieson the market

will increase. Assuming demand remains unchanged, prices will fall

1! Federal Market News Services in LosAngeles and San Francisco
compute monthly average prices for sweet corn and carrots by
means of averaging Wednesday prices for each week within the
month. Carrot prices are reported for k-dozen-bunch crates,
loose-topped 50 and 25 pound sacks, and k8 one-pound cello-
'bag crates, No weekly or monthly weighted average prices for
all carrots reported. Portland and Seattle report only daily
prices for carrots and sweet corn,
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in response to these increasedmarketings. The purpose of this step

in the analysis is to measure thesensitivity of price in response to

changes in quantities of carrots and sweet corn supplied in the

ma r ke t,

The effects on prices in any given market of increases in

quantities of a particular commodity supplied by Oregon producers is

dependent upon at least four factors; (1) total volume of produce

handled in the market, (2) proportion of the market previously

supplied by Oregon producers, (3) inter-market movements, and (k) the

elasticity of demandfor the commodity at the retail level.

Due to the lack of available price and quantity series covering a

sufficient period of time, it was not possible to estimate the

elasticity of demand at the wholesale level for sweet corn and carrots

in the Portland and Seattle markets, The Federal Market News Services

in LosAngeles and San Francisco have published continuous price

and quantity series, of a comparable nature, on sweet corn and carrots

since 1953. Therefore, it would have been possible to estimate the

elasticity of demandfor sweet corn and carrots in the Los Angeles

and San Francisco markets, but this was attempted only for the

San Francisco market, Estimation for the Los Angeles market was not

attempted because; (1) it was assumed that the elasticity estimate

would not be greatly different from that obtainedfor the

San Franpisco market, (2,) Oregon growers supplied such a small

percentage of the total Los Angeles supply of sweet corn that



relatively large percentage increases in Oregon-grown shipmecits

would have practically no effect on total market supply

(Table LO, p. 13 ), and (3) the completeness and accuracy of avail-

able data did not justify the expenditure necessary.

Two statistical models were used to estimate the demand functions

for sweet corn and carrots, The first model employed was a simple-

linear regression model of the following form: Y = B0 ± B1X1 + E

The second model employed was a multiple-linear regression modelof

the following form: V = B0 + B1X1 + B2X2 + E

Estimation of Growing, Harvesting, Packing,and Transportation Costs.

Before presenting discussions of individual crops it is necessary

to outline the framework used to estimate production, harvesting, and

packing costs. Most of the data used in the cost analysis were

obtained through the method of group interviews as explained in

Chapter II. The objectives of the group interviews were to determine

the standard, accepted production and marketing practices usedby

Western Oregon growers of fresh market carrots and sweetcorn.

The following production and marketinginformtionwas obtained

from the group interviews:

1. Size of farm and number of acres planted to fresh market

sweet corn or carrots.
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2. Operations performed-- number of times performed, size

and type of machinery used, hours of labor required, and

quantities and cost of materials used.

3. Average yields by grade of produce.

4. Risk of losing crop in the early growing stages

necessitating replanting.

5. Market outlets used, prices received, harvesting dates,

and percent of total crop normally not harvested.

The costs of operating powered and non-powered farm machinery

per acre or per hour were based on data obtained from a secondary

source (13, pp. 232-267).

A standard land charge of $35 per acrewas used for estimating

land cost for both sweet corn and carrots. The land chargewas based

on $500 to $550 per acre land.

Standard wage rates for labor were used for both carrot and

sweet corn. A wage rate of $1.10 per hour was used for labor

connected with machinery operation,and $1.00 per hour for hand labor.

Transportation rates from Western Oregon to the Seattle,

San Francisco, and Los Angeles markets were obtained from trade

sources. The majority of fresh produce shipments originating in the

Pacific Northwest is carried by itinerant truckers. Very little fresh

produce moves out of the Northwest by common carriers; therefore, the



published common carrier rates are not typical of the rates by which

produce is actually transported. The itinerant carrier rates fluctu-

ate depending upon the supply of carriers and the demand for

carriers, but the rate usually ranges from 30 - LO percent lower than

common carrier rates.

Estimation of Returns Above Costs

The final step in theanalysis was to compare thecosts and

returns estimatedin the second, third, and fourth steps for each of

the selected markets,



CHAP T E R VU

SWEET CORN COST AND RETURNS

This chapter is devoted to analysis of the potential of expanding

sales of fresh market sweet corn by Western Oregon growers. The

amount of dollar returns above production and marketing costs was

the criterion used to judge the profitability of growing sweet corn,

and. thereby, its expansion potential. Production and marketing

costs (including transportation), obtainable by efficient Western

Oregon growers, were compared with estimated returns that would have

been received had Oregon growers sold sweet corn in the Portland,

Seattle, San Francisco, and Los Angeles markets from 1959-61.

Unloads in Portland, Seattle, Los Angeles, San Francisco

Portland. Two hundred eighty carlots of sweet corn were

received by wholesale outlets in Portland during 196O.LJ A total

of 267 carlots was received by wholesale outlets during 1961. Oregon

growers supplied 83 of the280 carlots received during 1960, and 86

of the 267 carlots received during 1961 (Table 38 ). California

growers supplied the largest percentage of total, yearly sweet corn

unloads in Portland, but they supplied only a small portion during

1/ Carlots are units of measure used to describe quantities
supplied in fresh produce markets. One carlot is equal to
the capacity of a standard railroad car, Truck unloads
were converted to carlot units,



the peak marketing period in Oregon. The sweet corn harvesting season

in Western Oregon eneral1y starts about the second or thirçl week

in August and continues through October, Small quantities are

harvested prior to and fol lowing these dates, depending upon

weather during the growing season.

Washington-grown sweet corn supplied the chief competition for

Oregon growers. A large share of Washington sweet corn, however, was

marketed prior to theharvesting season in Oregon. On the average,

Oregon growers supplied approximately 80 percent of the needs of

the Portland market during the peak marketing period.in Oregon;

namely, from the last weekin August through October,

Table 38 Unloads of sweet corn by rail and truck in Portland,
Oregon, by state of origin, by months, 1960-1961,

Oregon Washington California Others
Month 1960-1961 1960-1961 1960-1961 1960-1961

Number Carlots

January - - - - - - -

February - - - - - -

March - - - - - - -

April - - - - - -

May - - - - 23 29 1 -

June - - - - 1414 39 8 14

July - 11 20 37 143 -

August 114 38 148 37 8 1 7 4

September 142 30 5 4 - -

October 23 15 1 - -

Nov'ernber 4 3 - 2

December - - - - - - -

Total 83 86 65 57 116 114 16 10

Source: (39, pp. 80-87; 39a, pp. 91-98),



Seattle. Unloads of sweet corn in the Seattle market amounted

to 1436 carlots in 1960 and 1417 carlots in 1961. Of these unloads,

Oregon growers supplied only 3 carlots in 1960 and 6 carlots in

1961 (Table 39 ),

The Seattle market was not a large volume outlet for Oregon-

grown sweet corn in 1960-and 1961,

San Francisco. Unloads of sweet comm the San Francisco

market amounted to 939 carlots during 1960 and to 900 carlotsin 1961.

The San Francisco market was supplied primarily by California and

Arizona production areas (listed in the table among Ibothersu), but

some quantities were shipped from Oregon and Washington (Table 140 ).

Table 39 Unloads of sweet corn by rail and truck in Seattle,
Washington, by state of origin, by months, 1960-1961.

Month
Oregon Washington

1960-1961 1960-1961

California
1960-1961

Others
1960-1961

linimber Carlots

January - - - - 1 -

February - - i

March - - -

April - - - - - -

May 35 149 6 -

June 73 59 3 9

July - 1 16 32 62 61

August - 88 103 5 - 6

September 2 3 96 60 - I -

October 1 2 34 19 - 5

November - - 1 5 10 -

December

Total 3 6 235 214 181. 186 17 II

Source: (39, pp. 120-125; 39a, pp. 136-1144).
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Table ko Unloads of sweet corn by rail and truck in San Francisco
and Los Angeles, California, by state of origin, by
months, 1960-1961,

SAN FRANCISCO
Oregon Washington California Others

Month 1960-1961 1960-1961 1960-1961 1960-1961

Number Carlots

January - - - - , - 7 3

February - - - - - 6 3

March - - - - 2 8

April - - - - 2 7 13

May - - - - 107 114 23 3

June - - - - 190 151 17 12

July - - - - 149 206 -

August - 2 3 177 157 1 -

September 6 8 18 2 89 107 6 -

October 1 1 3 1 614 77 11 -

November - - - - 42 63 -

December - - - 8 6 5 8

Total 7 Il 21 6 826 883 85 50

Source: (39, various pages)

LOS ANGELES

January - - - - 3 15 15

February - - - - - - 16 15

March - - - - - - 17 23

April - - - - 8 20 23 39
May - - - - 401 1451 33 13

June - - - - 1439 1420 63 12

July - - - - 378 538 1 -

August - - 5 316 365 12 3

September 8 7 3 270 171 6 1

October - - - - 221 205
November - - - 136 17p -

December - - - - 34 26 Il 34

Total - 8 7 8 2203 2369 197 155

Source: (39, various pages)
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Seven carlots were shipped to San Francisco from Oregon during 1960,

and 11 carlots were shipped during 1961, September was the largest

volume shIppingmonth for Oregon and Washington sweet corn into the

San Francisco market.

Los Angeles. The Los Angeles market received 2,407 carlots of

sweet corn in 1960, and 2,LiIt.O carlots in 1961, Approximately 92

percent of the Los Angeles market needs were supplied by California

producing areas (Table 40 ), In 1961, 8 carlots were shipped from

Oregon into the Los Angeles market, Washington growers shipped 7

carlots in 1960 and 8 carlots during 1961, The shipments in

September, 1961, were the first shipments to the Los Angeles market

from Oregon in several years.

Oregon Commercial Shipments. In 1960, Oregon growers sold 93

carlots of sweet corn to wholesale outlets in Portland, Seattle, and

San Francisco, Ten of these carlots were shipped to the Seattle and

San Francisco markets, and 83 carlots were unloaded in Portland,

Oregon growers sold Ill carlots to wholesale outlets in Portland,

Seattle, San Francisco, and Los Angeles during 1961. Twenty-five

of these carlots were shipped to the Seattle, Los Angeles, and

San Francisco markets; and 83 carlots were unloaded in Portland.

Wholesale Prices Received in Selected Markets

Portland, Average prices received for sweet corn in Portland

from July through November, 1959-61, by quality of product are
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presented in Table 41 . The first and second quality prices listed in

the table are not directly comparable to grades 1 and 2 which are

frequently used by Oregon producers,LJ- Most first quality sweet corn

was producer grade number 1 and had been cooled. Second quality

sweet corn was a mixture of number 2 grade corn and field run

(ungraded). Some second quality shipments were cooled, but the

majority was not, Non-cooled grade Number 2 sweet corn usually

averaged from $ .75 to $125 per 5 dozen-ear-sack, and was

frequently used for home processing. The price differences

bejtween first and second quality sweet corn in Table Lil were due to

both coo1irg and grading.

The average prices for the 3 mQnths August, through October,

listed at the bottom of Table 41 were used in the cost-returns

analysis, because they represented average prices during the peak

marketing period for Oregon sweet corn.

The August through October average price in Portland fell from

$3.01 per crate during 1959 to $2.04 during 1961,

Seattle. Average wholesale prices received for sweet corn

in Seattle from August through Nofrember, 1959-1961 are presented in

Table 42 . The difference between pre-cooled and non-cooled prices

1/ There are federal grades--Number 1 and Number 2--for sweet
corn, but very little Oregon-grown sweet corn going into
Portland was federal graded. Producer grade 1 was generally
above the requirements for U. S. Number 1,
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ranged from $ .28 to $ .45 a crate for the August through October

average from 1959 -1961, All prices quoted in Table 141 are for

top quality (grade Number 1) produce. Pre-cooled prices in

Seattleare not directly comparablewithfirst quality prices in

Portland because an unknown percentage (but believed to be small)

of first quality sweet corn received in Portland was not cooled.

Table 14j Wholesale prices received for sweet corn in Portland,
Oregon, by quality, July through November 1959-1961.

Month Quality 1959 1960 1961

Dol lars/5 dozen-ear-crate
July First 3.08 3.46 '3.21

Second 2,44 -

August First 3.28 292 2,28
Second 2,50 2,62

September First 3,12 2,62 1.78

Second 2,34 1.75

October First 2.64 2.18 z.o6
Second 2.21 - -

November First 2,25 2,12
Second - - -

3 month
Average First 3.01 2.57 2.04
Aug.-Oct. Second 2,35 2,18

Source: (36, daily report)



Tab-le k2 . Wholesale prices received for sweet corn in Seattle,
Washington, cooled and non-cooled, July through
November, 1959-196l,

Month 195.9 1960 J961

Dollars/5 dozen-ear-crate

July pre-cooled 3,62
non-cooled 3.0k 3,50 3.06

August pre-cooled 3.63 3.15 2.57
non-cooled 3.22 2.97 2.19

September pre-cooled 3,22 2,66 2,50
non-cooled 2,80 2,50 2.11

October pre-cooled - - 2.93
non-cooled 2,91 2.38 2,60

November pre-cooled -

non-cooled 2.75 2.2k 2.75

3 month average pre-cooled 3,k3 2.90 2.67
Aug. - Oct. non-cooled 2,98 2.62 2,30

Source: (37, dal ly reportj
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August through November average pre-cooled sweet corn prices in

Sefttle ranged from $ .33 to$ .63 per crate higher than first quality

sweet corn in Portland from 1959-1961. t is estimated that the

Seattle price averaged no more than $ .25 a crate higher than the

price in Portland for a comparable product.

San Francisco and Los Angeles. Average wholesale prices re-

ceived for sweet corn in San Francisco and Los Angeles, 1958-1961,

are presented in Table 4t3. Monthly seasonal indexes of prices

received in San Francisco and Los Angeles are also presented in

Table 43. Prices in both markets generally averaged low from

July through October, although prices increased some during October

in San Francisco, The seasonal index of wholesale prices in

Los Angeles increased from August to September and then decreased

in October. This phenomenon can be explained by occasional de-

creases in carlot unloads in Los Angeles during September. Fre-

quently, Southern California production areas are in short supply

in late August and September due to hot weather during the growing

pe r i od.



Table 43 . Wholesale market prices and seasonal index of prices re-
ceived at San Francisco and Los Angeles, California, for
sweet corn, by months, 1958-1961,

SAN FRANCISCO

Month 1958 1959 1960 1961

Seasonal
IndexL!

Dol lars/5 dozen-ear-crate

January 5.12 4.97 5.92 5,08 137

February 5.81 5.3] 5.31 5,62
March 6,38 5,25 5.56 5,50 147

April 6,50 L1.,L1.2 5,58 6,06 146

May l4,14 3.147 4,01 /4,00 101

June 3.38 2.26 3.12 3.84 82
July 2.12 2.14 2.66 3.03 64

August 1.33 2,70 2.25 2.3 56
September 2,14 2,80 2,56 2.59 65

October 2.28 3.41 3,06 2.72 74

November 2.97 3.38 2,98 2.52 77
December 4,05 4.25 4,75 3.69 108

3 month
average
Aug.-Oct. 1.92 2,97 2.62 2.55 65

LOS ANGELES

January 4,75 4.71 5,17 5.16 140

February 5,00 4.38 4,62 5.34 137

March 5,44 5.25 5.69 5.12 152

April 5.25 434 5,94 5.81 151

May 3.59 3.12 3,72 3)42 98
June 2.72 1.86 2.62 3.06 73
July 1,80 2.12 2,56 2.41 63

August 1.62 2.81 2,65 2.02 64
September 2.50 2.55 2.53 2)44 71

October 2.08 2.38 2.41 2.22 64
November 2.78 2.88 2.86 222 76
December 3,97 3.83 3.96 3.62 109

3 monthave.
Aug.-Oct. 2.07 2.58 2.53 2.23 67

1/ Computed from average monthly prices, 1958-1961 by the
link-relative method of indexconstruction.

Source: (53, various pages).



Elastiçjyof Demand at Wholesale for Sweet Corn in San Francisco

An attempt was made to estimate the demand curve for sweet corn,

at the wholesale level in San Francisco, by relating prices paid to

quanti ties recei ved, A simple-linear regressi on model was employed.

A correlation coefficient (r) of ,55 was obtained, The coefficient

of determination (r2) was 30, Hence, only 30 percent of the total

variation in prices was associated with quantity in the market. The

results from this model were not statistically significant.

A scatter diagram relating prices for sweet corn to quantities

received in San Francisco is presented in Figure 7, From viewing

the figure, it can be seen that there was no evident relationship.

On the basis of the results from the simple-linear regression

model, it appeared that wholesale market prices for sweet corn in

San Francisco were related to quantities in the marketand alsoto

other factors. Therefore, a multiple-linear regression model was

employed. The data used in this model are presented in Table 4/

Multiple-Linear Regression Model

BX + B2X2 + E

where:

Y = Seasons weighted average wholesale price (August through

December) for sweet corn in San Francisco.

= Constant term,

B1 = Partial regression coefficient relating San Francisco prices

to San Francisco unloads.



X1 = Carlot equivalent unloads of sweet corn inthe

San Francisco market,

B2 = Partial regression coefficient relating San Francisco sweet

corn prices to unloads in the Los Angeles maret,

X2 = Carlot equivalent unloads of sweet corn in the Los Angeles

ma r ke t.

Using theAbbreviated Doolittle Method for the simultaneous

solution of linear equations, the following values were computed;

b0 = 5.114894

b1 = -.002897 (F = 32l)'

b2 -.001 162 (F = 3,83)*

Error of estimate (s2) = .071283

Coefficient of multiple correlation (R) = .759

Coefficient of multiple determination (R2) = .576

Both bj and b2 were non-significant at the 5 percent level, but

were significant at the 10 percent level,

The elasticity of demand for sweet corn in the San Francisco

market was estimated by the following formula:

E
Chang i n Price X ty

d change in Quantity Price

Which equals b X

Price

Substituting in the mean of Y (Y) and the Mean of X1 (X1)

Ed - .002897 X 429 = -.507
2.45

* Significant at the 10 percent level



Figure 7, Scatter diagram showing relationship between prices and
carlot equivalent unloads of sweet corn in the San
Franc iscoOak1and market, l9536l .Li

Price/crate
5 dozen ears

$3 ,O(
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Unloads (carlot equivalent)

. line of regression estimating the demand curve has not been
drawn because the diagram does not indicate a significant price-
quntity relationships
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Therefore, a 10 percent increase in the quantltycf sweetcorn

in the market can be expected (over the average of several seasons)

to bring about a20 percent decrease in price. This estimate was

based on a marketing season fromAugust through December. Unloads

in the San Francisco market averaged 1429 carlots from 1953 to 1961,

and prices averaged $2,145 per crate. f unloads were increased by

43 carlots to 472 (10 percent increase), average pricewould be

expected to fall to $1.96 per crate (20 percentdecrease). Prices

probably would drop much lower, however, if the additional 143

carlots were shipped wi thin one month, since sweet corn is not

Table 44 . Season weighted average price per crate--5 dozen-ear-
crate--for sweet corn receivedin San Francisco, and
unloads of sweet corn in San Francisco and Los Angeles,
California, August through December, 1953-1961.

Y xl x2

Season weighted average Unloads
Year Price/crate--5 dozen-ear-crate San Francisco Los Angeles

San Francisco
Dollars Number Carlots

1953 2.49 375 1,404
19514 2,42 410 1,295
1955 1,89 417 1,321
1956 2.59 383 1,232
1957 2.51 449 1,342
1958 1,94 573 1,341
1959 3.05 396 1,056
1960 2,65 430 1,013
1961 2.55 435 963

Source: (28, 31, 32, 33, 52, various pages)
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storable, If additional quantities are shipped into Sari Francisco,

they should be spread over the marketing season, or shipped during

periods of light supply in order to keep from depressing prices

svere1y.

If Oregon shipments into the San Francisco market had been

doubled during 1961, expected prices would have averaged $ .07 lower

than they were, or $2.48 per crate, If the 11 additional carlots

arrived during September, expected September average price Would

have been $ .27 lower than it was, or $2.32 per crate.

Costs of Producing, Harvesting, PacjIng Sweet Corn

Etimatedcosts for producing, harvesting, and packing fresh

market sweet corn for three different size operations (15-25 acres,

26-60 acres, and61-lOO acres) are presented inTables 45, 16,

and 47.

It is unlikely that a producer with a 15-25 acre farm would

pTant the entire farm to sweet corn, Risks of crop fai lure and price

decline, and peak labor prob'ems are strong arguments for some crop

diversification, Therefore, it was assumed that a grower of

15-25 acres of sweet corn wouldalso have 20-40 acres planted to other

crops. Hence, the number of acres requiring use of machinery,

other than specialized sweet corn implements,was based on a 30-60

acre vegetable farm.
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Machinery use rates for a 26-60 acre sweet corn operation

(Table 46 ) were based on a51-80 acre vegetable farm, Machinery

use rates for a 61-100 acre sweet corn operation (Table 47 )

were based on an 81-120 acre vegetable farm.

The most commonly grown fresh market sweet corn varieties

were FM Cross and Golden Cross Bantam, Sweet corn is a relatively

easy vegetable crop to grow. t is disease resistant and adapted

to a wide range of soils, Soil type affects the fertilization rates

and the number of irrigations. Light sandy soils generally require

from 3-4 irrigations, whereas, heavier clay and silt loam soils re-

quire from 2-3 irrigations, An average of 3 irrigations was used for

computing costs in Tables 45, 46, and 47,

Seedbed and Planting Operations

The normal operations for seedbed preparation were disk and

harrow 3 times, plow, fertilize, and sterilize the soil. The soil

sterilant'--Aldrin--was normally applied at the rate of 1 pound per

acre prior to planting. Some producers sutstituted a leveling

operation for 1 disking and harrowing,Li

The typical fertilizer application was90 pounds of nitrogen

and 80 pounds of phosphorus. Most of the fertilizer was broadcast

3/ The leveler was usually home-made from railroad ties or from
similar materials, and was dragged across the field l-3times.
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Table 145, Estimated cost of producing, harvesting, and packing sweet
corn for the fresh maçet; 15-25 acre operation in
Western Oregon, l961.L_.

Labor & equipment Materials Production'
p!ration cost/acre kind & cost/acre costs/acre

Disk& Harrow 3X $ 6,00 $ 6,00
Plow IX 3,59 3.59
Fertilize X 1,70 90# N; 80# P205 $21.50 23.20
Spray-weeds IX 1,03 1# Aldrin 2,50 3,53
Plant X 2.73 lO# Seed 6.00 8.73
Spray-worms IX 1.014 3/4# Chemical 2.89 3.

Total Land Preparation 148,98.

Cultivate 3X 5.95 5.95
Irrigate 3X 13,50 Electricity 2.25 15.75

Total Growing Period 21,70
Rent (land charge) 35,00
3% risk adjustment (about .3% of total acres
are never harvested) 3.17

Total of all cost independent of yield

Harvest, grading, and packing costs
Based on a 5-dozen-ear crate

Operation
Equipment
and labor Materials

Total cost
per crate

Pick, Haul, &
load $ 0,16 $ 0.16

Cooling .01 Electricity $ 0.014 .05

Depreciation on
bldg. & equip. ,Q1 .014

Grading & packing .114 Crates (new) .141 .55
Crates (used) .20 .314

Wire boxes(used) .15 .29

Total Harves1ng Cost w7at) .80
(usedcrates) .59
(used wi re boxes) .51+

1/ It was assumed that the grower had 20-140 acres planted to
other crops requiring the use of some of the same equipment.

Source: Appendix C Tablela,
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Table 46 . Estimated cost of producing, harvesting, and packing
sweet corn for the fresh market; 26-60 acre operation
in Western Oregon, 1961.LJ..

Labor & equipment Materials Production

Operation cost/acre kinJ & cost/acre cost/acre

Disk C- Harrow 3X $ 389 $ 3.89

Plow IX 2,19 2.19

Fertilize 1X 1.39 9O# N; 80# p205 $21.50 22.89

Spray-weeds IX 1,00 l# Aldrin 2.50 3.50

Plant IX 2.64 l0# Seed 6,00 8.64

Spray-worms 1X 1.01 3/4# Chemical 2,89 3,90

Total Land Pr epa t i on 45 . 01

Cultivate 3X 5,33 5.33

Irrigate 3X 13.50 Electricity 2.25 15.75

Total Growing Period 21.08

Rent (land charge) 35.00

3% risk adjustment (about 3% of total acres
are neverharvested) 3,03

Total of all cost independent of yield $104.12

Harvest, grading, anpçking costs
Based on a 5 dozen-ear-crate

Equipment Total cost

Operation and labor Materials per crate

Pick, haul, and
load $ 0.16

Cooling .01

Depreciation on
bldg. & equip. .04

Grading and packing .14

Total Harvesting Cost

$ 0,16
Electricity $0.04 .05

Crates (new) .41 .55

Crates (used) .20 .34

Wire boxes (used) .15 .29

(new crates)
(used crates)
(used wi re boxes)

04

.80

.59
,514

It was assumed that the grower had30-5O acres planted to
other crops requiring the use of some of the same equipment.

Spurce: Appendix C Table lb.
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Table 47. Estimated cost of producing, harvesting, and packing sweet
corn for the fresh market; i-lOO acre operation in Western
Oregon, 1961, L!

Labor & equipment Materials Production
PpTation cost/acre kind & cost/acre costs/acre

Disk & Harrow 3X $ 3,13 $ 3,13
Plow IX 2.10 2.10
Fertilize IX 1,01 90# N; 80# P205 $21.50 22,51

Spray-weeds IX .76 l# Aldrin 2,50 3,26
Plant IX 1.98 J0# Seed 6.00 7,98
Sray-worms X .76 3/4# Chemical 2.89 3.65

Total Land Preparation 42,63
Cultivate 3X 5,33 5,33
Irrigate 3X 13.50 Electricity 2,25 15.75.

Total crowing Period 21,08
Rent (land charge) 35,00
3% risk adjustment (about 3% of total acres are
never harvesteL 2.96

Total of all cost independent of yield

Harvest,_grading, and packincosts
Based on a 5-dozen-ear crate

Operation
Equipment
and labor Materials

Total cost
per crate

Pick, haul, &
]oad $ 0.16 $ 0,16

Cooling .01 Electricity $ O.0-f .05

Depreciation on
bldg. & equip. .04 .O4

Grading & packing .14 Crates (new) .41 .55
Crates (used) .20 .34

Wire boxes(used) .15 .29

Total Harvesting Cost (new,crates) .80

(used crates) .59
(used wi re boxes) .54

1/ It was assumed that the grower had 30-60 acres planted to
other crops requiring the use of some of the same equipment.

Source: Appendix C Table lc.



prior to planting or side-dressed after planting, but some

(basically nitrogen) was applied with the irrigation water.

Planting was usually done with a 2-row planter at a rateof

10 pounds of seed per acre. A spray for root worm control to

prevent lodging was sometimes applied at planting time. This

application of spray was not a universal practice arid depended upon

the particular conditions on the farm.

Growing Period Operations

Three cultivations and 3 irrigations were the only operations

performed during the growing period. The typical water application

was 3 inches for each irrigation.

Harvesting and Packing Operations

Fresh market sweet corn was hand-picked, loaded on a truck, and

hauled to the packing shed. It was than placedin cold-water tanks

(hydro-pre-cooled) for 20-30 minutes before sorting and packing.

Most large growers (20 acres or more) graded their sweet corn on the

basis of Number 1 and Number 2, Small ears and ears with tip

damage were usually graded Number 2.

The packing operation was done by hand, The most common type

of pack was a 5 dozen-ear-crate or box, although a total of at

least 8 different types of pack was used by Oregon producers in 1961.

Producers shipping to local markets generally packed in used boxes



or crates costing from $ J5 $ ,20. All shipments to San Francisco

and Los Angeles were. in new crates costing from $ i+O $ -f3.

Therefore, grower costs, excluding transportation, were from

$ 20 $ ,,25 a crate lower when sold tolocal.retail outlets or in

the Portland wholesale market than. when shipped to out of state

markets,

Some of the larger growers (25 acres or more) had cold.stor-

age holding. facilities on their farms, Sweet corn deteriorates in

quality rapidly unless.it is first pre-cooled and then held in.cold

s tora.ge.

On the average from 10-15 percent. of the sweet .com planted was

not harvested,LJ The chief cause given for this loss was too low

market prices, Or no market, Small volume operators selling

basically to roadsidestands, on the farm, and to retail stores had

a much higher loss attributed to.this cause than the large commercial

growers selling to wholesale outlets, Weather and insect damage

accounted for approximately 3 percent of losses. Therefore, a.3 per-

cent risk factor was included in the production costs presented

in Tables /45, /46, and '47;

Economies of Size

Few economies of size appeared in the producing of fresh market

sweet corn, and no apparent economies in the harvesting and packing

11 Based on survey results,,see Table 1/4
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operations were indicated, The total producing costs (excluding

harvesting, grading, and packing costs) amounted to $108.85 per

acre for a 15-25 acre operation, and to $101.67 per acre for a 61-

100 acre operation. The producing costs for a 26-60 acre oper-

ation amounted to $1014.12. per acre,L_! A koO percent increase in

the size of operation decreased per acre costs slightly less than

7 percent.

On the basis of these cost estimates, the smaller grower

(15-140 acres) was not at a cost disadvantage compared with the

larger grower.

Effect of Yields on Costs Per Crate

Costs per crate for three operations under various yield per

acre conditions are presented in Table -i-8 , Differences in yield

per acre had a much greater effect on costs than differences in

size of operation. A normal yield per acre was from 175-200 crates

of Number 1 sweet corn.L2 Based on a yield of 175 crates per

acre, the cost for producing a crate of sweet corn ranged from $1.21

to $1.17, depending upon size of operation.

/ All of these cost estimates included a $ .35 per acre land

2
charge.

/ Sweet corn generally graded out 80-85 percent Number 1.
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Table 48. Estimated costs of producing and packing a 5-dozen-ear
crate of sweet corn in Western Oregon by size of operation
and by yield Li

Yield of 5-dozen-ear Size of operation, acres
crates per acre 15-25 z6-6o 61-100

Cost per crate

100 $1.68 $1.63 $1.61

125 1.46 1.42 1.40

150 1.32 1.28 1.27

175 1.21 1.18 1.17

200 1,13 1.11 1.10

225 1,07 1.05 1.04

250 1.03 1.01 1.00

TI used in calculating theA used crate costing $ .20 has been
packing cost. To obtain the cost for an operation using new
crates add $ .21. To obtain the cost for an operatibn using
wire boxes subtract $ .05. This table was based on the
assumption that variable production inputs remained
unchanged as output varied.
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Transportation Costs

An estimated transportaton cost of $ .12 per crate was used

for Western Oregon growers selling inthe Portland market. This

cost estimate included loadingand unloading labor, and was based

on an average haul of 30 ml les,

Transportation costs per crate averaged $ 25 to Seattle,

$ .55 to San Francisco, and $ .65 to Los Angeles from l960-l96l.

Comparison of Costs and Returns from Producing Sweet Corn

The final step in the analysis was to compare producing, har-

vesting, packing, selling, and transportation costs with returns

received in the Portland, Seattle, San Francisco, and Los Angeles

markets from 1959-1961, Theresuits of these comparisons are pre-

sented in Table L9 . Costs for only a 26-60 acre operation were

used because of the slight differenc in costs per crate due to size

of operation.

The wholesale market prices usedin Table L9 were computedby

averaging August, September, and October prices. This time period

corresponds with the marketingseason in Western Oregon. All prices

quoted in Table 149 were for Number 1 grade, pre-cooled sweet corn.

A condensed version of Table 149 is presented in Table 50

along with a summary of returns above costs for average sales made

7/ Transported by itinerant carriers, Rates were obtained from
wholesale trade sources.
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during the month of September from 1959-1961, This comparisonwas

madebecause September was normally the highest productionmonth,

and most out-of-state shipments occurred during September

On the basis of the results presented in Table L9 , Seattle

would have been the mostprofitable market for Oregongrowers during

these 3 years. Returns above costs from selling in the PortlrLd

market showed the greatest variability. In1959, estimated returns

would have been $l,1-9 per crate sold during the month of September

in the Portland market, n September, 1961 sweet corn prices in

Portland dropped sharply, and returns above estimated costs fell to

$ ,2O per crate,

Returns above costs from selling in San Francisco were more

steady during 1959-1961 than in Portland, but were considerably lower

than the returns from sales in the Seattle market,

Returns above costs in the Los Angeles market averaged lower

than the returns from sales in the other markets, except in

Portland during September, 1961.

A cost of $ ,1-il for anew crate was included in the production,

harvesting, and packing costs for all markets, If used crates were

available and acceptable in the marketfor grade Number 1 corn, an

additional $ ,21 to $ ,26 per crate could be returned to growers.

A large part of the local sweet corn received in Portland was packed

in used crates. Most all Oregon-producedsweet corn shipped to out-

of-state markets was packed in new qçates.
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Table 49 . Wholesale prices received for sweet corn in major West
Coast markets,Aug. through Oct. average, 1959-1961, and
estimated production and marketing costs for Western
Oregon growers.

Year
tern 1959 1960 1961

Dol 1rs/ 5-dozen-ear-crate

Portland

Average price receivedL! 3,01 2,57 2,04

Growing, Harvesting, and
packing costsLa 139 139 1.39

Transportatior) cost .12 .12 .12
Brokerage feLi .12 .10 .08

TOTAL OF ALL COSTS 1,63 1.61 1.59

Returns above costs 1,38 .96 .45

Sea t t I e

Average price received/i 3,43 2.90 2,67

Growing, harvesting, and
packing costs/2 1,39 1,39 1,39

Transportation costs .25 .25 .25
Brokerage fee/3 .14 .12 .11

TOTAL OF ALL COSTS 1,78 1.76 1.75

Returns above costs 1.65 1.14 1,12

San Francisco

Average price received/i 2.97 2.62 2.55

Growing, Harvesting, and
packing costs/2 1,39 1.39 1.39

Transportation cost .55 .55 .55
Brokerage fee/3 .12 .10 .10

TOTAL OF ALL COSTS 2.06 2.04 2.04

Returns above costs .91 .58 .51



Table 1+9 (CONTINUED)

Year
tem 1959 1960 1961

Los Ange

Average price received/I

Growing, harvesting, and
packing costs/2

Transportation costs
Brokerage fee/3

TOTAL OF ALL COSTS

Returns above costs

1 25

2.58 2.53 223

1.39 1.39 1.39

.65 ,6 .65

.10 .10 .09

2.14 2,11+ 2.1

.44 .39 .10

1/ Based on prices paid for grade Number I pre-cooled sweet corn.

2/ Basedon estimated costs of a 26-60 acre operation, and
includes the cost of a new crate ($ .41).

3/ Brokerage fees range from 3-7 percent dependingupon the
particular conditions. A 4 percent fee was usedfor this
table.
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Table 50 Estimated returns above costs from sales of sweet corn
by Western Oregon growers in major West Coast markets
by selected months, 1959-1961,

Market Month 1959

Yea r--

1960 1961

Dollars/5 dozen-ear-crate

Portland Aug.-Oct. 138 .96 .k5

September 1.1+9 1.01 .20

Seattle Aug.-Oct. 1,65 1.12

September 1,1+5 .91 .96

San Francisco Aug.-Oct. .91 .51

September' .75 .52 55

Los Angeles Aug.-Oct. .1+4 .39 .10

September .41 .39 .30
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Conclusions Regarding the Potential Expansion of Fresh
Market Sales of Sweet Corn

Producers decisions as to whether to increase the production

of sweet corn for the freshrnarket will be basedon their expected

returns above costs from producing it in relation to returns above

costs from alternative crops. Without knowing the expected re-

turns from the production of various alternative crops, a mathe-

matical model predicting the limit of profi table expansion of

sweet corn for the fresh market is not feasible.

A comparison of returns above costs for the production and

marketing of sweet corn for the fresh market and for processing was

made. Returns per acre above costs for freshmarket sweetcorn are

presented in Table 51 The returns from sales in the month of

September are probably more realistic than August through October

returns, because they represent prices paid during the peak mar-

keting period in Oregon. The returns from sales in the Los Angeles

market for the month of September were slightly higher than what

one might expect in the long run due toa short supply of sweet

corn in California during Septernber 1961, Hot weather and drought

were the cuses of the short supply.

The returns per acre above costs for the productionof processed

sweet corn were estimated on the basis of; (1) cost information

collected in Marion County for various types of soils in 1958
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(13, pp. 160-162), (2) 7 tons per acre yield,LJ and (3) $214.20 per

ton price (147, 149, various pages ). Production and harvesting

costs for processed sweet corn varied among types of soils and

among farmers with the same type of soil, A cost of $100 per acre

was estimated to be reasonably attainable with good management and

a minimum of 140 acres planted to sweet corn. This cost did not

include a charge of larid. The standard land charge of $35 per

acre, used for land planted to fresh market sweet corn, was also

used as the land charge for processed sweet corn.

Table 5 . Estimated returns per acre above total production and
marketing costs by selected markets for the production
of fresh market sweet corn by Western Oregon growers,
1959-1961 average, by selected months.j.

Market Aug. -0ct,L September
Dollars per acre/u

Portland 162.75 157.50

Seattle 228.07 193.55

San Francisco 116.67 106.17

Los Angeles 514.25 614.22

1/ Based on yields reported for processed production in the sur-
vey discussed in Part III, and onyields reported in a farm

2
survey in 1958 (13, p. 161).

/ Productioncosts were based on a Z5-60acre sweet corn

3
operation.

/ It was assumed that sales were made during all 3 months.
k/ Based on a yield of 175 crates of grade Number 1 (5 dozen ears)

per acre.
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The estimated returns per acre above costs for the production

of processed sweet corn are presented in Table 52. The estimated

returns from fresh market sweet corn per acre were considerably

greater than the estimated returns from processed sweet corn,

The returns above costs per acre from fresh market sweet corn

were not directly comparable with the returns from processed sweet

corn. The risks associated with price changes weremuch greater in

the production of sweet corn for fresh markets. Processed sweet corn

was generally produced under a contract with a guaranteed market 'at

a specified price. The returns per acre for fresh market sweet corn,

however, were sufficiently greater for the better growers to more

than offset the higher risks involved,

Table 52 Estimated returns per acre above costs for the pro-
duction of processed sweet corn by Western Oregon
growers,. 1959-1961 average

tem Cost or Return
dollars per acre

Returns from sales/i 169 .LO

Production, harvesting, & marketing costs 100,00

Land charge

Total of all cost

35,00

135.00

Returns above costs 3k,kO

1/ Based on a yield of 7 tons per acre and an average price of
$24.20 per ton (1959-1961).
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The limit of profitable expansion of sweet corn in Western

Oregon for the fresh market depends primarily upon the production

in other supply areas. The limit of profitable expansion can be

estimated by assuming the following conditions

1, Other supply areas make no changes in their production plans.

2. Fifty dollars per acre of returns above costs is the

minimum point of profitable expansion.

3. Demand conditions remain unchanged.

4 Costs (production, marketing, and transportation) remain

unchanged.

5. A yield of 175 crates of grade Number 1 per acre is

obtainable,

6. A large part of the increased production is marketed

between August 15, and October 31.

7. All increased production is graded, packed in new crates,

and pre-cooled.

8. The elasticity of demand for sweet corn in fresh markets

is approximately -0,5,

A minimum return of $50 per acre above costs would require a

minimum price per crate of $1.89 in Portland, $2,Ok in Seattle,

$2.33 in San Francisco, and $2,L3 in Los Angeles,.

Based on supply and demand conditions prevailing in 1961,

Western Oregon producers could have expanded fresh market production
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by 63 carlots, or approximately 275 acres/L (Table 53 ). This

represents about a 20 percent increase in the number of acres

planted to fresh market sweet corn in 1961.

The estimates presented in Table 53 are conservative, If

growers were willing to assume the risks andtake lower profits per

acre, numbers of acres of corn sold fresh probably could be

expanded considerably more. By carefully watching supplies in

other producing areas and prices in all potential markets, fresh

sales could probably be expandedby 50 percent and possibly even

more.

Weather in Western Oregon, as well as in all supply areas, is

an important factor in determining supplies and, thereby, in-

fluencing prices. Producers intending to sell in the fresh market,

but with a processing alternative, would be in a position to gain

maximum profits in the fresh market at a reduced risk.

1.! Based on yield of 175 crates per acre, 750 crates per
carlot, and a return of $50 per acre above costs.
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Table 53 . Estimated limit of potential expansion of fresh market
sales of sweet corn by Western Oregon growers by
markets,/11

Column 1 Côlumn2 oluhn 3 Co1un 4 Column 5
Average Minimum Price Unloads Pôtehtial
price price/3 Differ- Aug. 15- Ricrease in

Aug.-Oct. ence/4 Oct. 30, UnToads/
1961/2 1961/5 Season/6

Dollars/5 dozen-ear-crate Carlots

Portland 2.04 1.89 J5 225 8

Seattle 2.51 2,OL1. .47 324 32

San Francisco 2,55 2.33 .22 529 23

Los Angeles 223 2.43 -.20 1,227 0

1/ Based on the assumptions listed in the text.

Based on grade Number I corn p ked in new crates, 90
percent precooled, 10 percent of the supply not pre-cooled,
(36, 37, 46, various pages).

Minimum price per crate that would allow a returrrof
$50 per acre above costs to Western Oregon growers. (For a

detailed cost summary see Table ).

Average price received August through October, 1961, less
the computed minimum price.

Unloads in the market from August through October (28, 32,
33, 36, 37, 38, '46,various pages).

Computed by dividing the quotient, of Column 3 divided by
Column 1, by 2 (based on Ed -0,5) then multiplied by
Column 4. (A 10 percent increase in quantity marketed
results in a 20 percent decrease in price).
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CHAPTER VH
CARROTS--COSTS AND RETURNS

This chapter is devoted to analysis of the potentia of ex-

panding sales of fresh market carrots by Western Oregon growers.

The amount of dollar returns above production and marketing costs

(including transportation) was the criterion used to judge the

profitability of growing fresh market carrots, and thereby, its

expansion potential, Production and marketing costs of efficient

Western Oregon growers, were compared with estimated returns that

would have been received had Oregon growers sold carrots in the

Portland, Seattle, San Francisco, and Los Angeles markets from

1959 through 1961.

Unloads in Portland, Seattle, Los AngJçsand San Francisco

Portland, Numbers of carlot equivalent un1ods of carrots in

Portland by state of origin and by months, 1960-1961, are presented

in Table 5L Oregon-grown carrots first arrived on the market

during August and continued in heavy supply through December Light

supplies were received from Oregon growers from January through March.

The length of the Oregon marketing season depends upon the first

hard freeze,

Carrots once frozen will not keep and generally are not har-

vested, The quality of the Oregon-grown fresh market carrot is

excellent from August through November, Quality generally declines

during December,
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Carrots grown in Washington were shipped into Portland during the

same months Oregon-grown carrots were marketed, A large share of the

Washington-grown carrots shipped into Portland was grown in the

general vicinity of Portland on the Washington side of the Columbia

River,

California shipped carrots to the Portland market during every

month of the year. The number of carlots shipped from California

fell sharply when Oregon and Washington production came on the mar-

ket, but light quantities continued to be shipped. A large part

(estimated 75-90 percent) of the carlots shipped from California

during the marketing season in Oregon, was packed in 1 and 2 pound

cello-bags carrying a brand name of a California firm,

Table 54 Unloads of carrots by rail and truck in Portland,
Oregon, by state of origin, by months, 1960-1961,

Others Washington California Others
Month l96Q196l l,Ql96l 196O-l96l lJ96l

Number Carlots

January 4 14 1 2 27 9
February 1 7 2 1 29 23 2 -

March 1 4 1 1 38 33
April 2 33 30 - -

May - - - - 38 37
June - - - 31 25 1 -

July - - - 29 25 -

August 8 14 7 6 4 9,

September 13 15 6 1 8 4
October 16 20 4 4 2 3

November 21 19 2 3 1 5
December 24 20 2 3 1

14 - -

Total 88 115 25 21 241 207 3

Source: (39,pp. 80-87; 39a, pp. 91-98),
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From August through January, 1960-1961, 25 percent of the

carrots shipped to the Portland market were grown in California,

13 percent in Washington, and 62 percent in Oregon.

Seattle. Washington growers supplied 45 percent of total un-

loads in Seattle during their peak marketing period (August

through January) from 1960-1961, Table 55 Fifty-one percent of

the Seattle shipments originated in California, and 4 percent in

Oregon. If the month of January was omitted from the comparison,

51 percent of the total unloads in the Seattle market were

supplied by Washington growers, 45 percent were shipped from

California, and 4 percent from Oregon1!

Table 55 . Unloads of carrots by rail and truck in Seattle,
Washington, by state of origin, by months, 1960-1961.

Oregon Washington California Others

Month 1960-1961 1960-1961 1960-1961 1960-1961

Number Carlots
January 5 1 - 18 41 31 -

February 1 5 45 41

March 1 2 2 61 40 -

April - 1 - 49 44

May - - 56 57
June - - - 42 39
July - 1 2 29 39
August - 1 14 12 18 18

September - 1 20 24 16 12

October 3 - 20 29 17 13

November 5 1 21 27 14 23

December 2 1 20 16 16 28 1 -

Total 16 9 96 135 404 385 1 -

Source: (39,pp. 120-125; 39a, pp. 136-144).

1/ In some years Washington-grown carrots were not avail-
able during January, i.e., 1960,
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In the Portland market from August through December, 1960-1961,

84 percent of the total unloads were supplied by local growers

(Oregon and Washington) and 16 percent of the total unloads originated

in California, From 1960 through 1961, California shippers sent

179 carlots of carrots through Oregon to Seattle during the peak

harvesting season in Oregon and Washington (August through

December).

San Francisco and Los Angeles. Oregon and Washington growers

did not ship any carrots to either Los Angeles or San Francisco

during 1960-1961 (Table 56).

Wholesale Prices Received for Carrots in Selected Markets

Portland, Average wholesale prices received for carrots in

Portland from August through December, 1959-1961, by type of

pack are presented in Table . t was difficult to compare prices

for one type of pack with prices for another type of pack. Besides

weight differences among types of pack, there were differences in

quality and services performed. Carrots packed in 1-pound cello-bags

required considerably more labor and materials than those packed in

loose crates, 25 pound, and 50 pound sacks, Prices of 50 pound

sacks included some packs of Number 2 carrots (second grade), and

packs of field run carrots (ungraded), besides packs of Number I

carrots. Prices of 25 pound sacks also included some packs of

Number 2and ungraded carrots, but receipts of 25 pound sacks
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Table 56, Unloads of carrots by rail and truck in San Francisco
and Los Angeles, Ca.1ifornia by state of origin, by
months, 1960-1961,

SAN FRANCISCO
Oregon Washington California Others

Month 1960-1961 1960-1961 1960-1961 1960-1961

Number Carlots

January - - - 100 102 - -

February - - - - 111 83 - -

March - - - - 101 104 - -

April - - 95 73
May - - - - 86 92 - -

June - - - 77 94 - -

July - - - 75 75
August - - - - 8k 78 - -

September - - - - 85 77
October - - - 60 92 - -

November - - - - 86 93
December - - - - 84 81 - -

Total - - - - 1044 1044 - -

Source: (39,various pages).

LOS ANGELES

January - - - - 400 413 6
February - - 394 280 11

March - - - - 408 338 5
Apri I - - - 379 313 5

May - - - - - 483 332 - -

June - - - - 471 328 - -

July - - - 418 325 -

August - - - 402 298 -

September - - - 337 254 -

October - - - - 319 271 -

November - - - 357 303 -

December - - - 373 2514 - 18

Total - - - 14781 3709 27 18

rce: (39, various pages).



Table 57.. Wholesale prices received in Portland, Oregon, for
carrots, by
1959-1961,

types of pack, August through December,

48 one-pound- 48 one-pound-
cello-bag cello-bag

Month & 4 dozen bunch crate crate 25 lb. 50 lb.
Year crates jgsize small size sacks sacks

August
1959 $ 3,50 $ 3,35 $ $ 1,38 $ 2.00
1960 3,40 3,64 2,90 1,62 2,38

1961961 3,78 3.68 3,22 1,50 2,50

September
1959 3.50 2,62 1,38 1,72
160 3,80 3.60 2,89 1,38 2,38
1961 4,20 3.38 2,90 1,32 1.88

October
1959 3,45 2,58 1,38 1.88
1960 - 3,50 2,85 1,36 2.35
1961 4,20 3,35 2,90 1,32 1,88

November
1959 3,38 - 1.38 1,62
1960 3,50 2,70 1,30 1,42
1961 4,20 3,25 2,64 1,39 1,62

December
1959 3.64 2,45 1,44 2,18
1960 3,50 2,70 1,30 1,42

1961 3,30 2,58 1.30 1,75

5 month
average
Aug ,-Dec,

1959 3,50 3,48 2,56 1.39 1.82

1960 3,72 3,55 2.79 1,36 1,89

196] 4.05 3.38 2,89 1,35 1,85

Source: (36, daily report),
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contained a higher percentage of select Number 1 carrots than

receipts of 50 pound sacks, Many of the25 pound and some 50 pound

sacks were packed for specializedinstitutional trade outlets.

The percent of total receipts made up of bunched carrots

(tops on) was not known. However, the receipts of bunch carrots

have been decreasing in all major markets in recent years; whereas,

the receipts of k8 one-pound-cello-bag crates and 2-i two-pound-

cel 10-bag crates have been increasing.

Carrot prices for all types of pack remained steady from

1959 to 1961, Prices of 1+ dozen-bunch crates hadthe greatest

variation, and prices of 25 pound sacks showed almost no variation.

Seattle, Wholesale prices received for carrots in Seattle by

type of pack from August through December, 1959-1961 are presented

in Table 58. Carrot prices in Seattle by type of packwere

generally comparable to Portland wholesale pri ces. Prices of L8

one-pound-cello-bag crates averaged slightly lower in Seattle than

in Portland; whereas, prices of 25 and 50 pound sacks averaged

slightly higher than in Portland,

San Francisco and Los Angeles. Average wholesale prices

received and seasonal index of prices received in San Francisco

and Los Angeles for carrots packed in '48 one-pound-cello-bag crates,

by months, from 1958 throughl96l are presented in Table 59.

August through November were the months having the

lowest seasonal average prices in both the Los Angeles and the



Table 58 , Wholesale prices received in Seattle, Washington, for
carrots, by types of pack, \August through December,
1959-1961.

Li.8 one-pound- 48 one-pound-
cello-bag cello-bag

onth g k dozen bunch crate crate 25 lb. 50 lb.
'iear crates large size small size sacks sack

August
1959 $ 2.60 $3.79 $ $ $

1960 3.6k 3,73 - 1,50
1961 3,58 3,k9 2,83 1,45

Sep tember

1959 2,71 3,20 275
1960 3.66 3.15 2.75 1.53 2.53
1961 3,56 3,28 2.61 1,k9

October
1959 3.63 338 2,52
1960 3.60 3.15 275 1,62 2,38
1961 3,k7 3,35 2,66 1,62

November
1959 3.88 3.28 2,60
1960 3.k2 3,12 2.75 1.62 2,38

1 1961 - 3.k8 2,75 1.62 2.12

December
1959 k,12 3.67 3.0k 1.62 2.50
1960 3.k2 3,L+k - 1.62 -

1961 - 4.17 3.38 1.62 2.21

5 month
average
Aug .-Dec.

1959 3,15 3.k3 2.78 1.62 2.50
1960 3.57 3.33 2,75 1.59 2.k5
1961 3.55 3.51 2,81 1.57 2.16

Source: (37, daily report)
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Table 59. Wholesale market prices and seasonal index of prices re-
ceived at San Francisco and Los Angeles, California, for
carrots, by months, 1958-1961.

SA'4 FRANCSCO
Seasonal

Month 19581959 1960 1961 lndex/l

January $ 4,47 $ 3,53 $ 3,44 $ 3,88 111

February 4,57 3.'4l 3,21 '-i..28 112

March 3,91 3,21 2.99 4,28 105

April 3.52 3.31 2,62 4,12 99
May 3,39 3,49 3,26 14,145 106

June 3.44 3,31 3,30 3,61 99
July 3.49 3.22 3,47 3,142 99
August 3,25 3,25 3.10 3,15 93
September 3,11 3,42 3,13 3,12 93
October 2.98 3.19 3.15 3,01 90

November 3.00 3.34 3,10 3.32 93
December 3,18 3.72 3,62 3.5'4 102

5 month
average
Aug.-Dec. 3,10 3,38 3,22 3,23 914

LOS ANGELES

January 4,50 3.75 3,141 3.88 115

February 4.16 3.06 3,09 4.16 107

March 3.50 2,94 2.98 14,14 100

April 3,22 3.08 2,88 4,34 100

May 3.09 3.03 3.25 4,48 102

June 3.28 3.12 3.32 3,59 98

July 3.57 3,18 3.62 3.22 100

August 3,41 3.22 3.18 3.12 95
September 3.38 3,28 3,22 3.16 96

October 3.02 3.25 3,12 3.06 92
November 3,00 3,09 3,38 3,30 94
December 2.82 3.82 3,91 3.19 101

5 month
average
Aug,-Dec. 3.13 3,33 3,36 3.17 96

Computed from average monthly prices, 1958-1961 by the
link-relative method of index construction.

Source: (53, various pages),
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San Francisco markets, This period corresponds with the peak har-

vesting period in the Pacific Northwest.

Prices of 48 one-pound-cello-bag crates in the Los Angeles and

San Francisco markets were not directly comparable with prices of

1+8 one-pound-cello-bag crates in Seattle and Portland. Prices of

1+8 one-pound-cello-bag crates in Los Angeles and San Francisco were

weighted average prices of crates containing large size carrots and

of crates containing small size carrots,

Elasticity of Demand at Wholesale for Carrots in San Francisco

An attempt was made to estimate the demand curve for carrots,

at the wholesale market level in San Francisco, by relating prices

paid to quantities received. A simple linear regression model (out-

lined in Chapter VII) was employed, A correlation coefficient (r)

of --,247 was obtained, The positive correlation coefficient in-

dicated a positive relationship between prices and quantities in a

market, The results from the simple linear regression model were

disregarded on the basis of economic logic.

A scatter diagram relating wholesale prices paid in

San Francisco to quantities received is presented in Figure 8. It

can be observed from Figure 8 that no identifiable relationship

exists between the two variables.

The second model employed was a multiple linear regression

model, Data used in this model are presented in Table 60
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Figure 8 Scatter diagram showing relationship between
prices and carlot equivalent unloads of
carrots in the Sa,n FranciscoOakland
market, l936LL

Price/crate
L8 11
t2

2 (

2 O(

)LJ 14U0 L5U 500

Unloads (carlot equivalent)

line of regression estimating the demand curve
has not been drawn because the diagram does not
indicate a significant pricequantity relationships
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Table 60 Season weighted average price per crate--48 one-pound-
cello-bag pack/i--for carrots received in San Francisco
and carlot equivalent unloads for carrots in
San Francisco and Los Angeles, August through December,
1953-1961,

Y xl x2
Season weid averg Unloads

Price/crate-- San Francisco Los Angeles
Year 48 one-pound-cello-bag pack

Tdo]lars' Number Carlots

1953 277 1+1+3 1,325
1954 2k0 4,17 1,949
1955 2,75 383 1,912
1956 2,38 439 2,139
1957 3,27 452 2,090
1958 2,68 457 1 ,834

1959 2,56 454 2,088
1960 252 399 1,788
1961 2,69 421 1,398

Sourci: 28, 21, 32, 33, 52, various pages).

Multiple Linear Regression Model

V = B0 + B1X1 + B2X2 + E where

Y = Season's weighted average wholesale price (August
through December) of carrots in San Francisco

B0 = Constant term,

B1 = Partial regression coefficient relating prices of carrots
in San Francisco unloads.

X1 = Carlot equivalent unloads of carrots in the San Francisco
market, August through December,

B2 = Partial regression coefficient relating prices of carrots
in San Francisco to unloads in the Los Angeles market,

X2 = Carlot equivalent unloads of carrots in the Los Angeles
ma r ke t.

1/ Prices received for bunched carrots and loose topped carrots
were adjusted to a 48 one-pound-cello-bag pack price by means
of an estimating regression equation.

Source: (28, 31, 32 33, 52, varIous pages).
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Using the Abbreviated Doolittle Method for the simultaneous

solution of linear equations, the following values were computed:

b0 = l.6914266L1.

b1 = .00264967 (F = .43)

= .00008893 (F = .06)

Error of estimate (S2) .088100

Coefficient of multiple correlation (R) .26149

Coefficient of multip'e determination (R2) = .0701

Both bj and b2 were non-significant at the 10 percent level.

Only 7 percent of the total variation in wholesale carrot prices in

San Francisco were associated with changes in quantities supplied in

the Los Angeles and San Francisco markets.

The failure to obtain a significant relationship between prices of

carrots and quantities of carrots can be attributed to many causes.

Believed to be most important was the poor quality of price data for

carrots, n a sense, all carrots are not homogeneous products.

Bunched carrots are essentially a different product than topped,

cello-bagged carrots. Each is packed for a specific or specialized

ma r ke t.

Published unload data did not separate total unloads into car-

lots of bunched, cello-bagged, or bulk packed carrots. n order to

obtain a representative price for carrots,one would have to con-

struct an index of prices received by type of pack, weighted by the

quantity of the pack marketed, The data necessary to compute this

index were not available.
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Costs for Producing, Harvesting, and Packing Carrots

Estimated costs for producing, harvesting, and packing fresh

market carrots for two different size operations (10-20 acres and

21-50 acres) are presented in Tables 61 and 62

For the same reasons presented in Chapted VIM, it was

assumed that a grower of 10-20 acres of carrots would also have from

10-20 acres plantedto other crops. Hence, the number of acres

requiring use of machinery, other than specialized carrot implements,

was based on a 20-1+0 acre vegetable farm. Machinery use rates for

a 21-50 acre carrot operation were based on a 1+1-80 vegetable farm

Seedbed and Planting Operations

The normal operationsfor seedbed preparation were subsoil

once, plow twice, disk and harrow twice, fertilize once, and spray

once. Fall plowing was the first operation performed in seedbed

preparation. Subsoiling was the first operation performed in the

spring and was normally done 16-18 inches in depth about 3 feet

apart in both directions, that is, across the field and lengthwise.

The next operation performed inthe spring was the second plowing.

However, if the land was extremely rough, it was disked once prior

to the second plowing. The seedbed was then disked and harrowed twice

before planting, Broadcasting prior to planting was the normal

fertilizer appl ication method. The average amount of ferti 1 izer

used for fresh marketcarrots was 300 pounds of 10-20-20 every

3 years,or 100 pounds of 10-20-20 every year. Heavier fertilizer
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Table 61 . Estimated cost of producing fresh market carrots in Western
Oregon; 21-50 acre operation, 1961 Li.

Labor & equipment Materials Production
Operation cost/acre kind & cost/acre costs/acre

Subsoil lx $ 53O $ 5,30
Plow 2X 6.25 6,25
Disk 2X 3,34 3,3)4

Harrow 2X 1,56 1.56
Fertilize X 1,58 IOO# lO-2O-2O $ 4,50 6,08
Spray X .73 4# Aldrin 10,00 10,73
Plant fiX 2,97 1 3/4/f Seed 3,45 6,42
Replanting risk 2,71 Seed 1,73

Total Land fra ration $414, 12

Cultivate 3X 5,09 5,09
rrigate 2X 9,00 Electricity 1,20 10,20

Spray 2X 1,47 Stove oil 17,10 18.57
Hand labor 30,00

Total Growing Period $63.86
Rent (land charge) 35,00

Total Preharvest Cost 1)42,98

10% risk (about I out of 10 acres are never harvested) 14,30
jqqr cost (machine and operator) 2,27

Total of all cost independent of yield

Harvest, gradijg, and packing costs
Per Crate (48 1-lb. cello bags, Total weight 58 lbs.)

Equipment Total cost
Operation and labor Materials per crate
Pulling, field sort-

ing & hauling to
shed $ 0,22 $ 0,22

Washing & grading ,lO .10

Packing ,17 48 1# bags $ 0,48
lid .07

crate .15

liner .03

Total Harvesting Cost

1/ fit was assumed that the grower had 20-30 acres plantedtG
other crops requiring the use of some of the same equipment.

Source: Appendix C Table 2b.



producing fresh market carrots in Western
operation, 1961 LL

ment Materials Production
kind and cost/acre costs/acre

Subsoiling X $ 5,58 $ 5,58'
Plow 2X 7.51 7,51
Disk 2X 3,73 3,73
Harrow 2X 1,61+ 1.61+'

Fertilize X 1,63 100/1 10-20-20 $ 14,50 6.l3
Spray IX .99 141/ Aidrin 10.00 10.99-
Plant IX 3,31 1 3/k# Seed 3,1+5 6,76
Replanting Risk 3,00 Seed 1,73 1,73.

Tçtal Land Preparation $147.07

Cultivate 3X 5.67 5,67
Irrigate 2X 9.00 Electricity 1.20 l0.20
Spray 2X 2.02 Stove oil 17,10 19,12.
Hand labor 30.00'

Total Growing Period $61-i..99

Rent (land charge) 35.00

Total Preharvest cost $1147.06

10% risk (about 1 out of 10 acres are never harvested) 114,71

Digger cost (machine and operator) 2,38

Total of all cost independent of yield 161+. 15

Harvest, grading and packing costs
Per Crate (1+8 1-lb. cello bags. Total weight - 58 lbs.)

Equipment Tota' Cast
Operation and labor Materials per crate

Pulling, field
sorting & hauling
to shed $ 0,22

Washing & grading .17
$ 0,22

.17
Packing .27 1+8 11/ bags $ 0,1+8

lid .07

crate J5
liner .03 1.00

Total Harvesting Cost $l,39

1/ It was assumed that the grower had 10-20 acres planted to other
crops requiring the use of some of the same equipment.

Source: Appendix C Table 2a.
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applications on most soils would cause the carrots to grow too

large for fresh market use. The soil sterilant--Aldrin--was nor-

mally applied at the rate of 3 to 5 pounds per acre prior to

planti ng.

Carrots were generally planted in beds of either 3 or 4 rows

depending upon whether a 3 or 1 row planter was used. Seeding

rates varied from 1.5 to 2 pounds per acre, The most commonly

grown varieties of fresh market carrots were Imperator, Nantees, and

Morse Bunching.

Fresh market carrot production was a rather high risk enter-

prise, and it was frequently necessary to replant after having lost

the crop. in the early growing stages due to unfavorable weather.

It was estimated that, on the average, 50 percent of the acreaa'

originally planted had to be replanted. Therefore, a risk cost

for replanting was charged against the carrot operation. The risk

charge was based on one-half of the cost of one plowing, disking,

harrowing, and planting operation, including one-half of the seed

cost.

Growing Period Operations

The four major operations performed during the growing period

were; (1) cultivate 3 times, (2) irrigate 2 times, (3) spray for

weeds 2 times, and (Li) hand weeding. The number of irrigations

depended on the weather. Some years it was not necessary to irrigate

at all, or only once. Other years, particularly if replanting was
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necessary, 3 or more irrigations were performed. The average water

application was about 3 inches for each time irrigated. Excessive

irrigation of fresh marketcarrots causes them to grow too thick

and short, The ideal fresh market carrot is long (8 toll inches)

and narrow, Some varieties, such as the Imperator and Morse

Bunching, taper gradually to the tip; whereas, the Nantees variety

has a blunt tip. Both types of carrots are acceptable in the fresh

market, although certain outlets have preferences forone type over

the other,

Stove oil application was the principle weed control practice

during the growing period. About 95 gallons of stove oil were

applied per acre during 2 spray applications.

An average of 30 hours of hand labor was requi red per acre for

weeding and other handoperations, When the stove oil and Aldrin

applications were not effective, more than 30 hours of hand labor

were requi red, When the spray application was particularly effective,

less than 30 hours of hand labor were requi red per acre,

About 10 percent of the total acres of carrots planted was not

harvested due to freezing and other causes, Therefore, a 10 per-

cent risk cost was charged to each acre harvested,LZ.

7/ The risk cost was based on 10 percent of all costs prior
to harvesting, including land rent.
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V

Harvesting and Packing Operations

The first harvesting operation performed was the digging or

lifting of the carrot beds, The purpose of the digger was to

loosen the carrots so they could be easily pulled out by hand, The

carrots were then hand pulled, tops knocked off, sorted for size,

and placed in a box or basket. The extra large and small carrots were

left in the field, The carrots were then loaded and hauled to the

packing shed,

There were several methods in which carrots were prepared for

the market, Some producers graded on the basis of Number I and

Number 2 carrots while other producers did not grade. A large

share of the fresh market carrots was washed on the farm,

The packing operations depended uponthe type of pack. Pro-

ducers who sold their carrots in sacks or bulk crates had very few

packing operations to perform,

The grading and packing operations which are presented in

Tables 61 and 62 refer to growers who put up a consumer pack, i .e.

48 one-pound or 24 two-pound cello bags to a crate. The trend in

recent years has been for more carrots to be packed in consumer type

packages at the farm level, It was estimated that from 10 to 20

percent of the carrots grown for the fresh market in Oregon were

packed in either 1 pound-cello-bags or 2 pound-cello-bags on the

farm in 1961,
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Due to the difficulties of getting exactly 1 pound of carrots

in each cello bag, the total weight of a crate containing k8 bags

generally measures from 5Lf to 60 pounds. An average of 58 pounds

was used to calculate cost and yield data presented in Tables 61

62 , and 63

Economies of Size

Few economies of sizeappeared in the producing of fresh

market carrots, but some economies were indicatedin the har-

vesting and packing operations for growers packing consumer type

packages on the farm.

A 100 percent increase in acres produced resulted in only a

3 percent decrease in production costs per acre. A 100 percent

increase in acres produced resulted in a 12 percent decrease in

harvesting, grading, and packing costs per crate, Economies of

size realized in the packing operations were the result of more

efficient packing shed layouts, specialized labor, and specialized

labor-saving equipment.

Effect of Yields on Per Crate Costs

Costs per crate for various yields per acre are presented in

Table 63 by size of operation. Yield per acre and size of oper

ation were important factors in determining per crate costs.
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A normal yield was from 350 to koO crates of Number 1 and Number 2

carrots per acre,L!

Table 63 Cost of producing and packing carrots--k8 one-pound-
cello-bag pack--in Western Oregon by size of operation
and by yield./.2

Yield of crates Size of operation, acres
per acreL2. 10-20 21'-50

Cost per crte

200 $2.21 $2.02

275 1.99 1,80

350 1,86 1.68

'+00 1.80 1.62

1475 1,7L1. 1,56

550 1.69 1.51

Source:

Transportation Costs

An estimated transportation cost of $ .10 per crate was used

for Western Oregon growers selling in the Portland market. This

cost estimate included loading and unloading labor, and was based

on an average haul of 20 mi les.

1/ Carrots generally gradeout 70-80 percent Number 1,
depending upon the variety and the growing season.

A weight of 58 pounds was used as the average weight of a
crate, The yield includes only Number 1 and Number 2
carrots.
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Transportation costs per crate averaged $ 27 to Seatt1e

Carrots were not shipped to San Francisco or Los Angeles from

Western Oregon during 1960-1961, therefore, no rates are available.

Transportation rates were assumed to be $ 60 per crate to

San Francisco and $ 75 per crate to Los Angeles. These costs

were based on rates for similar commodities shipped to San Francisco

and Los Angeles during 196LL..L

1/ All transportation rates are by itinerant carriers.
Rates to Seattle were obtained from wholesale trade
sou rces,
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Comparison of Costs and Returns from Producing Fresh Market Carrots

The final step in theanalysis was to compare producing, har-

vesting, packing, and se]linq, and transportation costs with returns

received in the Portland, Seattle, San Francisco, and Los Angeles

markets from 1959 to 1961. The results of these comparisons are

presented in Table 6k

The wholesale market prices used in Table 6k were computed by

averaging prices from August through December for k8 one-pound-

cello-bag crates, large size. This time period corresponded with the

marketing season in Western Oregon.

A condensed version of Table 63 is presented in Table 6k

On the basis of the figures presented in this table, Portland would

have been the most profitable market in which to sell during 1959

and 1961. Returns above costs from selling in the Seattle market

would have averaged $ .22 to $ .38 less than returns above costs from

selling in Portland during 1959 and 1960; however, prices were high

in Seattle during 1961 in relation to other markets and the returns

above costs from selling in Seatlle were within $ .0k per crate

of the returns above costs from selling in Portland.

The returns above costs from sales in the San Francisco and

Los Angeles markets would have averaged considerafy less than the

returns above costs from sales in Portland and Seattle from 1959-

1961.
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Table 64 . Average wholesale prices received for carrots (48 one-
pound-cello-bag crate, large size) in major West Coast
markets, August through December, 1959-1961, and
estimated production and marketihg costs for Western
Oregon growers by size of operation.

Yea r

1959 1960 1961

Si of Operation In Acres
!tem 10-20 21-5010-20 21-50 10-20 21-50

Portland
Average price received/I

Growing, harvesting, &
packing costs/2

Transportation cost
Brokerage fee/3

Do] lars/crate

3.48 3.48 3,55 3,55 3.38 3.38

1.86 1,68 1,86 1.68 1,86 1.68

.10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10

.14 .14 .14 .14 .14 .14

TOTAL OF ALL COSTS 2,10 1.92 2.10 1.92 2.10 1.92

Returns above costs 1,38 1,56 1,45 1,63 1,28 1,46

Seattle
Average price received/I 3.43 3,43 3,33 3,33 3,51 3,51

Growing, harvesting, &
packing costs/2 1.86 1.68 1,86 1,68 1,86 1.68

Transportation cost .27 .27 .27 .27 .27 .27
Brokerage fee/3 .14 .14 .13 .13 .14 .14

TOTAL OF ALL COSTS 2.27 2,09 2,26 2,08 2,27 2.09

Returns above costs 1,16 1,34 1,07 1,25 1.24 1.42

San Francisco
Average price received/I 3.48 3,48 3.32 3.32 3.33 3.33

Growing, harvesting, &
packing costs/2 1,86 1.68 1.86 l6 1.86 1.68

Transportation cost ..60 .60 .60 .60 .60 .60
Brokerage fee/3 .14 .14 .13 .13 .3 .13

TOTAL OF ALL COSTS 2,60 2.42 2.59 2.41 2.59 2.41

Returns above costs .88 1,06 .73 .91 .74 .92
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Table 64 , (CONTNUED)

Year
1959 1960 1961

Size of Operation n Acres
item 10-20 21-50 10-20 21-50 10-20 21-50

Dolla rs/c rate

Los Angeles
Average price received/i 3.43 3,43 3,46 3,46 3.27 3.27

Growing, harvesting, &
packing costs!2 1.86 1,68 1.86 1,68 1.86 1.68

Transportation cost .75 .75 .75 .75 .75 .75
Brokerage fee!3 .14 1L .14 .14 .14 .14

TOTAL OF ALL COSTS 2.75 2.57 2,75 2.57 2.74 2.56

Returns above costs .68 .86 .71 .89 .53 .71

1/ All prices were for grade Number I carrots.

Based on yield of 350 crates (58 lbs./crate).

3 Based on a 4 percent brokerage charge. Although most local
growers did not sell through a broker, it ws assumed that
their selling costs were equal to or greater than brokerage
fees.



Table 65 , Estimated returns above costs from sales of fresh market
carrots by Western Oregon growers in major West Coast
markets, August-December, 1959-1961, by size of
operati on,

Year
1959 1960 1961

Size of Operation, acres
Market 10-20 21-50 10-20 21-50 10-20 21-50

Dollars/crate

Portland 1,38 1,56 LL5 1,63 1,28 1,L6

Seattle 1,16 1,3Li. 1.07 1,25 1,24 Ii+2

San Francisco .88 1,06 .73 .91 ,714 .92

Los Angeles .68 .86 .71 .89 .53 .71

Conclusions Regarding the Potential Expansion of Fresh Market Carrots

The decision as to whether it would be profitable to expand

the production of fresh market carrots depends upon the returns above

costs from growing carrots in relation to returns above costs from

growing alternative crops. A grower would substitute acres of

carrots for acres of alternative crops as long as the returns above

costs from the production of carrots exceeded the returns from the

production of alternative crops,Lt. Since returns above costs from

growing most agricultural crops vary among farms and producers, and

are unknown for the average, a mathematical equation predicting the

1/ This assumes that the grower does not have any non-
monetary preferences for the production of specific crops.
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limit of profitable expansion is not feasible. The decision as to

whether to expand the production of carrots for the fresh market

can be made only by each individual producer within the limits of

his estimates of potential returns above costs from alternative

crops. A guide-line can be derived, however, to help the

individual producer evaluate his potential returns above costs

from the production of fresh market carrots.

Comparison of Returns above Costs for the Production of Carrots
for Processing,

The latest data avai lable on average costs of producing pro-

cessed carrots were for the year 1958 (13, p. 163-165). These

estimates were based on records from 9 growers in Marion County

on Newberg soil. The average number of acres of carrots grown for

processing was between 40 and 50 acres.LL. After allowing for a

$ 35 per acre land rent charge, average returns above all costs

amounted to $236.40 per acre for processed carrots.

Average returns per acre above total production and marketing

costs for fresh market carrots are presented in Table 66

Estimated returns from selling in all markets except Los Angeles

were greaLer than returns per acre above costs for growing

processed carrots.

1/ The exact average was not known.



On the basis of these comparisons, it appears that it would be

profitable for growers to shift some production of processed

carrots to fresh market production. These comparisons, however,

do not represent the complete situation, There are many factors

to consider before concluding that large profits are certain in

fresh carrot production. Some of these factors are: (I) Errors

in the data due to sampling, pricereporting, and freight rate

estimating, (2) differences in risks of producing and marketing

between fresh and processed carrots, (3) not all growers

would be capable of managing a large fresh market carrot oper-

ation and maintain high yields, (I-f) substantial increases in

production would probably depress prices and thereby returns,

and (5) all farms may not be located near a cheap source of l!and

labor.

Table 66 . Estimated returns per acre above total production and
marketing costs for fresh market carrots produced in
Western Oregon by selected markets, 1959-61 average.

Size of opération,acres
Market 10 - 20 2'l - 50

Dollars/acre/i

Portland k79.5O 5k2.50

Seattle LfOk83 Lf67.83

San Francisco 271-i-.l6 337.16

Los Angeles 224.00 287.00

1 Based on an average yield of 350 crates of Number 1 carrots per
acre.
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It appears possible that a sizeable increase in fresh market

carrot production could occur without a considerable lowering of

profits. A grower contemplating entering or expanding fresh

market carrot production should answer the following questions:

1. Will the operation be of sufficient size to permit

efficient packing methods?

2. Has the operator had sufficient experience in carrot

production in order to avoid losses and obtain high

yields?

3. Has there been a definite market or outlet established

for the product?

Growers should evaluate the needs of the market and produce

to meet these needs. Presently, there is a trend towards packing

consumer-type packages on the farm which require no repacking in

the wholesale andretail markets. Growers planning to enter the

Portland and Seattle market should consider packing 1 poundcello-'

bags and 2 poundcello-bags,
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CONCLUS ONS

The purpose of this study was to determine as nearly as possible

whether it is economically feasible to sell greater quantities of

selected Oregon-grown vegetables in the fresh market, and if so to

determine adjustments which can be made to exploit this potential

market. The amount of fresh vegetables presently grown in Oregon and

marketed fresh is a function of costs and returns involved in growing

vegetables and alternative crops. Costs of growing and marketing

vegetables are a function of physical productivities and cost of in-

puts. Returns from growing vegetables are a function of the supply of

vegetables and competing products, Henceincreases in the production

of fresh vegetables are dependent upon whether or not the factors

underlying the relative costs and returns from producing vegetables

can be changed or are presently changing. Conclusions from this study

were based on the decision of whether or not these factors could be

changed so as to either lower costs or increase returns to Oregon

vegetable producers.

Conclusions were divided into five parts: (1) Changes in con-

sumer demand for fresh vegetables; (2) Changes in production in

competing supply areas; (3) Changes in retail demand for vegetables;

(k) Costs and returns for producing sweet corn; and, (5) Costs and

returns from producing carrots.
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Changes in Consumer Demand for Fresh Vegetables

Per capita consumption of fresh vegetables as a group decreased

by nearly 10 percent from 19Li.0-Li2 to 1958-60. The per capita con-

sumption of most salad vegetables and sweet corn increased during

this period.

Based on the analysis of changes in consumer demand it appeared

that Oregon growers should consider expanding the production of let-

tuce, cucumbers, peppers, and sweet corn.

Changes in Production in Competing Supply Areas

Two major production trends were identified from the study of

vegetable production regions from 1940-142 to 1958-60: (1) a

distinct increase in fresh vegetable production in the southern

supply regions, and (2) a somewhat less distinct but identifiable

increase in processed vegetable production in northern supply regions.

Economies in production and changes in transportation appeared to

be the major causes of the shifts in production. An increase in fixed

costs in relation to variable costs in the producing and marketing of

fresh market vegetables was the major reason for the relative changes

in the economies of production between northern and southern supply

regions. Due to the length of the growing season, southern supply

areas have a distinct cost advantage over the northern supply areas

in the production and marketing of fresh vegetables. Southern regions

can afford to invest more in mass production techniques by spreading
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fixed cost over a longer period of time. Northern supply areas can

increase the use efficiency of capital goods by planting larger acre-

ages, However, this increased production must be sold in a relatively

short period of time, The result of this action would be fresh mar-

ket gluts and low prices.

n view of the competitive disadvantages in the costs of produc-

ing and marketing fresh vegetables in northern supply regions relative

to costs in southern regions, it appeared that Oregon growers should

possibly consider expanding the production of processed vegetables.

Fresh vegetable crops that required a low proportion of fixed costs

in relation to variable costs for efficient production, and had a

relatively long marketing period appeared to bethe best alternatives

for increased production in northern supply areas, n terms of

crops produced in Oreqon, the production of sweet corn, carrots, and

other root crops appeared favorable. The feasibility of expanding

the production of crops that required vacuum cooling, i.e., lettuce,

and crops with a short marketing season, i ,e., strawberries, appeared

unfavorable.

Changes in Retail Demand forFresh Vegetables

Food retailing changed from a system predominantly characterized

by small corner grocery stores in 1930 to one dominated by large

supermarkets in 1961. Supermarkets were increasingly controlled by

large organizations with centralized procurement and merchandising

policies. These large organizations found it increasingly more
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attractive, since 1950, to bypass terminal markets and purchase a

large portion of their fresh vegetable requirements directly from car-

lot shippers in major supply areas.

Fresh vegetable procurement and merchandising policies of large

retail food chains stress; (1) uniform quality, (2) specified size and

style of package, (3) dependable supplies,and shipments of carlot

quantities. Oregon growers appeared to have difficulty in meeting.

some of these requirements. Very few growers operated vegetable farms

of sufficient size to ship incarlot quantities on a dependable basis.

Most Oregon growers did not grade and prepackage their fresh vege-

tables consistent with the needs of large volume outlets. This, it

appeared, could be changed if these were the only limiting factors to

the expansion of sales to large chain outlets. The limiting factors,

however, appear to be dependability and adequacy of supply.

The prospects of increasing fresh vegetable sales tolarge chains

in carlot quantities does not appear favorable for high risk crops

such as lettuce and celery. The prospects appear more favorable for

lower risk crops such as sweet corn and to a lesser extent carrots.

Costs and Returns from Producing Sweet Corn

The potential for expanding fresh market sales of sweetcorn by

Oregon growers appeared favorable for the following reasons;

(1) increased consumer demand for fresh market sweet corn, (2) does

not require costly specialized production and marketing equipment,

(3) risks of crop failure from natural causes were low, (k) it could

be produced in carlot quantities on a dependable supply basis for



nearly 2 months,and (5) it was adaptable to a wide range of soils.

On the basis of the above reasons, sweet corn was selected

as one of thecommodities to study in greater detail, Costs of pro-

ducing and marketing fresh sweet corn, and returns from sales in the

Portland, Seattle, San Francisco, and Los Angeles marketswere

estimated. Based on supply and demand conditions prevailing in

1961, it was estimated that Western Oregon producerscould have

expanded freshmarket production by 63 carlots, or approximately

275 acres. This represents about a 20 percent increase in the

number of acres planted to fresh market corn in 1961.

The elasticity of demand for sweet corn at wholesale was

estimatedto be -0,5. The extent to which productionof sweet corn

for the fresh market can be increased in Oregon depends upon how

low a return after costs Oregon growers are willing to accept. It

appeared, however, that production of sweet corn for the fresh

market could be increased from 20 to 30 percent on a profitable

ba s i s.

Costs and Returns from Producing Carrots

The potential for expanding freshmarket sales of carrots

appeared favorable for the following reasons; (1) prospects of

increased sales in the Portland and Seattle markets appeared good,

(2) risks of crop failure were relatively low, and (3) it has a

long marketing season.

Study of production and marketing costs for carrots, and

returns from sales in the Portland, Seattle, San Francisco, and



Los Angeles indicated that average returns above-costs for sales in

the Seattle and Portland markets from 1959 through 1961 would have

been high in comparison with returns from processed carrots. On

the basis of these returns above costs it appeared that the pro-

duction of carrots for the fresh market could be increased.

Large increases in production for the freshmarket for most

commodities does not appear favorable. The best opportunity for

increased fresh market sales appears to be in specialization in

a few crops; i.e., sweet corn and carrots, which are well adapted

to production and marketing conditions in Oregon.
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Table la . Per capita consumption of selected fresh market salad
type vegetable, Uni ted States civilian population,
1914060.

Green Le-ttuce
Year Tomatoes onions Cabbage escarole Cucumbers Celery Peppers

Pounds per person

1940 13.3 11.7 18.5 13.2 2.3 8.2 1.9
41 13.1 11.0 16.2 13.7 2,3 8.8 1.8

42 14.0 123 18.9 13,6 2.2 7.9
143 14.1 10,9 1-7,0 14.5 1.7 7.0 1,4
44 14.4 12.7 19,8 16,4 1.8 7.4 1.8
45 16.1 13.4 20.5 17.4 2.5 8.2 2.1

46 15.4 13.4 17.7 19.3 2.9 9.1 2.2
147 13.9 12.6 17.0 19.4 2.5 7.9 1.9
48 13.9 11.8 16.6 18.7 2.7 8.5 2.2
49 13.5 11.3 14.7 17.9 2.5 8.2 2.3
50 12.9 11.3 114,3 18.6 2.4 8.4 2,2
51 13.3 11.4 13.3 18.6 2.5 s.a 2.1

52 13.1 11.3 T2.8 19.8 2.6 8.6 2.1

53 12.8 10.9 12.7 19.6 2.6 8.6 2,0
54 12.9 10.7 12.6 19.5 2.8 8.7 2.1

55 12.8 2.8 8.6 2.0
56 12.0 10.7 12.2 20.4 2.6 8.5
57 12.2 10.8 H 1 9.6 z.S 8.1 2.0
58 11.6 11.0 11.5 18.8 2.6 7.6 1.8

59 12.5 10.7 10.7 18.4 2.4 7.7 2.1

60 12.1 11.5 11.1 18.5 2.7 7.8 2,1

Source: (27, various pages; 44 various. pas).



Table lb. Per capita consumption of fresh market cooking vegetables, United States civilian
population, 1940-60.

iisels Lima Snap Green Cauli- Arti-

Year BroccolJpouts Beans Beans Peas Spinach Beets flower Corn chokes
pyds per person

19140 .6 .3 .8 5,0 2.1 2.7 1,7 3.5 5,6 .2

19141 .7 .2 .8 14.6 2.1 2,6 1,6 2,6 6.2 .2

1942 .6 .2 .7 4,9 1,7 2,5 1.14 2,7 6.7 .3

19143 .7 .2 .6 5.3 1.6 2.3 1.3 2.6 6.3 .2

1944 1,0 .2 .6 14,7 1,7 2,2 1,2 3,1 6,7 .3

19145 .9 .2 .6 14,8 1.6 2.3 1.1 3,5 7,9 .2

1946 1.0 .2 .7 4.7 1,14 2,0 1,5 3,6 7,7 .2

19147 1.0 .3 .6 4.0 1.1 1 9 1,3 3,3 7.7 .2
19148 .9 .2 .6 14.1 .9 1.7 1,3 3,4 8.7 .2

19149 .9 .1 .6 14.1 .8 2,0 1,2 3.1 7.6 .2

1950 1.0 .1 .5 3.9 .7 1,7 1.1 3,0 7.7 .2

1951 .7 .2 .5 3.8 .6 1,6 .9 2,8 7.6 .2

1952 .8 .1 .4 3.4 .5 1,5 1,0 2.6 7,8 .2

1953 .7 .1 .4 3.5 .4 1.14 .9 2,4 7.8 .2

1954 .6 .1 .4 3,3 .4 1,1 .8 2,2 8,5 .2

1955 .5 .1 .3 3,4 .4 1.0 .8 2.2 8,3 .2

1956 .5 .1 .3 2.8 .3 1.1 .8 2,3 8.2 .2

1957 .5 .1 .3 2.9 .3 1,0 .7 2.5 7.8 .2

1958 .5 .1 .3 2.6 .3 1,0 .7 2.3 8,3 .2

1959 .5 .1 .3 2.5 .3 .9 .6 1.9 8,3 .2

1960 .4 .1 .3 2.6 .3 1,0 .6 2.0 8,2 .2

Source: (27, various pages; 44, various pages).
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Table I. Number and percentage distributions of 182 Western Oregon
fresh vegetable growers by income groups by counties,
l96L/l

Level of ncome
County Less $3,000 $6,000 $10,000 $15,000 Total

than to to to and
$3O0O j,999 9,999 14,999 over
No. % No. % No. % No. % No, % No. %

Benton 1 100 - - - - - 1 100

Clackamas 16 47 11 32 7 21 - - - 314 100

Clatsop 4 100 - - - - - - - - L1. 100

Columbia 2 50 - 1 25 1 25 1.1. 100

Douglas 3 50 1 17 2. 33 - 6 lOU

Jackson 7 54 3 23 3 23 - - 13 100

Lane - - 1 9 3 27 7 64 11 100

Linn 7 88 1 12 - - - - - - 8 100

Marion 7 46 1+ 27 3 20 - - 1 7 15 100

Multnomah 27 50 21 39 3 6 3 5 - 51+ 100

Polk 2 67 - - - - - - 1 33 3 100

Yamhill 1+ 67 2 33 6 6 100

Washingtonl3 69 1+ 21 1 5 1 5 - 19 100

Total 92 52 1+9 27 20 11 7 1+ 10 6 178/2100

1/ Income is defined as the summation of income from farm and nori
farm sources after all business expenses have been deducted

2/ 4 refusals



Table 2. Number and percentage distributions of 182 Western Oregon
fresh vegetable growers by last year of schooling completed
by counties, 1962.

Education
College Some High Some Grade Total

County Graduate College School High or no
Graduate School Schooling

No. % No. % No, % No, % No. % No. %

Benton 1 100 - -- -- -- -- 1 100

Clackamas 1 3 5 15 13 38 1 3 14 141 314 100

Clatsop -- 3 75 1 25 14 100

Columbia 1 25 1 25 1 25 -- 1 25 4 100

Douglas -- 3 50 3 50 -- -- 6 100

Jackson 1 8 2 15 3 23 7 54 13 100

Lane 1 9 2 18 7 64 1 9 -- 11 100

Linn 2 25 3 38 3 37 8 100

Marion 2 13 3 20 4 27 3 20 3 20 15 100

Multnomah 1 2 1 2 20 36 6 11 28 50 56 100

Polk -- 1 33 -- 1 33 1
314 3 100

Yamhill -- - -- 2 33 2 33 2 34 6 100

Washington 1 5 1 5 8 38 2 9 9 143 21 100

Total 10 6 17 9 64 35 22 12 69 38 182 100

Table 3. Number and percentage distributions of 182 Western Oregon
fresh vegetable growers by age and crop acres, 1961,

Age of Growers
Size of Less than 40-49 50-59 Over 59 Total

Farm 40 years years years years
Crop No. % No. % No. % No. % No. %
Acres

Less than
10 1 3 7 23 Li. 13 19 61 31 100

10-19 3 10 6 21 9 31 11 38 29 100

20-29 5 26 7 37 2 11 5 26 19 100

30-149 4 15 7 27 7 27 8 31 26 100

50-99 3 8 16 45 10 28 7 19 36 100

100 and
over 8 19 20 49 7 17 6 15 141 100



APPENDIX C



etailed summary of the cost of producing fresh market sweet corn for a typical 15-25 acre operation.L!

Equipment overhead cost/acre Labor Materials TrucK and tractor operating charges
Total cost/Type Acres of Cost! Time Rate/ Cost! Kind Cost! Horse power.L Cost! Cost! acre forannual useL acre hours hour acre acre houzL acre operation

Disk and 5' field disk,
Harrow 3X 2 section harro 0 100 $2.37 1.6 $1.10 $1.76 2L-27 $1.17 $1.87 $ 6.00Plow lx 2 li Inch 0 - 100 .75 1.25 1.10 1.38 2L-27 1.17 1.I6 3.59Fertilize lx 6' Spreader 0 100 .57 .50 1.10 .55 901 l; 2L-27 1.17 .58 23.20

80# 25 $21 .50Soil sterili-
zation IX Sprayer 0 - 100 .147 .25 1.10 .27 I Aldrin at 21.-27 1.17 .29 353

$2.50/pound 2.50Plant IX 2 row 0 0 1.12 .71 1.10 .78 101 Seed 6.00 214-27 1.17 .83 8.73Spray Sprayer 0 - 100 .l7 .25 1.10 .27 3/I' chemical 2.89 214-27 1.17 .29 3.93Cultivate 3X 2 row 50 100 1.141 2.00 1.10 2.20 214-27 1.17 2.314 5.95Irrigate 3X 15 hp. 50-100 9.00 11.50 1.00 11.50 Electricity 2.25 15.75
Total growing period cost $ 7O.6Land charge 35.00
Total preharvest cost per acre $105.68Risk adjustment (about 3f of tot1 acres are never harvested) 3.17r

Harvesting cost based on a 5 dozen ear crate

Operation Equipment overhead Labor Materials
Grading & Total cost

Type Cost/ Rate Cost! Kind Cost/ packing per crate
crate crate crate cost/crate

Pick $1.00 $ .15 $ .15Load and Haul Truck $ .0025 1.00 .0075 .01Cool Tanks and cooler .0050 1.00 .0050 Electricity $ .014 .05Grade and Pack Building and equipment .OL 1.00 .11100 Crates (new) .141 $ .59
Crates (used) .20 3
Wire boxes (used) .15 .33

new crat.es) .uu
(used crates) .59

/ Machinery overhead charge is based on a total farm operation of 35-60 acres.
See reference 13 pp. 2112-2149.



Table lb. Detailed suimnary of the cost of producing fresh market sweet corn for a typical 25-60 acre operation.L

Operation Equipment overhead cost/acre Labor Materials Truck and tractor operating charges

Type acres of Cost! Time Rate! Cost! Kind Cost! Horse powerLa Cost!,2 Cost!
Total Cost!
acre for

annual useL! acre hours hour acre acre hour- acre Operation

Disk and 7' field disk,
Harrow 3)1 2 section harrow 100 200 $1.32 1.2 $1.10 1.32 21427 $l.0L4 $1.25 $ 3.89
Plow lx 3 11. inch 50 - 100 .51. .77 1.10 .85 214-27 1.01. .80 2.19
Fertilize 1X 8t spreader 0 - 100 .60 .37 1.10 .141 90# N; 214-27 1.01. .38 22.89

80# $21.50
Soil sterili-
zation 1X Sprayer 0 - 100 .1.7 .25 1.10 .27 l# Aldrin at 214-27 1.014 .26 3.50

$2.50/pound 2.50
Plant 1)1 2 row 0 - 50 1.12 .71 1.10 .78 1O# Seed 6.00 21.-27 1.01. .71. 8.614
Spray Sprayer 0 - 100 .1.7 .25 1.10 .27 3/L.# Chemical 2.89 21.-27 1.0).. .26 3.90
Cultivate 3X 2 row 100 150 1.05 2.00 1.10 2.20 214-27 1.014 2.08 5.33
Irrigate 3X 15 hp. 100 - 150 9.00 14.50 1.00 14.50 Electricity 2.25 15.75

Total growing period cost $ 66.09
Land charQe 35.00
Total prenarvest cost per acre 8101 .09
Risk adjustment (about 3% of total acres are never harvested) 3.03
Total adjusted for risk

$1014.12

Harvesting cost based on a 5 dozen ear crate

Operation Equipment overhead Labor Materials
Grading & Total cost

Type CosL Rate Cost/ Kind Cost! packing per crate
crate crate crate cost/crate

Pick $1.00 $ .15 $ .15
Load and Haul Truck $ .0025 1.00 .0075 .01
Cool Tanks and cooler .0050 1.00 .0050 Electricity $ .014 .05
Grade and Pack OulldIng and equipment .014 1.00 .11400 Crates (new) .141 $ .59

Crates (used) .20

Wire boxes (used) .15 .33

(used crates) .59
(used wire boxes) .51.

J Machinery overhead charge Is based on a total farm operation of 50-80 acres.
See reference 13 pp. 2142-2149.



Table lc. Detailed summary of the cost of producing fresh market sweet corn for a typical 60-100 acre operatfon.

Operation Equipment overhead cost/acre Labor Materials Truck and tractor operating charges

Type Acres of Cost/ Time Rate! Cost! Kind Cost! Horse powerL Cost!, Cost! Total cost!
annual useL acre hours hour acre acre hourL! acre acre for

operation

Disk and 7' fIeld disk,
Harrow 3X 2 section harrow 200 - 300 $ .87 1.0 $1.10 $1.10 28-31 $1.16 $1.16 S 3.13
Plow IX 3 11 inch 100 - 150 .L5 .77 1.10 .85 21L-27 1.OL .80 2.10
Fertilize 1X 8' spreader 100 - 200 .22 .37 1.10 .Ll 90# N; 2I-27 l.OL .38 22.51

80,1' P205 $21.50
Soil sterili-
zation lx Sprayer 100 - 200 .23 .25 1.10 .27 11 Aldrin at 2L-27 i.OL .26 3.26

$2.50/pound 2.50
Plant 1X 2 row 50 - 100 .16 .71 1.10 .78 10,11 Seed 6.00 2)4-27 1.0)4 .7)4 7.98
Spray Sprayer 100 - 200 .23 .25 1.10 .27 3!l# Ghemical 2.89 2)4-27 1.0)4 .26 3.65
Cultivate 3X 2 row 100 - 150 1.05 2.00 1.10 2.20 2)4-27 1.0)4 2.08 .33
Irrigate 3X 15 hp. 100 - 150 9.00 h.5p 1.00 )4.50 Electricity 2.25 15.75

Total crowing period cost
Land charge 35.00
Total preharvest cost per acre $ 98.71
RIsk adjustment (about 35 of total acres are never harvested) 2.96
Total adjusted for risk $101.67

Harvesting cost based on a 5 dozen ear crate

Operation Equipment overhead Labor Materials
Grading & Total cost

Type Cost! Rats Cost! Kind Cost! packing per crate
crate crate crete cost,fcrate

Pick $1.00 $ .15 5 .15
Load and Haul Truck 5 .0025 1.00 .0075 .01

Cool Tanks and cooler .0050 1.00 .0050 Electricity S .0)4 .05

Grade and Pack Building and equipment .014 1.00 .1LOO Crates (new) .141 $ .59
Crates (used) .20
Wire boxes (used) .1 .33

(new crates) .80

(used crates) .59

Machinery overhead charge is based on a total farm operation of 80-120 acres.
See reference 13 pp. 2)42-2L9.



Table 2a . Detailed susmary of the cost of producing fresh market carrots for a typical 10-20 acre operation..L2

Operation Equipment overhead cost/acre Labor Materials Truck and tractor operating charges
Type Acres of, Cost/ Time Rate/ Cost/ Kind Cost/ Horse powerL Cost/ Cost/

Total cost/
acre forannual useL acre hours hour acre acre hourL acre operationSubsoil lx 1 prong 0 - 100 $ .25 2.50 $1.10 $ 2.75 20-23 $1.03 $2.58 S 5.58Plow 2X 2 10 inch 30 - 50 2.26 2.50 1.10 2.75 20-23 1.03 2.50 7S1Disk 2X 5* - 6 30 - 50 1,60 1.00 1.10 1.10 20-23 1.03 1.03 3.73Harrow 2K 2 sectIon 0 200 .22 .67 1.10 .73 20-23 1.03 .69 1.6LFertilize 6* spreader 0 100 .57 .50 1.10 .55 100# 20-23 1.03 .51 6.1310-20-20 5 0.50Soil sterilization Sprayer 0 - 100 .23 .25 1.10 .27 L# Aldrin 10.00 20-23 1.03 .25 1C.99Plant / 3 row 0 - 50 2.25 .50 1.10 .55 1 3/L# Seed 3.05 20-23 1.03 .51 6.76Replant riskL 1.58 .73 Seed 1.73 .69 0.73Irrigation 2K 10 hp. 000 (hours) 6.00 3.00 1.00 3.00 Electricity 1.20 10.20Weed spray 2K Sprayer 0 - 100 .96 .50 1.10 .55 95 gal. 20-23 1.03 .51 19.12stove oil 17.10Cultivate 3X 2 row 0 - 100 1.01 2.00 1.10 2.20 20-23 1.03 2.06 5.67Hand labor 30.00 1.00 30.00 30.00Lift 0 - 100 .25 1.00 1.10 1.10 20-23 1.C3 1.03 2.8Total cost for 1 operations independent of yield

Risk adustrnentL (about one out of ten acres are never harvested) 10.71Total adjusted for risk
$129.15

Harvestinggt per 58 pound crate

Operation Equipment overhead Labor Materials
Total cost perType Cost/ Rate Cost/ Kind Cost/ cratecrate crate cratePulling and field sorting $l.00 $ .2075 $ .21Hauling to shed Truck or

tractor and trailer $ .0050 1.00 .0030 .01Washing and grading 1.00 .1719 .17Packing Building and equipment .0050 1.00 .2700 08 cello bags $ .08
lId .07
crate .15
liner .03 1.CCTotal harvestina and packinc cost per crate - _________ -______ ___________

J Machinery overhead charge is based on a total farm operation of 20-00 acres. -7 See reference 13 pp. 202-209.
OD7 bout one out of every two years the grower Is forced to replant for various reasons.

77 Figure includes 10 percent of the 535 land charge per acre.



Table 2b. Detail-ed sununary of the cost of producing fresh market carrots for a typical 20-50 acre operation.L!

Operation Equipment overhead cost/acre Labor Materials Truck and tractor operating charges
Thtal cost/

Type acres of Cost/ Time Rate/ Cost/ hind Cost/ Horse powerL Cost/ Cost/ acre for

annual US5.L acre hours hour acre acre hourLa acre operation

Subsoil IX 1 prono - 100 5 .25 2.0 $1.10 S 2.75 2-.23 5.92 2.3U$ 5.30

Plow 2X 2 1L inch 50 - 100 1.20 2.50 1.10 2.75 20-23 .92 2.30 6.25

Disk 2X 5' - 6' 50 - 100 1.32 1.00 1.10 1.10 20-23 .92 .92 3.3!

Harrow 2X 2 section 0 - 200 .22 .67 1.10 73 20-23 .92 .61 1.56

Fertilize 6' spreader 0 - 100 .57 .50 1.10 .55 l00# 20-23 .92 .L6 6.08

10-20-20 $ L.50
Soil sterilization Sprayer 0 100 .23 .25 1.10 .27 5# Aldrin 10.00 20-23 .92 .23 10.73

Plant 5 row 50 - 100 1.96 .0 1.10 .55 1 3/5# Seed 3.15 20-23 .92 .L6 6.52

Replant riskL 1.36 .73 Seed 1.73 .62

Irrigation 2X 10 h. 500 (hours) 6.00 3.00 1.00 3.00 Electricity 1.20 10.20

Weed spray Sprayer 0 - 100 .56 .50 1.10 .55 95 gal. 20-23 .92 .56 18.57

stove oil 17.10
Cultivate 3X 2 row 100 - 150 1.05 2.00 1.10 2.20 20-23 .92 1.85 5.09

Hand labor 30.00 1.00 30.00 30.00

Lift 0 - 100 .2 1.00 1.10 1.10 20-23 .92 .92 2.27
Total cost for 1 operationiTh5ependent of yield $ll0.5

Risk adjustment- (about one out of ten acres are never harvested) 15.30

Total adjusted for risk $125.55

Harvestino cost per 58 pound crate

Operation Equipment overhead Labor Materials
Total cost per

Tyon Cost/ Rate Cost/ Kind Cost/ crate
crate crate crate

Pulling and fTld sorting $1.00 5 .2075 5.21
Hauling to shed Truck or

tractor and trailer 5 .0050 1.00 .0030 .01

Washing and grading i.00 .0970 .10

Packing Building and equipment .0050 1.00 .1700 58 cello bags S .58
lid .07

crate .15

liner .03 .90

Total harvesting and packing cost per crate Sl.22

/1 Machinery overhead charge is based on a total farm operation of 50-80 acres.

7 See reference 13 pp. 252-259.
About one out of every two years the grower is forced to replant for various reasons.

Figure Includes 10 percent of the $35 land charge per acre.





APPENDIX D



1 8'+

CBH-37/6l-Final OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY 1/8/62
Hello, we're taking a confidential market survey for OREGON
STATE UNIVERSiTY, and would like to ask you a few interesting

tions about farminq if you don't mind.

I- _______Acres First, may I ask how many crop acres you

11 D.K. farmed in 1961? Include any cover crops

not on

2- _______Acres And, not counting cover crops, how many

11 DK. acres of permanent pasture did you operate
in j9jJncluding forest grazi ng land?

3- What crops, if any other than vegetables, blueberries, and
strawberries, did you grow in 1961? (Record under Column 3)

4- How many acres of each crop did you grow in 1961? (Record

under Column 4)

5- What kinds of livestock, if any, did you have on hand in 1961?

6- What was the maximum number of each kind of livestock you had

it:i 9b1?
Column 3 Column 4

. > Livestock- 1961? Maximum_Numbe
ff(Dairy animals (all dual
°(pu rpose go in to dal ry)

Beef_animals
Hogs (sows and p1
Sheep a ndlarnbs

Goats

Others



QUESTIONSHEETJOQEIONS 7-14 (Answers recorded on loose
cardboard sheet,)

7 Now, I'd like to ask you a few questions about the vege-
table crops you grew in 1961. First, what vegetable crops
did you grow in 1961? (nterviewer: Record under Column 7.

Put only one crop between each set of dark lines. )

7a- Did you happen to grow any blueberries or strawberries in
1961? (Record under Column 7, Only one crop between each
set of dark lines)
(Interviewer: Now, ask each of the remaining questions for
each crop grown in 1961, including blueberries and straw-
berries, Record answers under the appropriate columns
apposite each crop grown).

8- How many acres of did you plant in 1961?

9- How many acres of did you actually harvest in 1961?

10- In terms of pounds, how much of your did you harvest

in 1961?

11- How many pounds of your was not harvested in 1961?

12- How many pounds of your ____, if any, went to processors?
Please include any that was used for canning, freezing, or
dehydration?

13- How many pounds of your was marketed fresh? (Excludes
processors, i.e.,, canning, freezing, dehydration.)

14- On this card are listed some outlets for selling fresh produce.

Which outlet, or outlets, did you use in selling your

on the fresh market in 1961? Just call your answer by the

number standing for the outlet(s). (Interviewer: Record on

answer sheet by number, If more than one outlet, record each
outlet on dotted line between solid black lines. Each outlet

must now be taken across the pa. That is, ask each of the
following questions for each outlet named in this question.)

Possible Outlets for Selling Fresh Produce:
Sales Delivery to Customers;

1. You pck
2. Roadsde stand
3. Fare rs retal 1 market
4. On farm-picked basis

5. Home delivery



l+- (CONTNUED)
Sales to Wholesalers, Retal lers, Peddlers:

6, Di rectly to retai I store

7. To retail distribution center
8, Wholesale distributor

9, Broker
10, Farmers wholesale market
11, Peddlers

Other (E
Other (Explain):

15- how many pounds of your were marketed through ths
outlet?

16- To whom were your sold?

17'- What was the price range for which you sold your
to

18- What unit does this price range refer to?

19- What was the type of pack, or package, in which you
sold your to

20- What was the size or weight of the package you used for
your which you sold to

21- What was the number of ________included in the packages
sold to ?

22- Did you use new or used cartons for packing your
which you sold to

23- What type of cooling, if any, did you use in packing
your which you sold to

2k- What type of grading system, if any, did you use--your own
system, a federal system, a state system, or some other
system? (F 0T1ER) What?



25- How many years have you been growing produce, b1ueberries
or strawberries, for the fresh market?

Less than 5
2, 5-9 years

3, 1O1L years
15 and over

5, BK,

26- Thinking back to the crops you marketed fresh in 1959
what outlet, or out1ets did you use in 1959 that you did
not use in l961 if any?

o None
11 O.K.

26a NTERflEWER: Ask this question of each outlet named above,
Write in each outlet in one space, followed by the reason(s).
What are your main reasons for not using ______as an out-
let in 1961? (PROBE! Anything else?)

Outlet:

Outlet:

27- What outlet, or outlets, did you use in 1961 for crops
marketed fresh, that you did not use in 1959?

o None
11 O.K.

2a UJTERVlEWER: Ask this question of each outlet named above,
Write in each outlet in one space, followed by
the reason (s). What are your main reasons for
starring to use ____as an outlet in 1961?



27a- (C0NTNUED)

Outlet:

Outlet:

28 What sources of information, if any, do you use for
obtaining pricing information?

0 None

29 Do you happen to sell your fresh produce under a brand name?
(F YES) What is the brand nae?

Yes
No

3O Did you raise more of any particular crops in 1961 than you
did in 1960? (IF YES) May ask the names of these crops?

Yes

No (Skip to Question 35)

31- (NTERVEWER: Ask this question for each crop named in question
30, Write in the name of the crop, followed by the reason(s),)
Would you mind telling me the main reasons you raised
more in 1961 than you did in 1960? (PROBE Any other
reasons?)

Crop:

Crop:

32' What crops, if any, do you plan to grow more of next year
than you did in 1961?

More

None(Skip to Question 34)
0. K. (Skip to Question 34)



33 (INTERViEWER:

question 32.
reason(s))
Would you mm
more

Crop:

Crop:
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Ask this question for each crop named in
Write in the name of the crop, followed by the

d telling me the main reasons you plan to grow
next year than you did in 1961?

3k- Most May ask what crop proved most pro-
II D,K, fitable to you in 1961?

2nd Most What crop was second most profitable
11 O.K. in 1961?

3rd Most What crop was third most profitable
11 O.K. in 1961?

35- (INTERVIEWER: Ask this çuestion about the crop named
'most profi tab1e above)
You said that was your oost profitable crop in
1961, What factors9 if any would keep you from raising
even more acres of next year - to expand your
production of that particular crop? (PROSEI)

Anything else?

36- Have you ever grown produce for the fresh market under a
contract?

No (Skip to question 38)

(IF YES) What was the last year in which you grew produce
under contract?

37- (iNTERVIEWER: Ask these questions only of those who grew under
a contract in question 36)

1, Yes Thinking of the last year in which you
2. No grew under a contract--was the contract
3. O,K, arrangement satisfactory to you?

1, Yes Was the price for the produce specified
2, No or D,K, in your contract?



37" (cONTINUED)

1, Yes
2. No or O.K.

1, Yes

2. No or D. K.

Was the grade of produce specified
in your contract?

Was the pack specified in your
contract?

38 (NTERViEWER: Refer back to question 36, and ask this only
of those who have never grown produce under a contract)

Can you think of any reasons why it would be good to grow
produce for the fresh market under a contract? (PROE)

I. No

Any other reasons?

39" Some people like to sell their produce on a graded basis,
while others feel this is not too important. How impor
tant do you feel it is to sell produce on a graded basis"-
very important quite important not too important, or not
important at all?

ASK OF EVERYONE: 1. Very important
2. Quite important

3. Not too important
1+. Not important at all

5. D. K.

4O- Do you happen to own a hydro'cooIing system? (iF YES)

May ask the cost of this system at the time of purchase?

Yes _________$ Cost

kl- And, do you own a vacuum cooler? (IF YES) What was its cost
at time of purchase?

Yes________



k2 During 1961, dd you rent or have cooling done on a custom
basi s?
(F YES) Lt was the charge for this cooling?
(INTERViEWER: Also ask the unit of charge, as $(dollar)
per hour i:er day, etc.)

Yes $ Charge
Basis

______% Own truck
% Commercial

car r er
% Borrowed or

rented truck
% Other

(Descri be)
________% Other

(Descri be)

On this card are some methods
of transporting fresh produce
to the market. WHI you please
tel I me about what percent of
your 1961 produce was trans
ported to the market by each
method, if there are others
you used please name them and
give the percentage of each.

Would you mind telling me the last grade you completed in
school?

1. Finished college
2. Some college
3. Finished high school
1-f. Some high school
5. Grade or no schooling

45 About how long have you lived in the State of Oregon?
(IF LESS THAN 10 YEARS) What state did you live in just before
you moved to Oregon?

1. Less than 3 years
2, 3-5 years
3. 67 years
4. 8f years
5, 10 years or more

(State)
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46' Thinking of your total volume of business during 1961,
would you tell me what your approximate dollar volume
was from ai.l your farm operations?

About what percent of this would you say came from produce,
including strawberries and blueberries?

$ - - Total Volume

47" On this card are some broad income groups.. Looking at
this card, would you please tell me in which income group
you fell in 1961, after you had deducted all your business
expenses? Just call your answer by number, please.

1. Less than $3,000
2. $3,000 $5,999
3. $6,000 $9,999
4. $10,000 $14,999
5. $15,000 and over

48 (INTERVIEWER: Estimate age. If in doubt, ask:
Would you mind telling me your approximate age?)

1. Under 30 years of age
2. 30 34

3. 35 39
4. 40 44

5, 45 49
6. 50 54

7. 55 59

8. 60 years or more

49 (INTERVIEWER: Check from which list taken.)

1. General
2. Specific

X I hereby certify that this interview was actually and personally
taken with the person named below, arid represents a true and
accurate account of that interview,

(Respondent) (Address) (City or Town)

Teiepjione Number of Re ndent:
(Date) (For verification only)
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DO NOT WRITE BELOW THIS LINE

Interview verified by:

Date of verification:




